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Hand 111 alkr 'l'ahlt" u{ l'ulll.ellh, 

ADD! T I ON. 

IN speaking of the l~th ver::~e of the lOth chapter of the 

Book of Joshua, I might ]un·e obscr\'etl, t~mt if the year 

be taken at :W5 days, and if we suppose one day inter

calated every fourth year, the meaning will eome out more 

obviously. This one tlay was not admitted into the sacred, 

but into the ash1momieal, year of tlw Egyptians. An 

ancient and anonymous writer giws us the following 

account: In tcmplo .l•:gypti )lemphis, (lege Apidis 

Memphi) mos fuit solio regio decorari rcges, qui regna

bant. lbi enim sacris initiabantur primum, ut dieitm, 

Heges, satis religiose tunicati : et T1mro, quem Apim apcl

lant, jugum portare fas erat,--et per vicum unum duci. 

Deducitur autem a Sacerdote Isidis in locum 11ui nomina

tur Adytos, et jmejurando adigitur, UCI!Ue mensem, neque 

diem intercalandum, quem in festum diem immutareut, setl 

CCCLX\" dies peracturos, sicut institutum est ab uutiqui::~. It 
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follows from this, that when the Priests reckoned by their 

sacred year, they would lose a whole day every fourt.h 

year. This day, as I have said above, wa.s reckoned in the 

a.stronomical year ; but as this wa.s against the religion& 

law, the Priests seem to have feigned, that during that day 

the course of the Sun and :\loon was suspended ; and thus 

obtained their sm·1.U canicular p3ri;l•l mentioned by Bailly. 
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PIt E FACE. 

IT will naturally be asked by those, who may 
chance to see this volume, why its author has 
caused a book to be printed, which he yet does 
not cho9se to publish. When, however, it is con
sidered, that I have treated chiefly of things 
deemed sacred, and that there is considerable 
novelty in s~me of my opinions, I trust that I 
shall be easily pardoned, if I confine the distribu
tion of the copies of this work to a narrow circle. 

I pretend, that the ancient Jews, like other 
nations of antiquity, had their esoteric and their 
exoteric doctrines. They concealed the former 
under innumerable types and symbols, the meaning 
of which is generally unknown among their descen
dants. It is the object of my book to explain the 
hidden sense of many passages in the Hebrew 
Scriptures ; but as Christians are, for the most 
part, so well satisfied with the literal sense, as 
never to look for any other, except when it is 
thought that some allusion is maclc to the advent 
of Christ, I feel myself unwilling to publish any 
t•xplauatiotls of the original text, whieh may not 
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Vlll J>REFACE. 

exalted notions of the Deity, as natural religion i~ 
itself capable of inspiring. I must acknowledge, 
that the Jewish scriptures, thus understood, appear 
to_ me to be contrary to all true theology. It i<J 
monstrous to be told, if the sense be taken literally, 
that the infinite mind showed its back parts t~l 

Moses. I read with pain, if there be no allegory, 
that the God of nature revealed himself to Jacob, 
in order that that Hebrew shepherd should make 
a journey to Bethel ;-that this same keeper of 
kine and sheep, after having wrestled with a man 
all night, boasted in the morning that he had 
seen God ;-and that the Lord of the Universe 
showed himself in a vision to Jacob, standing upon 
the top of a ladder. Then what are those things 
upon the ladder, whiC'h our painters represent with 
chubby cheeks, with wings at their shoulders, and 
with long petticoats?: If Jacob saw all these things 
in a dream, it must b~ evident that he was dream
ing indeed. Am I really to believe in the existence 
of such singular conversations, as are said, in the 
book of Job, to have taken place between God and 
the Devil ? "Skin for skin,'' sa.id Satan to Jehovah. 
The expression is not very elegant, and it does not 
sound very spiritual. The story of' Jonah in the 
fish's belly, if it he not allegorical, is a most surpris
ing one, and the whole must he a little puzzling t~) 
the natural histDrian. W c are told in one of the 
Psalms, that God ro<le upon a clwrnh. But we 
learn from Ezekiel, tha.t a chernh was a. strange 
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creature with four heads, like a man's, a lion's, a 
bull's, and an eagle's,--with four wings,-with one 

. hand,-and with the hoofs of a C'.al£ This was a 
very singular equipage for Jehovah to choose, when 
he went to take an airing. l shall leave the literal 
interpreters to explain these things as they can. 

There are, however, some yet graver objections 
which I have to make agamst them. I cannot 
reconcile to my notions of the perfectly wise and 
good Being the literal interpretation of the verse 
in Exodus;--" And the Lord repented of the evil 
which he thought to do unto his people." Perfect 
wisdom cannot repent of ita intentions, any more 
than perfect goodness can think of doing evil. 
When it is stated in Genesis, "that it repented the 
Lord, that he had made man on the earth, and that 
it grieved him at his heart," we can scarcely suppose 
that this was literally meant. The prescient God 
cannot be imagined to do any thing, which he fore
knows .he will afterwards be grieved at his heart 
for having done. 

I have no doubt that the Jewish Rabbins firmly 
believe, that the Deity conversed with their ances
tors upon the very various, but not always very 
importan11, topics, which the infinite God is said to 
have discussed, with his priests and his prophets. 
It is difficult, however, not to observe, that some of 
the divine discourses are dictated by an extraordi
nary spirit of vindictive jealousy, while others are 
marked by a prolixity, a garrulity, and a familiarity 

b 
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of style, not altogether characteristic of the wisdom 
and majesty of the Supreme Being. The Platos, 
the Ciceros, and the Senecas of the Pagan world 
would probably have been astonished, if they had 
been assured, that the following sentences had pro
ceeded from the highest intelligence.-" For I the 
Lord thy God am a jealous God." (Exod. 20.} 
"I will bring evil upon this place." (~ Kings, 22.) 

" Behold, mine anger and my fury shall be poured 
out upon this place, upon man, upon beast, upon 
the trees of the field, &c." (J er; 7.) ''It repenteth 
me that I have set up Saul to be king." (1 Sam. 15.) 
The sages of antiquity would perhaps have thought 
the tongue to be impious, which had pronounced 
that the God of the universe could be in a state 
either of fury, or of repentance. 

The same sages, who have spoken so divinely of 
the greatness and infinity of the Supreme Intelli
gence, would have been scarcely less surprised at 
hearing the following words.-" Go, tell my !Jervant 
David, Thus saith the Lord, Shalt thou not build 
me a house for me to dwell in? Whereas I have 
not dwelt in any house, since the time I brought 
up the children of Israel out of Ebrypt, even to this 
day, but have walked in a tent aml in a tabernacle." 
(2 Sam. 7.) 

We occasionally meet with a. colloquial freedom 
of style, and a minuteness of detail in some of the 
discourses attributed to Omnipotence, which must 
appear rather singular to the disciple of Natural 
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Religion. "And the Lord said unto Abraham 
wherefore did Sarah laugh?" (Gen. 18.) "And 
the Lord smelled a sweet savor, and the Lord 
said in his heart, I will not again curse the ground 
any more, &c." (Gen. 8.) · It is as difficult to con
ceive, how Sarah came to laugh in the presence of 
the Almighty, as it is to understand how the 
immaterial essence of the Deity dined at Abra
ham's table, after having had his feet washed by 
the pious Patriarch. The reason which is given 
why the Lord said he would not curse the ground 
any more, appears to me to be very strange. God 
smelled a sweet savor ; and because his olfactory 
nerves were agreeably tickled, he would not curse 
the ground any more. It will be in vain pre
tended, that such a passage as this can be recon
ciled to a true system of theology, unless it be 
frankly apknowledged, that the Hebrew Scriptures 
are allegorical writings, in which the literal mean
ing is rarely the real one. 

In the speeches ascribed to the Supreme Being, 
we meet with such sentenceA aA the following. 
'• And thou shalt make his pans to receive his ashes 
and his shovels, and his basins, and his flesh-hooks, 
and his fire-pans, &c." (Exod. 27.) "Also thou shalt 
take of the ram the fat and the rump, and the fat 
that covereth the inwards, and the caul above the 
liver, and the two kidneys, &c." (Exod. 29.) When 
I lift my eyes to the starry vault of heaven, and 
when I recollect that God is the creator and pre-
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server of more suns and worlds, than I ~n either 
count or imagine, I hope not to be obliged literally 
to believe, that the primordial, infinite, and ineffable 
Being talked to Moses, or to any body else, about 
pans and shovels, or about the. fat, the rump, and 
the gut.'3 of a ram. 

My notions of the Divine Nature may be very 
heterodox, but they do not permit me to attribute 
human infirmities to God. I cannot suppose the 
Deity first creating our little earth, and then fret
ting because he had done so. I ca.nnot ascribe 
to him all the scolding and cursing about idolatry ; 
all the squabbling about capricious laws; and all 
that prattling and gossiping about insignificant rites 
and ceremonies, which so frequently occur in the 
Jewish legends. I cannot allow myself to imagine. 
that the Sacred Writers were speaking literally 
when they talked of these thiugs ; and I feel my
self compelled either to consider their writings as 
impositions on the creuulity of mankind, or to 
believe that they are chiefly; if not entirely, allego
rical compositions. 

In the CEdipus Judaicws it will be found, that I 
have adopted the latter opinion. I recollect, that 
Moses was learned in all the wisdom of the Eg,yp
tians ; and I expect to find traces of that wisdom 
in his works. The learned among the ancient 
Egyptians were pure theists, as Cudworth has 
proved. They were deeply skilled in the sciences ; 
but they carefully concealed their mysterious learn-
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ing under innumerable symbols and allegories. 
May we not look then for the same things in the 
writings, which are ascribed to the Jewish law
giver? It is what I have done; and I submit 
to the judgment of a few individuals, the result 
of my re..~earches. 





P R E L I M IN A R Y N 0 T I C E. 

As 1 have had occasion to say a great deal on the 
subject of Astronomy in the following pages, I must 
take the liberty of requesting my reader to peruse 
them with his celestial globe beside him. He will 
of course make allowances for the retrograde motion 
of the fixed stars. There is one difficulty, which I 
ought to mention, and which I have felt during the 
whole of the time I was employed about this opus
culum. It seems to me, at least, impossible to fix 
the time, when the books of the Old Testament, 
which I have examined, were written. I have 
seen chronological tables, where the death of Abra
ham is stated to have happened in a certain year, 
and where the periods, when .Moses and Joshua lived, 
are denoted. I confess I have very little faith in 
such tables. It is likewise, I acknowledge, not 
quite clear to me, who were the -authors of the books 
in question, and when they lived. Circumstances 
have been pointed out by Aben Ezra, by the Pere 
Simon, and by others, which seem to render it very 
questionable, whether Moses were really the author · 
of the Pentateuch. Now without a more exact and 
certain knowledge of these matten;, .I have thought 
it ~tter not to insi~ too much on the positions of 
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the constellations, as referring to dates given in the 
Chronological Tables. 

I have made frequent use of the word parana: 
tellon; and it may be expedient to explain it to 

some of my readers. 'l'he Oriental astronomers 
divided each sign of the zodiac into three parts. 
These were called decans, and amounted to thirty
six for the whole zodiacal circle. But the same as
tronomers also considered the const~llations, or the 
asterisms, on both sides of the zodiacal circle, as con
nected with these dccaml. There was consequently 
a division of these extra-zodiacal constellations, 
amounting to thirty-six, the number of the decans. 
Now the extra-zodiacal stars, which are on either 
side of a decan, and which rise above the horizon, 
or sink below it,. during the time that decan takes 
to rise or SPt, or what I call it,<s }JW'ana.tellon8. The 
pamu(ttellons of a whole sign may como~eqtwntly be 
easily found. Many of the astronomical allusions of 
the OrientaUsts can only be understood by con
Hidering tlus theory. 

There are a few observations concerning the zo
diac, which I ought to make. 

The constellations of the zodiac are necessarily 
displaced by the precession of the equinoxes. This 
has given rise to a distinction, which it is proper to 
state, because, without noticing it, we shall he led 
into mistakes. Astronomers, then, distinguish be
tween a fixed and intellectual zodiac ; and the move
able and visible zodiac. Accorlling to the former, 
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Aries still stands as the first of the signs ;-that is 
to say, the first thirty degrees of the zodiacal circle, 
reckoning from the equinoctial point in Spring, are 
allotted to Aries in the intellectual zodiac. The con
stellation, however, which is designed by the figure 
of a Rarn, no longer occupies these first thirty de
grees of the zodiacal circle. Its place is now hel<l 
by Pisces ; and the Ram has taken up the staticn 
formerly occupied by the Bull, which in its turn 
takes up the place formerly held by the Twins ; and 
so of all the rest. Astrononrers generally choose to 

reckon by the fixed and intellectual zodiac ; and 
this seems to have been the .case from a very early 
period. I am, indeed, inclined to think that the 
ancient Egyptians and Chaldeans reckoned according 
to the intellectual zodiac ; but that the first of the 
signs in their intellectual zodiac (I am speaking of 
very remote times) was Taurus. Perhaps it would 
not be amiss if astronomers brought the intellectual 
nearer to the visible zodiac. I have, however, now 
said enough to enable any of my rea.ders, who may 
not have attended to these things, to understand, 
whether I be alluding, in different places, to the 
fixed and intellectual zodiac, or whether I be re
ferring to that, which is retrograde an<l -visible. 

It now only remains for me to say a few wonh 
concerning the masoretie point:!. These, it will be 
seen, I have wholely discarded. If my reader wish 
to know why I have done so, he may consult Mori
uus, who in my opinion has set the question at rest. 

(' 
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I believe, however, that there are now few Hebra
ists, who will think of undertaking to defend the 
Enasorah. • 

In addition to the above remarks, I find Enyself 
compelled to take particular notice of an objection, 
which has been made to my theory. I have briefly 
adverted to it in my dissertation on the Book of 
Joshua; but I have not there given it so full a con
sideration as I should have done, if I had been 
aware of the iEnportance, which has been attached to 
it by its supporters. ~ 

Some persons have contended, that when the 
first books of the Old Testament were written, the 
zodiac was not yet divided into twelve constellations; 
--that when that division did take place, the zodia
cal signs were not represented in the same manner 
by the Egyptians and Orientalists, as by the Greeks; 
-and finally, that in the time of Mosea the know
ledge of the sphere did not yet exist. 

To fix the time when the books of Mosea and 
Joshua were written, may not be so easy a task as 
some of the objectors seem to suppose ; but let them 
take the earliest period which they can reasonably 
assume, and I fear not to show, that before that 
period the division of the zodiac into twelve signs 
was known to the Orientalists ; and that the figures 
there represented did not materially differ from those, 
which were afterwards exhibited in the Grecian zo
diac, allowing for a few exceptions, which cannot 
affect my gf'neral argumf'nt. 
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I believe, that no per8on will pretend, that the 
Pentateuch was written at an earlier era than 1500 
years before Jesus Christ. My own judgment would 
lead me to fix the date at a much later period ; but 
upon this point I shall not insist. 

M. Bailly, in his History of Astronomy, tells us, 
that the zodiac of the Indians had two ·different 
divisions, one consisting of twenty-eight, and the 
other of twelve, constellations. He also observe.~. 

that they had two different zodiacs, the one fixerl, 
and the other moveable. The discovery of the latter 
he states to have taken place about 2,250 years 
before Jesus Christ, and consequently 750 ycal'8 
before the Pentateuch could have been written. 

The same author places tho invention of the 
Persian sphere about 3000, or 3200 years before 
Jesus Christ, and consequently 1500 or 1700 yeal'8 
before the time, when it is pretended, that Mosc~:~ 

wrote the Pentn.teuch. 
'fo fix the exact date when the Egyptiam first 

divided the zodiac into twelve signs, would be very 
difficult. Macrobiu.'i attributes the invention of the 
zodiac to the Egyptians, and Jamblichus asserts, that 
Ht-nnes was the author of it. But it is not easy to 
determine the time when Hermes flourished. The 
accounts concerning him are so vague and contra
dictory, that it seems idle to say ruore than that he 
lived at a very remote period of antiquity. This 
second Hermes, however, seems rather to have been 
the restorer, than the original discoverer, of science ; 

• 
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since he is said by Manetho to have deciphered the 
hieroglyphics on the ancient monuments. I am in
clined to think, that the zodiac was divided into 
twelve signs by the Egyptians about the time when 
they introduced the twelve great Gods. Now the ·· 
Egyptian Hercules was one of these ; and without 
attributing to him the extreme antiquity, which was 
claimed for him by the priests in the time of He
rodotus, we may easily admit him to have flourished 
long before the age of MoSBs. (See :Uerodotus, l. 2. 

c. 4. 43. 144.) 

According to Diodorus Siculus, the Grecim Her
cules, whom we must not confound with the 
Egyptian, introduced the knowledge of the sphere 
(Tov trt/Ja,puciw llorro,·) into Greece. Others have named 
Musreus, and others Chiron. Be this as it may, 
the Greeks appear to have become acquainted with 
the sphere more than thirteen centuries before 
Christ : and consequently not two centuries after the 
time of Moses. 

W c have now seen pretty clearly, I think, that 
the Egyptians and Orientalists were acquainted with 
the sphere and with the zodiac, before the Penta
teuch could have been written ; even allowing, what 
I think to be extremely doubtful, that it was com
posed at so early a period as 1500 years before 
Jesus Christ. 

But I have passed cmwrily over this part of the 
subject, and have not even noticed the high preten
sions of the ChaldeariR, who date their astronomical 
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discoveries from so remote a period as the reign of 
Belus. I imagine, that the objectors are chiefly dis~ 
posed to argue, that the forms now exhibited in the 
Oriental zodiacs have been copied from the zodiac 

.Qf the Greeks. It is then to this subject that I must 
direct the attention of my reader ; and although the 
due limits of a mere preliminary notice will compel 
me to be brief, I have yet no doubt that I shall be 
able completely to repel this objection. 

M. Bailly seems inclined to think, that the Indian 
zodiac was the most ancient of any. We have already 
seen that the Indians invented their moveable zo~ 
diac 7~0 years before the time of Moses. In the 
Philosophical Transactions for 1772, we find a re
presentation of a.n Indian zodiac. Its resemblance 
to our's, though it differ in some respects, is ex
ceedingly striking. Aquarius is represented by 
an . urn. In Pisces, there is only one fish. In 
the two next signs we find the Ram and the 
Bull Instead of the Twins, a man is represented 
with two shields. The two next signs are the same 
as our's. Virgo is depicted as a young girl seated 
according to the Oriental fashion. The Balance is 
exhibited as by us ; the image of the Scorpion is 
much defaced ; and Sagittarius is r~prcsentcd by 
a bow and arrow. 'Ve denote Capricorn by a goat 
with the tail of a fish ; but in this Indian zodiac the 
goat and the fish are separated. The objectors pre~ 
tend, that this ~odiac must have been copied from a 
Greek zodiac after the time of Alexander. But it 
i,q not the character of thr Indians to copy from otlwr 
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nations ; and when they do condescend to become 
copyists, they are, I am assured, minutely faithful 
to their originals. The very discrepancies, then, 
which may be observed in the Indian and the Grc
eian zodiacs, may lead us to believe, that it was the 
Greeks who made the changes. The love of change 
belonged as much to the character of the Greeks, as 
it was remote from that of the Indians. Let us also 
observe, that this Indian zodiac is square. Now the 
Indians would hardly have taken this figure, if they 
had seen the circular zodiac of the Greeks. Then 
the goat and the fish are separated in the Indian 
zodiac, and united in the Greek ; and this affords a 
strong presumptive proof of the former having been 
the original ; because it is more natural for a copyist 
to combine two distinct ideas, than to separate them 
after they have once been united. Again, this 
Indian zodiac contains but one fish in Pisces. Of 
this there is no example in the Greek zodiacs ; but 
it would seem from Kircher, that Ichthon, or rather · 
Dagon, had his station in this sign in the Egyptian 
zodiac. 

Sir William Jones was a tolerable judge of these 
matters, and he strongly maintains the antiquity of 
the Indian zodJac. His translation from the Sans
crit verses, in which the Indians gave an account of 
their own zodiac, is so curious, that I shall transcribe 
it. "The Ram, Bull, Crab,. Lion, and St}011Jion, 
have the figures of those five animals respectively : 
the Pair (the Twim) • are a danisel playing on a 
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Vina (a harp), and a youth wielding a mace: the 
Virgin stands on a boat in water, holding in one 
hand a lamp, in the other an ear of rice-corn ; the 
Balance is held by a weigher, with a weight in o1,1c 
hand: the B01o by an archer, whose hinder parts 
are like those of a horse : the Searlrwnster has the 
face of an antelope : the Ewer is a water-pot, borne 
on the shoulder of a man, who empties it : the Fisk 
are two with their heads turned to each other's tails, 
&c." But I shall leave the objectors to answer the 
arguments of Bailly and Jones concerning the zodiac 
of the Indians, and shall proceed to consider that of 
the Persians. 

Diodorus Siculus tells us, that a God was supposed 
by the Persians to preside over each of the twelve 
signs of the zodiac. But it app~ from the Zen· 
davesta, that this division of the zodiac was made in 
the time of Zoroaster. Hyde has most erroneously 
placed Zoroaster as contemporary with Darius. Sui
das fixes his era at 500 years before the Trojan war. 
Plutarch places him 5000 years before that time ; 
and though I shall not say with Pliny, that Zoroaster 
li"ed many thousand years before Moses, yet I have 
no great hesitation in admitting, that the Persian 
preceded the Jewish sage by several centuries. 
Consult Plutarch, de Is. et Osir. and Pliny, I. 30. 
c. 1.) Now what arc the figures of the Persian. z~ 
diac described in that most ancient book the Zenda
vesta 1 They are thus named in their order :-The 
Lamb, the Bu.ll, the Twin.<~, the Crab, the Lion, the 
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Ear of corn, the Bala.nce, the Scorpion, the Bow, 
the Goat, the Pitcher, and the Fishes. 

I shall not dispute whether the Egyptians were, 
or were not, the first inventors of the zodiacal images. 
I must, however, most strongly protest against the 
idea, that they ever copied their symbols from the 
Greeks. I have already shown, that there is every 
reason to conclude, that the Egyptians had divided 
the zodiac into twelve constellations, centuries before 
the age of Moses.. I shall now endeavour to prove 
that the Greeks copied the· images of their zodiac 
from the Egyptians and the OrientalistB. 

1. Hipparchus, if I do not err, was the first among 
the Greeks, who established what has since been 
called the fixed zodiac ; and he placed Aries as the 
first of the signs. . Theon, indeed, reproves Aratus 
for making Cancer the first of the signs, when. the 
Egyptians, whom Theon intimates Aratus to have 
been copying, made A-ries the first. This shows 
then, that the Greeks were in the habit of copying 
the Egyptians in these matters. It is besides ob
vious, that A. ries has little or nothing to do with 
Greek mythology. The Ram was the well-known 
type of the Egyptian Ammon. In the planispheres 
of Kircher we find the Ram's horns. In those of 
Dendera the Ram is represented, as also in the frag
ment of the Egyptian zodiac found at Rome, of 
which an engraving is given by Bailly. 

2. The Bull wa.s a symbol of the sun, known all 
over the East, long before it can be pretended that 

\ ..... - ·----~----I 
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the Greeks had a zodiac at all. On many Indian, 
as well as on many Persian, monuments, we find the 
Bull. Then the work of Apis, proved by the Pen
tateuch itself to be so ancient, may lead us to wonder 
how it can be fancied, that the Greeks were the first, 
who placed this symbol in the zodiac. 

3. The Greeks claim the symbol of the third sign 
as their own invention ; and the story of Castor and 
Pollux may have heen the production of their. imagi
nation. Some of their mythologists, 'however, 
designate the twins by the names of Hercules and 
.Apollo, while Plutarch calls them Harpocrates and 
Helitomemion, the sons of Isis and Osiris. But this 
sign proves pretty clearly the disposition of the 
Greeks to make the zodiacal symbols accord with 
their own mythology ; and may perhaps tend to con
vince the objectors, that the Greeks, and not the 
Orientalists, were the copyists. In the Sanscrit verses, 
to which I have already referred, we are told, that 
the Indians represented the sign in question by a 
damsel playing on a harp, and by a youth wielding 
a mace. The Greeks converted these symbols into 
Apollo with his lyre, and Hercules with his club. 
Now in the fragment of the · Egyptian zodiac found 
at Rome, the sign of the Twins is represented by 
a female with a harp, and hy a man with u. mace. 
Is not thi.<~ an extraordinary coincidence between the 
Indian and Egyptian zodiacs ? If the Indians and 
the Egyptians had been the copyists, how came thf'y 
both to change the form of Apollo into that of a 

d 
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young woman ? This could not have been arranged 
by agreement ; and it could hardly have happened 
by accident. I am, however, very well convinced, 
that one of the twins in the ancient Egyptian zodiacs 
was represented by Anubis ; and in this, I think, I 
am supported, not only by one of Kircher's plani
spheres, but by the great zodiac of Dendera, so ac
curately given in the plates, which accompany Mr. 
Hamilton's travels. In all events, the similiarity 
between the Indian zodiac and the Egyptian frag
ment, seems to prove that the Greeks copied the 
symbol of the Twins from the Orientalists. 

4. The more ancient Egyptians placed He·rmanu-
. bis, or " Hermes with the head of an ibis," in the 

sign of Cancer. In the Grecian zodiacs we find the 
Crab, and the reason why that animal was stationed 
there is ingeniously given by Macrobius. But even 
this symbol appears to have been suggested by the 
Egyptians. In the zodiacs of Dendera we find a 
Beetle instead of a Crab, and as the Beetle rolls , 
its ball of dung in retrograding, it is ·not less a 
proper ~ymbol for the sign than the Crab. I 
must confess, however, that I suspect that there is 
more ingenuity than truth in the conjecture of 
Macrobius. 

I have likewise a great suspicion, that the same 
author has shown more imagination than judgment 
in the reasoning which he employs, when he en
deavours to account for the position of Capricorn 
among the sign!'!. 
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5. That the history- of the twelve labors of Her
cules refers to the progress of the sun through 
the twelve signs of the zodiac is, I believe, generally 
admitted ; but I cannot allow, that the lion was first · 
placed among the zodiacal symbols, because Hercules 
was fabled to have slain the Nemean lion. It would 
seem, on the contrary, that Hercules, who represented 
the Sun, was said to have slain the lion, because Leo 
was already a zodiacal sign. There are · several 
reasons which ·induce me to think, that the Egyp-: 
tians were the first, who placed the lion in the 
zodiac. The combat of Hercules with the lion was 
llis first labor ; and one of the several years of the 
Egyptians commenced at t.he Summer Solstice. 
The Grecian Hercules florished about 1350 years 
before our era, and consequently when, according to 
the fixed zodiac, the Summer Solstice ac<'orded with 
Leo. Reckoning by the year in question, some 
of the Greek astronomers appear to have made Leo, 
(and afterwards Can<:e1·), the first of the signs. 
Hence it wu.s in compliance with what tht>y believed 
to be the mode of reckoning in Egypt, that the 
Greeks made the combat with the lion the first 
labor of Hercules. Theon afterwards showed them, 
that they were wrong in supposing, that the Egyp
tians had thus counted the signs from the Summer 
Solstice. There seems to be no reason why the 
Greeks should place a lion, an animal with which 
they could have had but little acquaintance, in the 
zodiac. The Egyptians had a. mol'lt obvious reason. 
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Diodorus Siculus (1. 3. c. 22.) mentions, that the 
lions appeared · in great numbers, and became 
extremely formidable in Ethiopia, about the time of 
the Summer Solstice, and wlren the Nile is at its 
greatest elevation. Strabo, if I recollect rightly, 
speaks to the same purpose in his sixteenth book. 
It was then extremely natural for the Egyptians to 
place the lion, where we find him in the zodiac. 

6. 'l'he Greeks have abundance of fables about 
the sign of V£rgo : but this appears to have been 
orginally no other than the symbol of the Egyptian 
Isis. 

7. In the Indian zodiac, (in the Philosophical 
Transactions,) the sign of Libra. is represented as by 
us. In Jones's Indian zodiac, a woman holds the 
balance. 'l'hc Alexandrian zodiac is said not to have 
contained the balance, and its place was occupied by 
the Scorpion's claws. It is found, however, in the 
zorliacs of Esne and Dcndcra. 

8. I believe that the ancient Egyptians represented 
the eighth sign by various symbols ;-·sometimes 
by a snake,--sometimes by a crocodile-sometimes 
by a scorpion, &c. 'l'his last symbol is to be found 
on all the .Mithra.ic monuments ; ai1d it i~ pretty 
evident, that those monuments must have been con
structed, when the vernal equinox accorded with 
Tauru.-;. I am, indeed, apt to think, that the 
.Mithraic monuments might have been construct.cd, 
when the vernal equinox nccordcd with Taurus, as 
we find that constellation in the sensible zodiac. In 

• 
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all events, it appears vain t.o contend, that the 
Greeks were the first, who employed the Scorpion as 
an astronomical symbol. 

9. Pococke, in his description of the East, has ex
hibited a fragment of an ancient Egyptian monument, 
on which the sign of Sagittarius was represented as 
it is by us. This symbol is likewise to be found in 
Jones's Indian zodiac, and in the zodiacs of Esne and 
Dendera. 

10. The most general traditions, even among the 
Greeks themselves, concerning the sign of Capricorn, 
refer the origin of the symbol to Egypt. (Consult 
Hyginus, ~· n. c. 29.-Theon, p. 136.-Germanicus, 
c. 27, &c.) 

11. The Greeks have in vain endeavoured tore
concile the symbols of the eleventh sign to their 
mythology. Canobus with his pitcher is the evident 
prototype of Aquarius with his urn. 

12. The sign of Pisces has nothing to do with 
Grecian mythology. The Greeks themselves appear 
to refer this symbol to ·the Chaldeans. It is, how
ever, t.o be found in Jones's Indian zodiac, and in 
some Egyptian fragments, as well l.t8 in the zodiacs 
of Esne and Den<lera. (See Pocockc's Description 
of the East-Kircher's <Edipus, Vol. 3.-Hamilton's 
Eg}1>tiaca, &c.) 

I shall conclude these remarks, which I have been 
obliged to put together more hastily than I could 
have wished, by observing, that the existence of the 
Indian zodiac, puhlished in the Philosophiral Trans-
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actions for 1772, and of the zodiac at Esne, are 
sufficient of themselves to establish my argument. 
It appears that the zodiac of Esne could not have 
been constructed at a later period than 4 700 years 
before our era, because Leo is there placed aa an 
aacending sign; and consequently this zodiac is 
at least, 3500 years older than the Grecian zodiac, 
even if we suppose that Hercules introduced a zodiac 
into Greece. From this we may judge of the folly 
of talking about Eudoxus and Hipparchus-men 
who lighted their tapers at the embers of'that nearly 
extin_guishedfire,ofwhich the blaze had once illumined 
all the East. The Indian zodiac is yet more ancient 
than that of Esne. The reasons which Dupuis, 
whose astronomical knowledge was immense, has 
given, in order to show that this zodiac was con
structed, when the Summer Solstice accorded with 
Virgo, appear to me to be quite conclusive. Now 
the forms, both in the Indian zodiac, and in that of 
Esne, nearly correspond with those in the Grecian 
zodiac. The sign of Viiyo is represented by a 
sphinx, the symbol of Isis in the zodiac of Esne ; 
and, with this exception, the Greeks have exhibited 
nearly the same symbols. But even here, it must 
be observed, that the figure of the V£rgin, or of lsl.$, 
is to be found in some very ancient Egyptian monu
ments. In Jones's Indian zodiac the figure of Vi-rgo 
announces an Egyptian origin. Be this as it may, 
the objectors to my theory will be puzzled to show, 
that the forms in the Grecian zodiac were not copied 
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from the Orientalists ; and I now boldly assert, that 
not only before the Greeks had a zodiac at all, but 
centurie.~ before the Pentateuch was written, the 
forms and symbols of the Oriental zodiacs, as far as 
the twelve signs were concerned, without speaking 
of the <lccans and paranatellons, did not materially 
differ from those, which the Greeks copied into their 
own zodiac. I admit, that there were some discre
pancies; but, a.~· I have said before, these .cannot 
affect my general argument. 

It only temains for me to observe, that in a work 
in which so many various languages are employed, 
and in which so many subjects are placed in new 
points of view, as in the present work, it would be 
much too presumptuous in me to imagine, that I 
have not occasionally fallen into errors. For these 
I shall claim the indulgence of my readers ; and the 
more especially as it will not be in. my power to cor
rect the press, or to revise the sheets. I am confi
dent, indeed, that I am now in much safer hands, 
than when I was compelled by more important ~~u
pationB, to leave the llerculanensia to the mercy of 
a Sicilian Printer, from whose <'dition that work 
was reprinted in ~ngland before my arrival, and 
conBequently when it was not in my power to 
repair its numerous errors. But in spite of the 
well-known accuracy of .Mr. Va.lpy, who has under
taken to print the (E'dipus Judaicus, I must 
expect that errors of the press will probaby occur. 
I trust that these will be few in number, because 
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I am fully aware that there are critics in the world, 
who are ever ready to take undue and disingenuous 
advantage of every trivial fault which they can find, 
whether it proceed from the inaccuracy of the Author, 
or whether it be caused by the inattention of his 
Printer. 
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OBSERVATIONS 

OK TBB 

PLATES 
AKKUED TO THB 

<EDIPUS JUDAICUS. 

Plates I. II. III. IV. 

Tus first four Plates are copied in miniature from the Egyptian 
zodiacs and planispheres exhibited by Kircher. To the accuracy 
of these, many objections have been made, but Bailly has 
certainly repelled the most important of them. (Hi.stoire de 
l'Astronomie, p. 500). 

}>late V. 

This Plate represents the fragment of a zodiac found at Rome. 
Bailly mentions it in the following terms : "M. De Fontanelle 
dit que ce plani.sphCre est Egyptien et Grec ; pour nous, nous le 
croyons purement Egyptien, et nous y reconnottrons d~ traces 
de son Origine lndienne." 

Plate VI. 

The twelve zodiacal signs are here copied in miniature from 
the engraving of the great oblong zodiac of Dendera, exhibited 
in the plates ~nnexed to Mr. Hamilton's .tEgyptiaca. ~Ir. 

Hamilton has shown, with hi.s usual learning, that the temple of 
e 
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Dendem was either built or repaired about the time of Tiberi us ; 
but 'I am not quite satisfied with the reasons which he gives 
for supposing, that this zodiac was constructed at the same 
period. Mr. Hamilton says, that when this zodiac was con
structed, the Summer Solstice was about ~ parts of the sign 
of Cancer removed from that of Leo. The reasons which lie 
gives for thinking so ma.y be perfectly just; but it does not 
appear from the zodiac itself, that it was constructed about the 
time of Christ. The Summer Solstice seems to be placed in it, 
Mr. Hamilton says, in Cancer, about 400 years from Leo. But 
it must be remembered, that the stars of Gemini now occupy 
nearly the same space in the heavens, with respect to the Solstice, 
which was held by those of Cancer 2150 years ago. The Sum
mer Solstice now takes place, when the Sun is in the first degree 
of Gemini. There are then about 54 degrees to reckon, in order 
to bring the Solstice back .to ,.:: parts of Cancer removed from 
Leo. Lalande thought that this zodiac was constructed about 
the time when the Solstice was at 15" of Cancer; and that 
astronomer, therefore, fixed its date about 1200 years before 
Christ. But Mr. Hamilton puts the Solstice, when this same 
zodiac was constructed, alJout 24• or 25" of Can.cer. Now if 
Lalande placed the date of the construction at 1200 years before 
Christ, because he reckoned from 15" of Cancer, 1\fr. Hamilton, 
who reckons the date from 24"or 25" of Cancer, ought to have 
placed it more than 1800 years before the same em. Lalande, 
however, iR so far wrong. If tl1e Solstice be marked at 15• of 
CancP.r, Lalande should have fixed its date about 1350, and not 
1200 years before Christ. 

Plat~ VJI. 

In this Plate the 1.odiacal figures of the circular zodiac of 
Dendera are repr~nted in miniature, from the engraving of 
them in Mr. Hamilton's work ; but neither in this, nor in the 
preceding Plate, have I ventured to copy the fonns given to the 
1le1·ans and paranatellons. 11Jis would have required too large a 
Platt> for my little work. 
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Visconti thinks that when this zodiac was colll!tructed, the 
Sun at the Summer Solstice was in Cancer, because he finds the 
Bttklnce among the zodiacal forms, and this, he appcar:i to believe, 
mUllt have btlen always a symbol of the equinox. But it seems 
very doubtful to me, whether this propntlition btl true. Dupuis 
has fixed the date of the Indian zodiac, which contains the 
Balance, at a period when this sign could not have corresponded 
with the equinox. I shall presently have to show, that the same 
thing is true of the zodiac of. Esne. It has been proved by Bailly, 
that those who have contended that the Balance had no place 
among the zodiacal fonus until a comparatively late period, are 
altogether in an error. In fact I find no good reason for sup
po<~ing, that the Bal.ance was originally i.Dtended as a symhol of 
the Equinox. Macrobius pretended, that Cttpricom and Canca 

were symbols of the Solstices; but Bailly bas clearly shown, 
that the reasoning of Macrobius cannot be admitted. 

Plate VIII. 

The representation of the Zodiac of Esne is here copied from 
the celebrated French work on " Egypt," lately publishetl at l'aris. 
Mr. Hamilton admits that uo is here depicted as an ascending 
sign ; and though be seems afterward.~ to take alarm at the great 
antiquity, whil·h he consequently assigns to this Zotliac, he 
nevertheless in the first place fixes its date about 4500 years 
ago. When I observe, that I myself have spoken rather loosely 
about dates, and especially in my dissertation on the 49th 
chapter of Genesis, I have, perhaps, little right to find fault 
with .Mr. Hamilton for having done the same thing. In fact, all 
this confusion about dates, to be determined by astronomical 
observations, arises from speaking sometimes of the fixed and 
intellectual Zodiac, and sometimes of the moveable and sensible 
Zodiac. Titus, when Mr. Hamilton allows, that we cannot 
888ign a 1CI58 remote antiquity to the Zodiac of Esne, than nearly 
4~00 years, he evidently fixes the Smnmtlr Solstice, in the first 
degree of Ca~~r, where, however, the Solstitial colure has not 
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du Taureau que vera 4600 ans avant Jesus Christ." The 
Mitbraic monuments appear to have been constructed while the 
vernal equinox corresponded with Taurua,-the Summer solstice 
with Leo, &c. For further information concerning theae monu
ments, my reader may consult Kircher's <Edipus, Vol i p. 216, 
and Hyde, in loco m.tato. But in order that I may satisfy those, 
who cannot immediately refer to rurcher and Hyde, I shall 
transcribe one sentence from the latter.· D. Hieronymus per 
~016 8imulacra (words employed by St. Jerome in speaking 
of the cave of Mithras, and its sculptured images) videtur intel
ligere solem in duodecim signis secundum singula Dodecatemoria, 
qure (inquam) videntur fuisSe ex supellectili antri Mithraici 
This is sufficient to show, that I do not call these monuments 
astronomical upon my own authority. But if they be astra-

. nomical, it is clear, that they refer to a time when the Bull really 
did open the year, as the bare inspection of them ·is sufficient to 

prove. 
I have ventured ·to suggest, in my Dissertation on the 49th 

chapter of Genes~, that these or similar 8imulacra, must have 
been familiar to the mind of Jacob. In the symbolical language 
which he addresses to Joseph, I think, he makes a direct 
allusion to them. 

I have directed my engraver to alter the attitude of one of the 
figures, (in Plate 13) whose action, however, may still be under
stood. The ancients were not offended·with such representations 
as those, which are found on the Mithraic monuments, because 
they considered them as merely symbolical ; but the modems 
entertain very different notions concerning these things, and it 
is needless to shock delicacy, even where we may think it more 
fastidious than is necessary. 

I have placed 8UCVJth BC1Wth, the hen and chickens, in the 
11th plate. For further information concerning this sjmbol of 
the Pleiades, my reader may consult Selden, de lJt,s 8yri6, ·and 
the Pantheun HebrUJQf'U.m. The representation, which I have 
given, is copied from Kircher ; but the Syro-Chaldean words in 
his plate are nearly illegible. I have written them out distinctly. 

l , 

• 
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As, however, the letters are extremely ill-formed in the original, 
I will not answer for having restored the true readin~ The 
S~haldean is a jargon ; but still as I have written out the 
words, they will be understood by any person who can read the 
language. As the characters are placed in Kircher's edition, 
there are manifestly false readings. 

I have also copied the figure of an Indian God, as it is given 
in the 25th plate of Moor's Pantheon. This is so exactly the 
form of the ~tian Ammon, that, I think, the resemblance, if 
not the identity, must be evident. 

Plate XIV. 

The 12 signs, with the Sun, copied from the Indian zodiac, 
exhibited in the valuable Pantheon of Mr. Moor. 

I think this zodiac extremely interesting ; for though I imagine 
Ule picture in Colonel Stuart's possession to be modem, yet I am 
of opinion, that the painter must have generally copied it from 
some very ancient monument. The Persian names may have 
boon written by the modem artist ; and even the cOBttm~.e of 
some of the figuNs may have ~n Changed. From the position, 
however, of Suriga, or the Sun, the original may be supposed to 
be of not less ancient date than that exhibited in the Philosophi
cal Transactions. Suriya is seated in a chariot drawn by seven 
horses, which are probably emblematical of the seven planets. 
But Suriga has his back turned to Virgo, whence we may sup
pose, that the solstitial point corresponded with that sign, when 
the zodiac was originally constructed. 

Plate XV. 

In this Plate·a miniature copy is given of the Camp of the 
Hebrews, slightly altered from Kircher's edition of it. The 
reasons which have induced me to make these changes are stated 
in dift'erent parts of my work. 

It may be necessary for me to observe here, that when I wrote 
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my Dissertation on the 49th chapter of Genesis, I did not per
ceive 8Q fully, as I do at present, the truth, or importance, of the 
system, which I have since adopted. I have consequently spoken 

with leas attention to some astronomical facts than I should have 
done. Thus I have said, that astronomy waa first cultivated in the 
East, when the Summer solstice answered to Leo. That this ia 
a mistake, and that we ought to carry the origin of astronomy 

to a much more remote period, must be evident from the monu
ments, which I have been considering. There a.,e also aome 
other little errors of expression in the Dissertation, which, I trust, 
my candid readers will impute to my ignorance of the necessity of 
employing more precise and scientific language. I had almost un
consciously touched a part of a system ; and I consequently did 

not suspect, that that part waa connected with others, forming 
altogether the great whole, which has since opened on my view. 
When we speak of astronomical subjects,. we too often employ 

a familiar language, which does not strietly in most instancee, 
and which does not at all in others, correspond with the truth. 
I believe, that in a few examples I have been guilty of this sort 
of negligence ; but I hope in very few, indeed, where it can be 

essential to my general argument. I must expect, however, \bat 

every advantage will be taken of every error which has escaped 
my pen. 

There seems to me to be no doubt, that some clwlges were 

made in the arrangement of the standards of the . tribes. I have 
as little doubt, that when Moses established the standards of 

Judah, Reuben, Ephraim, and Dan; as the principal onea in the 
camp of the Hebrews, that he did so rather in compliance with 
the prejudices of the people, than with his own judgment. The 

same thing must have infiuenced him in the choice of the cherubic 
heads. The solstitial and equinoctial points had ceased ~answer 
to the Lion, to the Man with the pitcher, to the Bull, and to the 
Scorpion, for several centuries before the time of Mosea. But 
the superstition of the people seems to have prevailed, and the 
ancient traditions confirmed the ignorant populace in all their 
notions. 

\ 
' 
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Plate XVI. 

It has been objected to me, that in my Dissertation on the '9th 
chapter of Genesis, I have so often appealed to Hyginus, Co
lumella, and other writers, for the rising and setting of the con
atellations, instead of referring to the time when Jacob died. My 
answer to this is very simple ; we know pretty exactly the time 
when the abov&-mentioned writers lived ; but I avow, I do not 
know precisely when JaC¥>b died. If, however, any person has 
fixed that period to his own satisfaction, he will easily find · the 
times of the rising and setting of the constellations by the help 
of his globe. In the mean time the reader may arrange the 
deeans and paranatellons for each of the standards upon the plan, 
which I have given for that of Judah in this plate. 

The paranatellons are represented on the standard, as the Jews, 
~tians, Peraians, and Orientaliste, have described them ; and 
the correspondence of the symbols with Jacob's words appears 
very remarkable. 



.. 



DISSERTATION 

os nn: 

FORTY-NINTH CHAPTER OF GENESIS. 

JEHOVAH appears to have selected Abraham and 
his posterity from the rest of mankind, for the 
purpose of preserving among them the knowledge 
of the true religion ; but this knowledge, it would 
seem from the 6th chapter of Exodus, was not 
bestowed on the Patriarchs in all its plenitude. 
"And Elohim spake unto Moses, and said unto 
him, I Am, Jehovah ; and I appeared unto Abraham, 
unto Isaac, and unto .T acoh, by the name of El 
Shadai, but by my name Jehom.h was I not known 
unto them." The meaning is, that the true import 
of the word was not explained to the Patriarchs ; 
for had they understood it, they would have known 
that there was no God but Jehovah. Now that 
Jacob did not pos..~ss this knowledge is evident 
from his words:-" And Jacob vowed a vow, 
saying, if Elohim will Le with me, and will keep 
me in this way that I go, and will give me bread 
to <'at, and raiment to put on, so that I come 
again to my father's house in peace, then shall 

B 
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Jehovah be my God." No man, who entertained 
just ideas of the existence of the Deity, could have 
thought of making such a bargain with Omnipotence ; 
nor if Jacob had comprehended the name of 
Jehovcih,I would he have fancied, that he might 
choose the God, whom he should adore. We must 
not be surprised, then, if we find traces of idolatry 
in the early history of the house of Israel :-if 
Rachel stole the Teraphim from her father Laban ; 
-and if Jacob hid the strange Gods of his 
household under the oak of Sechem. 

But since it appears from the Bible itself, that 
the Patriarchs were not acquainted with the divine 
nature in the same degree with Moses, and that they 
were not absolutely untinctured with polytheism, 

1 Jelwvah implies the Supreme Being, or the Being ICOT'' 

l~ox~v. It h88 been absurdly pretended by some of the Pagan 
writers, that the Jews worshipped their God under the fonn 
of an ABB in the temple of Jentsalem. In order to support 
this idle fable, they remark, on the authority of Apiou, who 

W88 an Egypt.ian, that "'"' which without the Masorah 
IIJlswers to the letters IHVH, si~o,'nitied an Ass. They say, that 
Jehovah W88 pronounced J AO, or lEO, and that this meant 
an A88 in Egyptian. They further remark, that we continually 

meet with Pi.Jao "'"' '~. (l'lti Jelwvalt) the mouth of the 
Lord : Thus repeatedly in the ninth chapter of Numbers we 
find li'IM' '~ ;1', which is translated, "at the commandment 
of the Lord ;" and it is pretended that Pi, or Phi, is nothing 
else tlmu the Egyptian article, and that, therefore M'1M' '~ 
should be rendered /he aBB. The absurdity of this reasoning 
nt>t>118 not to he pointed out. 1 

! 
I 
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it cannot appear extraordinary, that they were 
influenced by minor superstitions, and that, with all 
their neighbours, they were addicted to divination 
and astrology. We know, that Joseph was a 
~liviner ; and there are many circumstances from 
whieh we may conclude, that Jacob was an astro
loger. The streaked rods which were set up by 
the latter, in order to produce the breeding of the 
cattle, seem to have been formed in imitation of 
the rod which is held by the man, who occupied 
the sign of the Balance in the Egyptian zodiac, 
and who presided in the kingdom of Omphtha 
over flocks and herds. It appears from Eusebius,I 
that tradition, at least, represented Israel as 
an astrologer, who believed himself under the 
influence of the planet Saturn. Even at this day, 
the three great stars in Orion are called Jacob's 
staff, and the milky way is familiarly termed 
Jacob's ladder. This Patriarch had twelve sons, 
and tradition has allotted to each a sign of the 
zodiac. Kircher and Dupuis have pretended that 
the emblems, which were painted on the standards 
of the tribes in the camp of the Hebrews, were no 
other than the zodiacal signs ; and Dupuis has 
endeavoured to corroborate this opinion, by the 
references which he has made to the 49th chapter 
of Genesis. 

I have to lament that Kircher, with all his 
Oriental learning ; and Dupuis, with all his 

1 Prrep. :Evan~. L n·. C'. 16. 
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astronomical knowledge, should have so very 
briefly examined this curious question, as to leave 
it little elucidat~d hy their vague and cursory 
observations; and I have to regret this the more. 
that after having read the 49th chapter of Genesis 
in the original Hebrew, I cannot doubt, that tht• 
prophecies which it contains, are all couched under 
astronomical symbols. It seems, indeed, extremely 
natural, that .Jacob, who lived in times when 
mankind were almost universally addicted to 
astrology, should typify the future fortunes of his 
family by allusions to the celestial bodies. 

Before I proceed, however, to analyse the 
chapter immediately under consideration, it may 
be proper to remark, that there is every reason 
to suppose, that the twelve signs of the zodiac 
were really ·painted on the standards of the twelve 
tribes of Israel. Ahen Ezra report:a, that accord
ing to the traditions, the figure of a man was 
painted on the ensign of RPuben, that of a bull on 
the ensign of Ephrnim, that of a lion on the ensign of 
Judah, and that of an eagle on the ensign of Dan. 
If we turn to the Targum of Jonathan Ben Uzziel, 
we f!hall find that the lion is still ascribed to Judah. 
but that the bull is given to Reuben, the man to 
Ephraim, and a basilisk instead of an eagle, to 
Dan. The captains of tht~se tribes were each the 
leader of a host, and a host was composed of three 
tribes. Thus Issachar and Zebulon were associated 
with Judah on the eastern side of the camp-
Simeon and Gad with Reuh('n, on the gouth-
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Manasseh and Benjamin with Ephraim on the 
west-and Asher and Naphtali with Dan on the 
north. Now the man, the bull, and the lion, 
evidently answers to the signs Aquarius, Taurus, 
and Leo. The ba.~ilisk may have been substituted 
for &orpius, and the eagle appears to have been 
adopted as the symbol of that sign, which being 
deemed accursed, was rejected, if we can trust 
Kircher, by the tribe of Dan. But one of the 
most remarkable pa&mges to this purpose is to be 
found in the Cha.ldaic paraphrase of the 6th 
chapt~r of the Song of Solomon. Mtcr a curious 
d<>scription of the precious stone.s on the breast
plat~ of the priesta, the paraphrase proceeds
These 12 stones, which were typical of the 12 celes
tial ~igns, were lucid lt'ke to lamps, &c. Thus we 
see, that the notion of the signs of the zodiac 
having lx>en paint-ed on tlw standards of Israel is 
not quite without foundation ; and it will be 
strongly confirmed, when we come to (•xamine the 
2nd chapter of Numbem, which I propose to do 
in a succeeding dis..~rtation. ·I shall now endea
vour to illustrate my syst~m by laying before my 
readers an analysis of the 49th chapter of Genesis. 

I. Jacob, upon his death-hed, having called his 
sons around him, in order to tell them that which 
should lx-fall them in the last days, thus adtlress(•s 
himS{'lf to Reuben his ('ldeHt son :-" Reuben, thou 
art my first-born, my might, and the beginning of 
my strength, the excellency of dignity, and thl' 
«>xc·c·ll('ney of powc·r: unst~hl<' a,., wnt(•r, thou 
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shalt not excel ; because thou wentest up to thy 
father's bed; then defiledst thou it: he went up to 

h " my couc . 
According to Aben Ezra, the figure of a man 

was painted on the ensign of Reuben ; and this 
man is supposed by Kircher to have been Aqua-
1-iu.s. In fact we find, that Jacob calls Reuben 
his first-born, the beginning of his strength &c. 
and these epithets apply very well to the Sun in 
the commencement of his course, 1 after he has 
passed the winter solstice. The sign of Aq1wrius 
is typified by a man with a pitcher, whence he 
pours forth water. Reuben is said to be unstable 
as water. It is then remarked, that he shall not 
excel, because he went up to his father's bed; 
and we are thus reminded, that he had lain with 
Bilhah. The Oriental astronomers, and among 
others, Ulug Beig, still designate a remarkable 
asterism in the sign of Aquarius, by the name of 
Bula, OJ' BulhH. This ast{'rism rises, while the 
sun is yet in C(qm'com, which is the domicile of 
Saturn, the star of Israel ; and it sets towards the 
end of July, wlwn Aquariw~ sets also with his 
head foremost, and when the ancients fabled, that 
he had made the Nile to overflow, by kieking down 
his urn. I know not, whether my reader will 
think that these circumstances, which have hitherto 
escaped observation, will tend, or not, to confirm 
the notions of Kircher and Dupuis. 

1 My rnacler will take into acc~ount the tim~< when .Tacob lived, 
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II. Sim..eon and Le11i a1'e brethren. 

Kircher has allotted the sign of Pisces to these 
brothers, lmt without giving any reason for the 
conjecture. I shall endeavour to supply the 
deficiency. 

Simeon roul LelJi are breth1'eu. 

In the astrological calendar, at the first degret> 
of the first decan of Pisces, we find the following 
words ;-Duo 'l.'iri wwm caput lwbente.'l. 

Instruments of c1·uelty are in their Jwbitations. 

All the constellations, which are considered as 
noxious, are seen above the .horizon, while the sun 
is in Pisces. It is then that &tgitta rises, that 
Scorpi us, according to Columella, begins to set, 
accompanied with tempests ; and that Andromeda, 
not yet delivered by Perseus, regards the monster 
that threatens to devour her. But this is not aU ; 
the descent of Pisces is fixed by Columella, for 
the fourteenth of the Ides of October, a.nd conse
quently their disappearance was the prelude to the 
passage of the Sun into the sign of Scmpius, when 
the ten-ihle reign of Typhon commenced. No 
sign appears to have been considered of more 
malignant influenc(~ than Pisces ; and it appears 

or at least when the book of Genesis was written. Columella 

fixes the Winter Rolstice at the 24th of December, anrl the next 
day the Hun Wall f<>ignetl to be hom anew. 
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from the astrological calendm·, that the.• emblems 
accompanying this constellation were chiefly indi
cative of death and violenct'. Thus we read in 
the second dec~m, 

T'"ir in aquam me1·gen . ..;, 
Duo equites conjligentes, 
Vir gladio se tmnRt•erberans, &t:. 

and in the third, 

.._lfulier, viro dormienti. caput ,..;ecm·i wnputat, &c. 

0 nty soul, come not into their secret ! 

I am inclined to think that "1D does not signify 
a secret, but a fetter or shackle. It will be recol
lected, that the fishes are united by a bond, or 
shackle, which the Greek astronomers called some
times Acvo,.., and sometimes :tt. .. ~cr,os. 

Unto their assembly my honor be not tholl 
united! 

The word ,;,.;:,, which is here translated honnr, 

denotes in its primitive sense the action of light 
in irradiation. The Patriarch seems to say, in 
the language of astrology under which he veiled 
his prophecies,-let not the light of my star he 
united to their constellation. 

For in their anger tlwy slew a man. 

Jacob seems to attribute all the effects produced 
hy tlw riAing of &orpiw~ to the descent of Pisces. 
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In fact, we have already observed, that the latter 
sign must descend before the former rises, and we 
shall probably find reason to think, that the ancient 
astrologers connected all the disasters of the 
Typhonian kingdom with the setting of the 
sign of Pisces. Columella fixes the passage of 
the sun into &orpius on the thirteenth of the 
calends of November. We shall find, that this 
period, then, nearly corresponds with that in which 
Osiris was feigned to have been slain by Typhon, 
and when the death of Orion was attributed to the 
sting of the scorpion. The brilliant constellation 
of Orion sets shortly after the descent of Pisces, 
and immediately after the rising of &orpius. 

And in their self-will t"My digged down a wall. 

This interpretation rests upon th~ authority of 
Jerome; but I conceive it to be erroneous, and I 
appeal against it to the Septuagint, the Samaritan 
copy, and to the Hebrew it.CJE:.'lf. I translate--in 
their self-will t"My 003trated a bull. · Now the 
Oriental astronomers represent &orpius as devour
ing the genitals of Ta.u.rtts ; and, indeed, the stars 
called testicu.li Tauri set precisely when &orpius 
rises. 

Cursed be t"Mir anger, for it was fierce ; and 
their wrath, for it was cruel. 

I shall not trouble my reader with the fables 
which are told by the ancients, to account for 
the PiMA''-S having been placed among the constel-

( ~ 
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lations. It suffices to say, upon the authority of 
Plutarch and other writers, that both the Syrians 
and Egyptians abstained from eating fish, which ~ 
they seem to have held in singular dread and I 
abhorrence; and Plutarch tells us, that when the 
Egyptians had to represent any thing as odious, 
or to express hatred by hieroglyphics, they painted 
a fish. 

I will dittide them in • ./a()ob, and scatter them in 
Israel. 

His standard was taken from Levi, and his tribe 
was divided in the camp of the Hebrews. We 
may observe, that the two zodiacal fishes neither . 
rise nor set together, aud that Piscis Australis 
might have been confounded with the zodiacal 
Pisces. Indeed, we find in some of the ancient 
zodiacs, that only one fish is represented. 

III. Judah, thou art Jw whom thy brethren slwll 
praise. Thy hand shall be upon the neck of all 
thine enemies ; thy fathe1'' s children shall bow 
down before thee. 

According to all the traditions, a lion was 
painted on the standard of Judah ; and I can 
have no hesitation in agreeing with Kircher, that 
the sign of Leo was thereby indicated. " Thou 
art he," says the text, "whom thy brethren shall 
praise." While Taurus was the first of the signs, 
the summer Rolstice took place when the sun was 
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in Leo ; and at that season of his highest elevation 
the Sun was held in the greatest honor. The 
annual festival of the Egyptians upon this occasion 
is mentioned by several authors, and among 
others by Heliodorus in his ninth book. " Thy 
hand shall be on the neck of all thine enemies." 
The Sun in Leo was adored by the Egyptians as 
the King, Osiris ; by the Syrians as the Lord, 
Adonis ; by the Tyrians as Melech-arets, " King of 
the earth ;" and by the Greeks as Hercules, van
quisher of the Nemean lion. "Thy father's 
children shall bow down before thee." The sun 
being at its greatest altitude in Leo, the brothers 
of Judah are said to bow down before him. In 
the Indian sphere, in the second deean of the 
sign of Leo, a man is represented with a crown 
on his head, and a lance in his hand. 

Judah is a lion's whelp : from the prey, my son, 
thou art gone up; he stooped down, he couched as 
a lion, and as an old lion ; who shall rouse him up ? 

The progress of the Sun through the sign of 
Leo, which, according to Aratus, was represented 
as a couching lion, is here clearly typified. 

The sceptre shall 1wt depa1·t from Judah, oor 

a lawgiver from between his feet, until Shiloh 
(~ome ; and unto him shall the gathering of the 
people be. 

The constellation of Cepheus, King of Ethiopia, 
is still represented as a man with a erown on his 
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head, and with a sceptre in his hand. This 
con.~tellation rises, according to Columella, on the 
7th of the Ides of July. Thus Cepheus in the 
course of some days comes to rise under Leo, of 
which it continues to be the paratanellon until the 
Sun enters into the sign of Scm'}Jius. 

The word, P?flO, which we translate, a lawgiver, 
is shown by Bochart to be a corruption of pn 
hyk, which was the old Ethiopian word for a 
King. We may then suppose, with some appear
ance of reason, that Hyk was the ancient Ethiopian 
and Egyptian name for the constellation of 
Cepheus, or King of Ethiopia. It has been said, 
that the Egyptians were not acquainted with the 
constellation of Cepheus ; hut it is probable, that 
they only did not recognize it under that name.1 

The Arabians call it Keiphus and Cheic. The 
former of these names is evidently a corruption 
from the Greek, but the latter seems to be derived 
from Hyk, which should be pronounced chyk, with 
a strong guttural. But ppno mehukek, "a lawgiver," 
being derived from Hyk, or rather perhaps being 
a corruption of this Ethiopian word, I cannot help 
thinking, that some allusion is made in the text 
to the constellation called the King of Ethiopia, 
whi<'h being seen very low in the northern hemis
phere, when the Sun is in Leo, may be figuratively 

1 The Jews were certainly acquainted with this constel
lation, which affords another reason for supposing that it 
t•ottlrl not 1x> unknown to the F.g,vptians. 
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said to be under the feet of the lion.1 Jacob 
thus distinctly says, " the constellation represented 
by a King bearing a sceptre, shall not cease to be 
the pa;ranatellon of the Lion, which is the sign of 
Judah, until Shiloh come." 

It remains to be inquired, what is meant by 
Shiloh. The answer in a sacred sense is obvious ; 
but there is also an astronomical allusion. The 
King with the sceptre sets about the time that 
&orpiu.s rises, and then ceases to be the parana
tellon of the Lion. In &orpius are two stars, 
which the Oriental astronomers call iJ_r. Sshulet; 
and the brightest of these is named Shuleh. 

Bimling his foal unto the vine, and his ass's colt 
unto the choice vine. 

In the first decan of the sign Leo in the Persian 
sphere, I find the head of a horse, and the head 
of an ass. 

In the second decan of the Persian sphere ( .Q) 
I find the middle of the horse and ass advanced ; 
and in the third decan their hind parts. 

At the sixth and ninth degrees of the second 
decan ( .Q) in the astrological calendar, formed 
from Egyptian monuments, I read the words, 

Asinu.s jrfPnat us 
Vir jrfP1W equum trahens. 

1 It ia to be recollected, that Leo at this time of the year 
ia merged in the swt's rays. The King ruith the sceptre, 
therefol'l', rises tmder the Lion, while the latter is not visible. 
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In the last volume of Kircher's <Edipus, my 
reader will see the representation of an old 
Egyptian lamp, on which Silenus is drawn mounted 
on the head of an ass, which is girt round with 
grapes and vine leaves. Osiris, as we learn from 
Herodotus, was the same with Bacchus. His 
station was in Leo, and it is of him that Tibullus 
says, 

Hie docuit teneram palis adjungere vitem, 
Hie viridem durd clBdere falce com.am; 

Illi jucundos primum matura sapores 
Expressa. incultis U'l.'a dedit pedibus. 

I believe, in all symbols of the physical 
world, where the operation of necessary causes 
is meant to be indicated, that bonds are chosen 
as the proper hieroglyphic. We have seen from 
indubitable evidence, that a horse, and an ass, 
were introduced into the ancient Oriental repre
sentations of the sign of Leo; and when Jacob 
says, " binding his foal unto the vine, and his 
ass's colt unto the choice vine," I conclude, 
that he alludes to the nec<>ssary influence of the 
sun in Leo, in ripening the fruits of the earth. 
This, indeed, is cvid~nt from his concluding words, 
in his address to ,Judah. lie ww~hed his garment.'i 
in wine, and his clothes in the blood of grapes : 
his eyes shall be 1·ed with wine, and his teeth white 
with milk. The passage is well paraphrased by 
Onkelos : Of fine purple shall be his rairnent ; 
spemlid, rwd of mriou.~ hues shall be hi..r.; tabernacle.: 
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his m01mtains shall be reddened with grapes; his 
hills shall distil his wines ; and his fields shall be 
whitened with con1, and with his .flocks of sheep. 
The writer L'i clearly speaking of th~ Sun, when 
he clothes the skies with fire, ripens the grapes, 
and turns the color of the corn. 

IV. Zebulon shall dwell at the haven of the 
sea; and l1e shall be for (t lwrenfor ships. 

The standard of Zebulon, according to Kircher, 
ought to have represented the sign of Capricorn. M. 
Dupuis has adopted the same notion ; but his reason 
for admitting it is certainly of no great weight. 
I must suppose, that Kircher had found some 
tradition on the subject ; for, after a tedious exa
mination, I am inclined to agree with him, though 
he has not given the slighest intimation why he 
ha.~ referred this sign to Zebulon. 

I ought, however, in the first place, to remark, 
that instead of a. haren for ships, we should read 
a ha.ven for a ship. A masculine noun ending 
in ', and assuming a feminine form in the singular, 
takes n final rather than it. Thus n~lN is the 
I"t·gular feminine singular of ~lN, though sometimeR 
written-~)N. In the plural the regular form is 
n,~lN. (Is. c. ii. v. 16.) We shall then translate, 
a haven for ct .-,hip. The ship Argo is one of the 
most remarkable. of the constellations. It will be 
found that this ship des~E>nds under the horizon, 
when the sign of Capricorn riscs.1 But Hyginus 

1 The nulder an<l the pilot ( CrmobtUI} are visible in Egypt. 
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will <'Xplain the matter better ; - Capric01•nus 
exoriens hrec sidera ad terram prerrtere t•idetur; 
reliquam .ftgura·m, Navis et signum, ·&c. This 
seems to indicate why Zebulon is called a hat,en 
for a· ship. 

And his border shall be unto Zidon, (Tsidon). 

When we examine the countries belonging to the 
tribe of Zebulon, and to the Zidonians, we shall 
find, that they did not border upon each other. 
The allusion, therefore, seems to be astronomical 
rather than geographical. 1'T'J tsidon, may be 
translated the great hunter ; and this probably 
was Arcitenens, or Sagittarius, who occupies the 
sign next to t.hat of Capricorn, and whom the 
Greeks fabled to have been originally a famous 
hunter of the name of Crvtus. 

V. Issachar is a strong ass couching down 
between two burden.~. 

Kircher allots the sign of Cancer to Issaehar ; 
and Dupuis makes the following short remark 
upon the subject : Le Cancer, ou sont les etoiles 
appellees les dnes, jorrrte l'empreinte du pavillon 
d' Issachar que Jacob assimile a l'dne. I am upon 
the whole inclined to agree with these authors. 
The ass was the emblem of Typhon; and we learn 
from Plutarch, that in the month Payni, when 
the Sun is in the sign of Cancer, the Egyptians 
baked rak<'R, on which an ass was represented as 
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. 
bound. The Greeks, whose fables on the aubject 
it would be useless to repeat, placed two asses in 
the sign of Cancer, where they still remain under 
that designation ; and near to them we find the 
asterism · called Prmsepe, or the Manger. Now 
it will be observed, that the Hebrew words 
c\.n!ltto., r:1 Y.l.,, should not be translated couch
ing down between two burdens, but two partitwns, 
such as separate the stalls in a stable. 

And he saw that rest was good, and the land 
that it was pleasant ; and bowed his shoulder to 
bear, and became a servant· unto tribute. 

We shall probably be struck with surprise, when 
we find in the astrological calendar, taken from 
the Egyptians, the singular mixture which is there 
exhibited of rest and labor, of indolence and 
activity, in the three decans of Cancer. Out of 
the thirty emblems I shall select the following : 

Mult~res d'l./4 otioSCB. 
Duo viri stantes coram duabus mulieribus 

sedentibus. 
Virgo stans otiosa virum expectando. 
Mulier dextrd, fusum tenens. 
Navis stans in aqud. 
Vir spolium humeris porta.ns. 
P-rur sedem. 
Mulier stans otwsa. 
Canis sedens in curru. 
Vir stans otiosus. 

D 

, 
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Aqua pro.fluens. 
Equus equam in.'filiens. 
Equus liber vagans in campestribus. 
Aqua .fluens ex montibus. 
Equus fram.atus. 
Navis jluitans in aquis. 

In the account of the Indian sphere I find these 
words at the third decan of Cancer. 

Homo cogitans navem inscendere navigandi 
causd, ad importandum aurum et argentu·m, 
annulis uxorum ejus fabricandis. 

Issachar found that rest was good, but he bowed 
his shoulder to the burden, and became a servant 
unto tribute ; and it is said in the 33rd chapter of 
Deuteronomy, that Zebulon and Issachar shall 
suck of the abundance of the seas, and of the 
treasures hid in the sa.nds.1 

VI. Dan shall judge his people as one of the 
tribes of Israel. Dan shall be a serpent by the 
way, an adder in the path; that biteth the 
horse's heels, so that his rider shall fall backwards. 

1 There seems to be something ambiguous in the original, 
as if an allusion were made to moisture or liquefaction. It 
was at the summer solstice, that the Nile came to its height : 
but I find this curious circumstance. The name of IIIK!.CluJr 
is formed of .,~rD with a jod appellative. In Buxtorf'a 
Chaldaic Lexicon, the reader will find that this was the 
ancient name for a species of hawk. Now in the old Egyptian 
Zodiacs the sign of Cancer was represented by the Ibis, a 
species of hawk. 
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We have seen, that Jonathan, in his Targum, 
pretends that a basilisk was painted on the 
standard of Dan, and that Aben Ezra asserts, 
that it was an eagle. Kircher and Dupuis both 
concur in thinking, that Scorpius was the sign 
allotted to Dan ; and, I trust, I shall be able to 
corroborate their opinion by proofs; of which they 
either had no . knowledge, or which they have 
neglected to adduce. 

Scorpius was considered by the ancient astrolo
gers as a sign accursed. The Egyptians fixed, the 
entrance of the Sun into Scorpius as the commence
ment of the reign of Typhon, when the Greeks 
also fixed the death of Orion, and the Persians the 
emasculation of the bull. 

Kircher tells us that the Scorpion was refused 
by the tribe of Dan ; but I am inclined to think, 
that that sign was originally represented by another 
emblem, both by the Jews and by the Egyptians. 
Most certainly the crocodile was an emblem of 
Typhon, and the Greeks ~y have changed the 
form of the crocodile into that of the scorpion. 
Be this as it may, the dreaded emblem was to be 
avoided, and Dan made choice either of the 
Basilisk, or of the Eagle. Now the Eagle, or 
Vulture, with the lyre, rises with the first part of 
&gittarius, and is to be considered as a para
natellon of Scorpius; and Coluber (the Adder) is 
placed on the Scorpion's back. But I am inclined 
to think, that the Eagle, or Vulture, was com
monly asaum(>d aR thf\ t>nsign of Dan. Th(>rf' are . 
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foar great stars in opposite points of the heavens
Fomalhaut, which is in the head of Piscis Australis, 
may be said to belong to Aquarius--Aldebaran, 
which is in the front of Taurus, is called his eye, 
though in the ancient representations of the sign, 
it was at a little distance from his head-Regulus, 
which is in the middle of Leo, is frequently called 
cor Leonis-and Antares, which is in the middle 
of &orpius, is denominated cor &orpii. The Ori
entalists were much occupied with these four stars, 
which had fonnerly answered to the Solstitial and 
Equinoctial points. But Antares is found in the 
midst of the accursed constellation. It was, 
there(pre, natural for Dan to look out for another 
brilliant star, and to choose a constellation· for his 
ensign, which might not be affected by the evil 
influence of Scorpius. In the Eagle, or Vulture, 
shines the large star called Asengue ; and it proba
bly helped to direct him to choose the constellation, 
in which he found it . 

.. 
Dan, it is said, shall be a serpent by the UXJ,y, 

an adder in the path. 

Close to &orpius, and by the Zodiac, which is 
the solar way, we find the Adder, which is called 
Coluber, or Se·rpens Ophiuci. 

That biteth the horse's heels, so that the rider 
shall fall backwarlh. 

If we allow, that a man on honwback first gav~ 
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the idea of a centaur, we .may easily admit, that a 
man on horseback first occupied the· place, among 
the constellations, which is now held by Centaurus. 
Now I believe it will be found, that the head of 
the adder ascends at the same time with the feet 
of Centaurus, who rises heliacally with &orpius. 

Perhaps the allusion may be to Sagittarius, 
followed in his descent by Scorpius and the Adder, 
his concomitant. But the allusion will also apply 
to Hydra, a paranatellon of &orpius. ·· 

At etiam Centauru8 occidit cum HydrO.. Hyg. 

But the most surprising thing, which I have 
remarked on the subject of Dan, is what is men
tioned in the 19th chapter of Joshua, and in the 
18th chapter of the book of Judges. There we 
learn that the Danites took possession of a city 
called Laiih, or Lashem, &c., to which they gave 
the name of Dan. It seems very remarkable, 
that there are stars in &orpius still called Leslw.a, 
Leslu:tt, Lesos, &c. In fact the Greeks give this 
last nlUile to . Antares, from the Chaldeans, by 
whom it W&6 called Lesh, or Lesha. My reader 
may consider these things. and then judge for 
himself. 

VII. Gad, a troop shall overcome him, bttt he 
shall overcome at the last. 

When I first read this, I was inclined to assign 
Capri.oorn to Gad. R. Solomon, and other 
Rabbins, distinctly tell us, that a cert.ain duster of 
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stars was called Gad ; and these stars, we know, 
are to be found in Capricorn, which sign is called 
Giedi by the Arabians, Gadia by the Chaldeans, 
and Gadi by the Syrians, all of which are manifest 
corruptions from Gad. But it now appears to me 
that Aries was assumed by Gad as his ensign. 

Columella fixes the 24th of December as the 
period of the winter solstice, and the 24th of 
March as that of the vernal equinox. Now the 
Sun was feigned to be born anew at the winter 
solstice, and was then represented by the Egyptians 
under the form of the infant Harpocrates. At the 
vernal equinox, he passed to the upper hemisphere 
into the region of light. But the new birth of the 
Sun had taken place, when he was in the sign of 
Capricorn, where a troop, or cluster, of stars, had 
received the name of Gad, which signifies a troop ; 
and as this was consi~ered a happy epoch, Gad 
came to be adored as a Deity, that presided over 
the fortunes of men, and that was known under 
the name of Baal-Gad. The appellation of Gad, 
which seems to have come in the end to signify 
the fortunate, was thus probably associated with 
the Sun, when he ascended to the upper hemis
phere. 

That Gad assumed Aries as his ensign is 
probable from the traditions, but I chiefly infer it 
from the text before us, and from a passage which 
I shall have presently to cite from Deuteronomy. 

Gad, as I have already 9bserved, originally 
signified a troop ; and we must remember. that 
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the sign of Aries is called Princeps Zodiaci, 
Ductor exercitt28 Zodiaci, Dux gregis, Princeps 
signorum, &c. It is said, that a troop shall over
come Gad, but that he shall overcome at the last. 
Aries seems to be the symbol of the Sun, who after 
having descended to, and returned from, the lower 
hemisphere, contends for his place in .the upper 
hemisphere ; and the ancients accordingly repre
sented him as struggling against the constellations, 
which they typified by a ram butting with his horns. 
In the 33rd chapter of Deuteronomy we read, that 
"Gad had provided the first part for himself, 
because there, in a portion of the lawgiver, was 
he seated." The year of the Hebrews commenced 
in the month Nisan, when the Sun was in Aries, 
and thus we may understand how Gad provided 
the first part for himself. He was seated in a 
portion of the lawgiver, whom we have seen to be 
Cepheus ; and according to Hipparchus, the 
Zodiac, ab Arietis 8 medid parte ad 14, descends 
with the crown and sceptre of Cepheus. In the 
Persian sphere,· a young man is bert> represented 
sitting on a throne.1 

1 It i8 to be observed, however, that at the period when 
the text was written, Ariu occupied the place now held by 
I'Vra. I find that the star in UTBa Minor, which i8 next to 
CqJheiU, the lawgiver, i8 called GV.uli, or Gadi, by the 
Arabiarul. Perhaps the relative positions of these eonstE>l
lationa with A·ri,11 may be alluded to in the text. 
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Out of AsMr his bread shall be fa.t, and he 
shall yield royal dainties. 

The Balance, according to Kircher, was the 
emblem painted on the standard of Asher. 

In the astrological calendar taken from Egyptian 
monuments, I find under Libra the following 
emblems of that abundance, which the text indi
cates as coming out of Aslier. 

Vir utrdque manu spiculum tenens. 
Vir arvum equis arans. 
Vir aratrum trahens. 
Villa cum domwus ben~ ornatis. 
Arbor frondosa in horto, &c. 

In the account of the Indian sphere, and under 
the sign of Libra, I read as follows : 

HO'IM in tabernd in.<Jtitorid in foro manu tenens 
stateram ad emendu.m et vendendum. 

In the 33rd chapter of Deuteronomy, Moses thus 
addresses Asher-Let Asher be blessed witk 
children, let him be acceptable to his brethren, 
and let him d1'p his foot in oil. Thy ·shoes shall 
be iron and brass, and as thy days so shall thy 
strength be. The happy season, when tpe Sun was 
in Libra, was represented by a man Tfi'UfJO"~ 

in the Egyptian Zodiac, who held a streaked rod 
in one hand, and a balance in the other. We often 
find the balan<'e alone. Perhaps when it is said, 
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thy slwes shall be iron atul brass, some allusion is 
made to the scales of the balance.1 

IX. N aphthali is a hind set loose ; he git•eth 
goodly words. 

This seems to me to be unintelligible. I have 
no hesitation in translating with Bochart, arbor 
surculosus edens ramos pulchritudinis.' The tradi
tions allot the sign of Virgo to Naphthali. 

A tree then was probably the symbol painted on 
the standard of N aphthali; but what has a tree to 

do with the sign of Virgo 1 R. A venar, the Jewish 
astrologer, tells us that a tree was represented by 
the Egyptians beside the side of Virgo. In the 
Zodiacs found at Dendera, Virgo is represented with 
the branch of a palm-tree in her hand. In the 
calendar, to which I have so often referred, I find 
under the sign of Virgo the following emblems : 

Vir sub abiete .~eden.s. 
Arbor frondosa in gramine. 

When, then, we consider, that instead of translat
ing Naphthali is a hind set loose, he git•eth goodly 
u10rds; we should render, Naphthali is a tree slwot
ing forth, produdng goodly branches; we shall 

1 Two of the sons of Asher are called Jimnak and Iahuah-he 
that shall distribute or weigh out anything-and he who shall 
equalise--evidently alluding to the sign of the balance. 

' Consult also the Septuagint. 
)!; 
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have no great difficulty in fixing the sign, to which 
we may suppose Jacob made allusion. 

\Ve read in the 33rd chapter of Deuteronomy, 
0 Napltthali, satisfied with favour, and full qf the 
blessings of Jehovah, possess thou the west and the 
south. 

Let us ta.ke the summer solstice in the sign of 
Leo, where it had been in fact, when astronomy wa~ 
first cultivated in the East. After the solstice, then, 
the Sun entered the sign of Virgo, which I suppose 
to have been the emblem of Naphthali. The posses
sion of Naphthali was consequently to be in the 
South and the \Vest, for the Sun had begun to 
return from the northern hemisphere towards the 
equator. It will be observed, that this address of 
the sacred historian can be by no means applied t{) 

the geographical position of the tribe of Naphthali. 

X. Joseph i.(J a fruitful bough, even a fi·uitful 
bough by a well, whose branches 1'1llt Ol'a a. wall. 
In the original the words are as follow: 

,,,v '~.V m~ .rn~ ,,.v ''.V n,g p ~o'' n,g p 

According tQ the traditions, Tatwus was t.lw 
mublem of Ephraim, who assumed the standard of 
his father Joseph, whom Moses compares with a 
young bull. 

I find the 1/ebrew words, above cited, full of 
allusions to the sign of Taurus. 

The words n,g f:l, which arc translated a fruitful 
bough, may be rendered filius 1'(fCCll?. Thm~ we find 
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in Job ,n.,g, hi& cow. Should my reader, however, 
prefer the usual interpretation, he will find that 
Theon compares the Pleiades~ the concomitants of 
Taurus, with clusters of grapes; and Onkelos, iu 
his Targum, gives us to understand, that the fruit
ful bough in question was a t•ine branch. 

That t~l' ain, in a metaphorical sense, may signify 
a well, is undeniable ; but its proper meaning . is an 
eye. Now it will be recollected that the great star, 
which the Arabians commonly call Aldebaran, is 
also named by them Ain-al-to'r, "the hull's eye;" 
and, (if I understand Riccioli rightly) it is sometimes 
termed simply a in, "the eye." I cannot help think
ing that ain, in the passage before us, means ain-al
tor, "the hull's eye." 

11l:l:l benoth properly signifies dcwghterH, and it 
seems very strange to translate it " whose branches." 
But I imagine, that an allusion is here made to the 
Pleiades, which the Chaldeans called Succoth Be
noth, and the Arabians ~~ ..:.~ Benat Alna~lt, 

This group of stars was represented by a hen and 
seven chickens; and Succoth Benoth is thus symbo
lised in the Mit.hraic monuments, and in the Egyp
tian Zodiacs. But my reader will find this mort' 
fully explained in the Pantheon llebrmorum. 

The word .,,TU slwr is translated a 'wall : its more 
obvious signification is a bull. 

Tl1e arclt~1·s hm·e solely 1·exed him, and shot at 
!tim, and hated him. 

Immediately after the Sun ha1-1 pai'Hf'!l into Soyit-
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tarius, the head of Taurus, according to Columella. 
begins to set. 

But his bow abode in strength, and the arms of 
his hands were made strong by the hands of the 
mighty God of Jacob: from ther~ce is the shepherd, 
the stone of Israel. 

I cannot help suspecting, that the word J'1t?p is 
not always properly translated a bow. The bow, 
indeed, is only called nvp from its being stifl: and 
hard to bend. 

Arms in English may signify either a1~ or 
brachia, but it is only in the latter sense that "JMf 
can be translated arms. Now brachia m.anuum ejus 
seems to me to be very like nonse':lse. I conceive 
the proper meaning of 'YIY is semina. The Patriarch 
seems to be alluding to that season when the Sun is 
in Taurus, and when all nature may be said to 
germinate. 

From thence is tlw shepherd, the :~tone of Israel. 

I am unable to say what is the astronomical allu
sion intended in this place. Perhaps reference is 
made to the brilliant constellation of Orion. I 
observe, that the Arabians call one of the stars of 
Orion by the name of Al rai, "the shepherd." 
Perhaps an allusion was made to Horus, the type of 
the vernal Sun, and the representative of the prin
ciple of generation among the Egyptians. 

We may then translate the whole passage literally 
-A sou of a. cow, (meaning the celestial hull. or 
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sign of Taurus) is Joseph, a son of a cow beside 
A in; (meaning Ain-al-Tor, the great star commonly 
called Aldebaran,) the Benoth (meaning Succoth 
Benoth, or the Pleiades, whose station is on the 
back of Taurus) walk upon the bull. The arche·rs 
(probably alluding to Sagittarius) have sorely grieved 
him, and shot at him, and hated him. But his 
bow 1 abode 1:n strength, and the seeds of his hands 
u>ere strengthened from the hands of the mighty 
one of Jacob, whence the shepherd, the stone of 
Israel. 

Now let my reader turn to Hyde, Hist. Rel. Vet. 
Pers. p. 113, where he will find four representations 
of the Sun in Tam-us, taken from the Mithraic 
monuments, and let him compare them with the 
passage before us. 

Mithras is represented upon the back of a young 
bull, which he pierces with a dagger, and its blood, 
the symbol of fertilisation, trickles down upon the 
ground. At some distance is seen the head of ano
ther bull, and a fruit-tree is placed over its head. 
If, therefore, we prefer the common translation of 
n.,m T~ a fruitful bough, we shall have the sense 
explained by this monument, where we see a fruitfu) 
bough upon the hull's head, where is the star called 
Ain, or Aldebaran. In the next copartment, a hen 
and seven stars, called Succoth Benoth, or the 
Pleiades, are seen on the back of a bull, and the 

-----------------------

1 Anne mr.mbrum [Jf'nifrllt' intnumm 1 
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text says, the Benoth walk upon the bull. A flying 
arrow is repre.'lented as ready to pierce the breast of 
Taurus, and we are told, that the archers shot at 
Joseph. But his bow abode in strength, and the 
seeds of his hands were made strong by the hands 
of the Mighty · One of Jacob. Before Mithras and 
the bull stands the personified principle of genera
tion, who sheds his seed upon the ground. Now be 
it observed, that the God Hor was the Priapus of 
the Egyptians, and Kircher has proved, that Taurus 
was the station of ll or. Lucian has described this 
God-but I must give the translation of the passage 
in Latin-dextrd manu sceptrum tenebat-lan·d 
suam ipsius mentulam arrectam, quOd semina hunw 
tecta in apertum emittat. 

If Jacob really meant to make no allusion to 
the sign of Taurus, it seems very strange that we 
should find so many circumstances which seem 
directly to relate to it. 

XI. Benjamin shall ravin as a wolf: in t!te 
ttwrning he shall devour the prey, and ctt night 
(evening) he slutll divide the ll1}oil. 

I differ from Kircher and Dupuis concerning 
the ensign of Benjamin, which I suppose to have 
been the Twins. 

The entire appearance of the constellation of 
Centaurus, and his Wolf, is fixed by Columella 
for the 5th of the Nones of May. 

Among other Oriental symbols of the sign which 
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we call Gemini, Avenar, the Jewish astrologer, 
reckons the lVolf, which he calls :lMt zeeb, the very 
word in the text. 

In the account of the- symbols contained in the 
Persian Rpherc, I read, at the second deca.n of 
Gemini-Ilom.o tenens instrunwntum musicum 
a ureum, quo can it. Bestia arbore insistens. 
LVPVS, in cujus anteriore pede est signum. 

My reader may also take the following circum
Htances into consideration : 

1. Among the Egyptians, Gemini, was the sign 
iu which Anubis had his station. 

2. Anubis was the type of the planet Mercury, 
which is· sometimes a morning, a.nd sometimes an 

evening, star. 
3. The horizon, immediately before the rising, 

and immediately after the setting, of the Sun, was 
8ymholised by Anubis. 

4. Diodorus Siculus represents Anubis as hunting 
for prey. 

5. Julius Firmicus calls him Anubis Venator. 
6. Bochart has shown, that the wolf was calletl 

:lMt quasi :1nr, that is, zeeb, quasi golden, from it.~ 

color ; and .Jablonski pretends, that Anubis signi
fit•s gold in Egyptian, and that the God received 
that name quasi golden. 

It may be observed, that Joseph and Benjamin 
were the sons of Rachel. Hut Rachel is Hebrew 
for <t sheev Tht• Rigns tak('n by these brothers 
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properly follow the sign of the sheep, which was 
variously called a ram, a sheep, and a lamb, in 
different languages. 

12. The sign of .Sagittarius alone remains for 
Manasseh : and if I be right in my former con
jectures, I cannot be mistaken in this ; but having 
already written so much on the standards of the 
tribes, I shall leave it to the ingenuity of my 
readers to supply what I have left unsaid on the 
subject of Manasseh. 

It then is only incumbent on me to add, that 
Jacob's employing astronomical symbols, in order 
to convey his prophecies, can by no means take 
away either from their truth, or from their import
ance ; nor do I conceive, that their application is 
less obvious now, than it was before. 

j 

I 



DISSERTATION 

ON THE 

FOURTEENTH CHAPTER OF GENESIS. 

The fourteenth chapter of Genesis, if taken 
merely as a piece of history, certainly appears to 
contain a very extraordinary relation of events. 
Eight Kings, among whom one was King of 
Adma.h, (that is, King of the earth,) and another 
was King of Nations, ha.d been subject during 
twelve years to Chedorlaomer, King of Elam. In 
the thirteenth year, five of these Princes rebelled 
against their chief, and in the fourteenth year were 
defeated by him in the vale of Siddim, where four 
kings strove against five. But after this splendid 
victory of the King of Elam, he ha.d, it seems, the 
rashness to carry away the shepherd Lot among 
his captives ; and this mighty monarch, this King 
of Kings, who had subdued the King of the Earth, 
and in whose train was the King of Nations, is in 
his turn pursued, defeated, and slaughtered, by the 
shepherd Abraham and his household servants. 

I pr<•sume not to deny, that this may be a true 
narrative. It seems difficult, however, to und~:>r

F 
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stand, who -the monarchs were, who came to 
contend in the Vale of Siddim ; and it appears 
singular, that we know nothing of the kingdom of 
Elam,-that the vague title of the King of the 
Earth should be given to a tributary prince,-and 
that another of these potentates should be indi
cated by the equally indefinite description of King 
of Nations. I shall not take notice of the idle 
conjectures of those, who have supplied by bold 
assertions, whatever haa been left doubtful, by the 
silence of the sacred historian. I shall only observe, 
that since Chedorlaomer and the kings that were 
with him, before they vanquished the rebels in the 
Vale of Siddim, had already overthrown the 
Rephaims, the Zuzims, the Emims, the Horites, the 
Amalekites, and the Amorites, their force must have 
been, indeed, considerable ; and that, while we are 
still unable to discover where were their dominions, 
we can entertain no doubts of the magnitude of 
their power, or of the terror, which must have been 
inspired by their arms. 

I acknowledge, that I believe the chapter before 
us to be rather a typical illustration than an histori
cal narrative. I am aware of the objections which 
may be urged against those, who too fondly seek 
for allegory in the Scriptures ; but I am not con
vinced that we are bound either by reason, or by 
faith, to assert that allegorical illustrations were 
never veiled by the sacred penmen, under the guise 
of recorded facts. 

It is well known, that Tsabaism, or the worship 
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of the hosts of heaven, had seduced inankind from 
the religion of Nature and of God. The Deity, 
therefore, appears to have instructed Abram and 
his posterity in the knowledge of the true religion, 
not only that this knowledge might be transmitted 
from generation to generation among the chosen 
people, but that the people might not be without 
witnesses of the continued exercise of the divine 
Providence ; when, at last, the Gentile nations 
should be called upon to partake of the blessings 
produced by the most glorious of its dispensations. 
But. 80 powerful is example ;--so prone are men to 
fall into error :-and 80 favorable were the Heathen 
superstitions to the gratification of the passions, 
that the Hebrews, amidst an uninterrupted sue-.. 
cession of miracles, were continually relapsing into 
that idolatry, from which the divine interposition 
was still necessary to rescue them. Separated from 
the rest of mankind,-with all his natural liberties 
abridged,-the slave of institutions which were as 
rigid as they were singular ;-Israel sighed for the 
comparative freedom, the milder laws, and the 
religious tolerance of the Gentiles. He remem
bered Egypt-her wealth, her magnificence, her 
wisdom, her power, and her luxury. He beheld 
himself an emigrant and a wanderer. His way 
was the path of the outcast-his possession, the 
gloom of the Desert. When he hoped, it was as 
a robber ; and when he thought of enjoyment, it 
was tU'l a plunderer and a spoliator. He had no 
leisure for contemplating the divine nature and 
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attributes, while he fled from before the face of 
Pharaoh ; while he murmured for bread in the 
wilderness of Sin, or while he thirsted for water by 
the rock of Horeb. He saw, indeed, that miracles 
were worked in his favor; that Jehovah had led 
him through the sea ; and that, if there were other 
Gods, his God was mightier than they were ; but 
he conceived not the existence of a supreme and 
immaterial Being, whose throne is the Heavens, 
and whose empire is the Universe. He beheld 
Jehovah descend in fire on Mount Sinai, and heard 
the voice of the trumpet that made him tremble in 
his camp ; and yet his soul longed for the super
stitions of the Heathen, and his heart still clave 
to the dark idolatries of Egypt. Even the sight 
of the promised land could not conquer the stub
bornness of Israel. He could not learn to refer the 
existence of all things to a single and primary 
principle ; he could not imagine the operation of 
power which was to be attributed to an invisible 
and incorporeal agent ; and where he could not 
account for many, and for extraordinary effects, 
he was tempted by example, and perhaps inclined 
by superstition, to seek for the causes in beings, 
whom his credulity exalted to the rank, and whom 
his fears invested with the power, of Gods. 

The opinions and example of others seem to 
have had much influence on the Hebrews. From 
the Nile to the Nubian Desert on one hand, and 
to the Euphrates on the other, the infatuated 
nations adored the Sun, the Moon, and the Host.-; 
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of Heaven. After men had lost the knowledge of 
the true God, it may be easily conceived that they 
fell into this species of idolatry. The human mind 
is ever restless until it has associated effecta with 
causes ; but when this association is once made, we 
seldom give ourselves the trouble of examining 
whether it be just or not. In a fine climate, and 
under a serene sky, the atte~tion of the people was 
naturally, and seems to have been continually, 
directed to the observation of the celestial bodies, 
the movementa of which soon came to be connected 
in their minds with the fate of individuals, and 
with the destinies of Empires. But where there is 
influence, there is power; and where there is power, 
there must be both choice and knowledge. Men 
probably did not mark the gradations by which 
they came to attribute life and action to inanimate 
objecta ; and yet where superstitious ignorance once 
acknowledges an undefined and superior power, the 
steps are few which lead it to all the rest. 

'There can be no system of religion but the true 
one, which is capable of satisfying a reasoning and 
reflecting mind. We may believe, that as the 
Chaldeans and Egyptians advanced in knowledge, 
their learned men secretly renounced, while they 
continued openly to teach, the errors of Tsabaism, 
which, in the hands of such men, could have been 
nothing else than a system of astronomy imposed 
on the people as a system of religion. Accordingly 
we find, that the popular Gods of Egypt were in 
fact mere astronomical symbols. The Sun, the 
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Moon, and the Stars, ·were personified and deified ; 
the conjunction and opposition of planets were made 
subjects of joy or of lamentation ; and blegsings, 
or misfortunes, were supposed to follow the rising, 
or the setting, of the unconscious constellations. 
When the learned had to mark the commencement 
of new cycles, or to denote the periodical revolu
tions of the Stars, new gods were introduced into 
the Pantheon, as regularly as changes were noticed 
in the calendar. As astronomical periods succeeded 
each other, the Sun, under new appellations, was 
adored on the throne of the heavens ; and even as 
he proceeded in his annual course through the signs 
of the zodiac, he was hailed by new names, and was 
worshipped under different attributes. Hence the 
Egyptian figments concerning the dynasties and the 
wars of the Gods ; and hence all the marvels and 
the monsters, which sprang from the allegorical 
mythology of Egypt. 

From the most impartial examination which I 
have been able to give to the subject, I believe the 
mythology of the Chaldeans and Egyptians to have 
been chiefly founded on astronomy, and I think 
that hero-worship was ever unknown to those 
ancient nations. This was, indeed, the clumsy 
invention of a more degraded superstition ; and I 
attribute it with pain to the most amiable and 
ingenious, but not the most scientific, people of 
antiquity. Still, however, hero-worship seems to 
have been connected with Tsabaism. The mob of 
deified mortals, composed of heroes, of tyrants, of 
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women, and of boys, was stationed in the starry 
heavens. Cepheus, Perseus, and Hercules, were, 
from remote antiquity, fabled to have ascended to 
the sky, where Cassiopeia and Andromeda have 
each a portion of the celestial sphere, where Orion 
leads on the most brilliant of the constellations, and 
where his eagle had borne the favorite of Jupiter, 
ages before a place was there allotted to the minion 

·of Adrian. 
When then we consider the general prevalence of 

Tsabaism among the neighbouring nations, we shall 
wonder less at the proneness of the Hebrews to fall 
into this species of idolatry. Neither shall we be 
surprised at the anxious efforts of their lawgiver to 
persuade and convince them of the vanity of these 
superstitions, when we recollect, that though he 
could command the elements, and give new laws to 
nature, he could not impose fetters on the free-will 
of others. With such a power as this he was by no 
means invested ; for the Almighty, in offering to 
the Hebrews the clearest proofs of his existence, by 
no means constrained their belief. It cannot be 
doubted, that by an act of power, God might have 
coerced submiBBion, and have commanded convic
tion ; but had there been no choice, there could 
have been no merit in the acceptance of his law. 

Since, then, Jehovah did not compel the people 
to acknowledge his existence, by fettering their 
free-will, it was natural for his servant Moses to 
represent, by types and by symbols, the errors of 
the Gentile nations ; and it i.~ in no manner sur-
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prising, that the past, the existing, and the future, 
situation of the Hebrews, as well as the religious, 
moral, and political state of their neighbours, should 
be alluded to in symbolical language by an historian, 
who was also a teacher and a prophet. 

Above all things, however, it is evident, that the 
establishment of the true religion was the great 
object of the divine legation of Moses. To attain 
this purpose, it was not enough that he performed 
the most surprising miracles. His countrymen 
acknowledged the existence of Jehovah; but with 
him they reckoned, and were but too willing to 
adore, other Gods. Is it then surprising, that the 
false notions of religion entertained by the Gentiles 
should be pointed out in the writings of Moses, and 
that their religious systems should be there made to 
appear what they really were,-the astronomical 
systems of scientific idolaters ~ 

In the chapter before us, I see nothing that does 
not accord with this notion. It seems to me, thn.t 
Moses intended to typify the history of the Gods 
of Egypt, and to show, that they were astronomical 
symbols. After having done this, he clearly inti
mates the overthrow of idolatry, and the establish
ment of the true religion ; and insinuates in no 
ambiguous terms, that the superstitions of the 
Gentiles, though interwoven with the laws, and 
countenanced by the prejudices, of mighty empires, 
should be at last destroyed through the means of 
a people, insignificant alike from their power and 
their numbers. Finally he introduces the Priest of 
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the Most High God, whose appearance in this place 
is surely symbolical. 

But it is time that I proceed to the proof of what 
I have been hitherto generally stating. I must 
observe, however, in the first place, that I assume 
the acquaintance of my reader with Egyptian 
mythology and astronomy, to be sufficiently exten
sive, to enable him to follow the observations, which 
I shall have to make concerning both. It is only 

· necessary then, that I remind him, that for the most 
part in all the ancient oriental languages, and almost 
invariably in Hebrew, proper names are significant. 
Let us now proceed to our analysis. 

And it came to pass in the days of Amraphel. 

The Chaldeans were accustomed to call the sign 
of Aries lt.,~N amra, or ,CN a·mar, and the 
Syrians 1;~1 amro-i.e. agnus. ;!I,CN amarphel or 
amraphel, seems to be a contraction for N;!I,~N 
amraphela, "the wonderful lamb," or for m!I.,CN, 

'' the lamb of separation."-A mmon, or the Sun in 
the sign of Aries, \vas probably intended to be 
typified. 

King of Shinar. 

Melech, Moloch, or King, was a common solar 
title. 

Shinar, I conceive to be a compound word, ,l'·flU; 
I imagine 'IV shan to be the name, undt•r which the 

u 
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annual Sun was worshipped. A temple was built 
to this God by the Philistines, who fastened the 
body of Saul to the wall of the house of Shan. 

-,v ar signifies "an enemy." Aries is certainly 
the station of Mars ; but I rather think that v 
should be written .,.11' iar, because the Arabians call 
the plain of Babylon, to which this name of Shinar, 
or Shanar, was transferred, Shaniar, or Skiniar. 
It would then be Shan of the wood, or grove. Now 
Strabo1 mentions that the temple of Ammon was 
placed in the midst of ·a grove, which formed a 
singular contrast with the surrounding desert. 1 See 
also Lucian de Ded Syrid. 

I am inclined to think, then, that Amraphel, 
Melech, Shan-a?', are only so many titles, or sym
bols, descriptive of the Sun in the sign of Aries, 
who was worshipped by the Egyptians under the 
name of Ammon. 

Arioch, ,.,M ari, is the Hebrew for a lion, but it 
is peculiarly applied in the cognate dialects to the 
sign of Leo. 

Och, or Uch, was a term of honor, and ari-och 
probably signified Leo praclaru.~. 

King of Ellasar. Where was this Kingdom of 

I L. 17. 

t Upon further consideration I atu inclined to believe, that 
.,:V:llt' ought to be read .,:p;, l1Z1 sltan-naar-the year or annual 
sun, personified as a boy. In effect, the boy Harpocrates was 
repJCSented in the sign of Ariea in both the Egyptian r.odiacs 
found at Dendera. 
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Ellasar, which must have been read Sellasar by 
some of the Greek translators, and Tellasar by 
Jonathan 1 Hieronymus understood that it WM 

Pontus, but I know not on what authority. In 
Hebrew the word is written -,o;a., and without any 
masorah may be read Elsar. ;MEl, may signify 
mighty, or it may signify God. ,D Sar, Ser, or Sir, 
(for the sound of the supplied vowel is of no 
manner of consequence) was a title frequently given 
to the Sun by the Egyptians, but particularly in the 
sign of Leo. 

Osiris was a symbolical name of the Sun, and, 
like other enigmas, was probably intended to convey 
several meanings. There may be reason to think, 
as I have stated elsewhere, that the initial vowel, 
which we know to have been changeable, was fre
quently left out. The termination in is is evidently 
Greek. The name may then be expressed in Coptic 
letters CIP Sir, or, if the article be prefixed, 
OT -CIP, which comes sufficiently near to the 
Greek "CW'Pff· Leo was the domicile of Osiris, or of 
the Sun. 

The river Nile, which had nasumed its greatest 
height, when the Sun was in Leo, was called Siris, 
or rather Sir, by the Ethiopians. Thus Stephanm~ 
says, ~'"JJ'If, To.\&{ Ai.,11M'ou «a& Ai8cOTca{ e.-1 "'tf Nl!i~tt· ~U8' 

~ .. .;,.,OpGtM'III ~P'f o TVrllp~yen.e is a city of Egypt, 
and of Ethiopia,, upon the Nile ; beyond u•hich the 
river is tutmed Siris. 

This name was undouhtedly given to the Nil(', 
}x>caUH(' it had already attained its great{'~:~t eleva-
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tion, when the Sun was worshipped under his 
character of Osir, or Sir. Hence, indeed, the 
river was said to owe its origin to Osiris. · Plutarch 
strongly expresses this. Ne'&.\cw -ror Ta.<repa .:oi cr..,.i7Pca 

~ x,;por, .:o'i 'Ocrlp,l•r aro;,;,o~., wo,uciCova~o-they call the 
Nile the father aml the saviour of the region, and 
a .ftw::ion of Omris. 

There seems to be a strange corruption which is 
made by the Greeks of the Name of the Egyptian 
month, which is said to have answered to August. 

I cannot help suspecting the initial me in m£sori 
to be nothing else than the Egyptian sign, which is 
usually prefixed to a noun to denote it to be such. 
The vowels were probably supplied by the author to 

suit his verse. 
The stars in the sign of Leo now occupy the place, 

which was held by those of Virgo a little more than 
two thousand years ago. 

The Dog-star was probably called Sir (in Latin 
Sirius) from its rising heliacally, shortly after the 
time that the Sun was in Leo, and while that lu
minary was worshipped under the name of Sir, or 
Osir. 

The Persians und Indians still call the sign of Leo, 
by the name of Shir, or Sir. 

I have already observed, that it imports little with 
what vowels we supply the radicals S. R Serapis 
evidently combined the names of Ser and Apis. 
That Sir, or Om·r, whom the Greeks called Osiris, 
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was the same with Apis, may be proved from Strabo 
and other writers, whose words I have cited in 
another place. 

But the word Sar, Ser, or Sir, also denoted a 
certain cycle. Its duration was 3600 years, accord
ing to Berosus. Suidas gives a different account of 
it, for he makes it consist of only 222 months and 
a half. The Sar, or Chaldean cycle called Baros by 
the Greeks, has embarrassed astronomers. Halley 
having found the cycle mentioned by Pliny to 
consist of 223 lunar months, and not of 222, as 
\\-Tongly printed in the common editions, has pre
tended, that this period is no other than the Baros, 
and that the text of Suidas should be corrected in 
the same manner. The reasoning of Halley upon 
this point is generally rejected; and has been refuted 
both by M. Goguet and by M. Le Gentil. We must 
then adopt the text of Berosus and his followers, 
and read 3,600 years. But this period, says M. 
Goguet, (like that assigned by Suidas,) is one to 

which we can apply no astronomical operation. 
Now this does not appear to be quite correct. The 

cycle called the Neros was of 600 years duration ; 
and M. Goguct agrees with Cassini in thinking it 
one of the finest periods which has yet been found. 
But after the completion of this period for the sixth · 
time, that is to say at the end of 3,600 years, it 
would be found that a very sensible disorder had 
rctJulted from it. Cassini, I believe, allows the error 
of one second for each lunar month ; and makes the 
Solar year of the Chu.ldeans to amount to 365 day~->, 
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5 hours, 51 minutes, and 36 seconds. In order not 
to be embarrassed with fractions, let us assign the 
error of one second to each solar month in the Chal
dean calculation. Then at the completion of the 
sixth revolution of the Neros, or at the end of 3,600 

Chaldean solar years, there would be an error 
amounting to about 63 hours and a half for the 
whole period. It can scarcely be supposed, that a 
people so scientific as the Chaldeans would fail to 
remark this ; and they consequently would reform 
their calendar. Thus the Egyptians, when they 
perceived that the &this, or the Thoth as it was 
sometimes called, did not make a perfect period, 
multiplied this cycle by 25, and obtained their great 
year. This has always appeared to me an extra
ordinary proof of the science of a people whom we 
affect to treat with contempt. 

M. Goguet further observes, that the name of &r, 
given to this period, would suffice to prove, that it 
was composed of lunar months, because the Chaldeau 
word sar signifies menstruus, or lunaria. This 
statement is not quite accurate. The word .,..,o 
salwir, or N"Yro sahara, signifies the moon in Chal
daic ; but that luminary is only so called from itti 
globular form, because the proper and original 
·signification of sahara is rotundity. I rather 
imagine, therefore, that the cycle was called sar from 
its being a round period, at the conclusion of which 
the Sun and the Moon ought to return to the points, 
at which they were found at its commencement. 

That Ari-Och, hleledt, El-sar, were wor& ex-
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pressive of some astronomical symbol I can hardly 
doubt. Concerning the enigmatical manner of 
writing and speaking among the Egyptians, I 
conceive it to be unnecessary to make any remarks ; 
but that this manner has been copied in the text 
appears sufficiently evident. 

Chedorlaomer King of Elam. 

The name of Chedorlaomer is thus explained by 
.T onathan in his Targum. 

This i.<1 the ligament revolving itself abo-ut the 
.<JI,ea ves. 

This seems a very singular name for a great 
monarch. Nevertheless Jonathan's explanation of 
the word appears to be nearly just. I confess, how
ever, I can only understand it as an astronomical 
symboL According to the Egyptian mythology, Isis 
was said to have dropped a sheaf of com as she fled 
from Typhon, who scattered it over the heavens, as 
he continued to pursue her. 

In the Egyptian Zodiac Isis, whose place was 
supplied by Virgo, was represented sometimes with 
the leaf of a palm-tree, and sometimes with three 
t>ars of com in her hand. 

But I think it highly probable, that the signs of 
the zodiac were compared with com bound in 
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sheaves.1 This notion is not unsupported by 
evidence. 

The Chinese call the zodiac the yellow road ; as 
resembling a path over which the ripened ears of 
corn are scattered. 

The Syrians and Chaldeans appear to have had a 
similar idea. Mor Isaac says 

},.~! lb-L;!o.-= ~o1o 
.J.a.=L ~.::u. ~o 

and the zone of the zodiacal circle i8 called the path 
of straw. 

That the signs of the zodiac were assumed as the 
twel\'e ensigns of the tribes of Israel, I have proved 
in another dissertation. Joseph seelll8 to allude to 
this, when he says, " the Sun and Moon, and the:> 
eleven stars (constellations) made obeisance to me." 
But he had already said to his brethren, " your 
sheaves stood round about, and made obeisance to 
my sheaf." 

I confess then, that I cannot help considering 
Chedorlaomer, or that which gird8 the sheaves, rather 
as a symbol expressive of the zodiac, than as the 
name of a real monarch. 

The Sun in his progress through the signs of the 
zodiac was called Chon by the Egyptians, whom as 
I have shown elsewhere, they comidered as the God 
of Time. 

1 The symbol of Bl<~.undus in Phrygia was four ears of com 
tied together. Geb. tome 9. 
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ctrv ,;c, King of Elam-King of Time. 

Tidal King of nations. The word ".lnn Tidal, 
(if this be the true reading) is Chaldaic. It is com
pounded of ,n (Chaldaic for -w), a breast, and ~V, 
exalted. There can be no doubt, that .the Heathens 
worshipped idols under the form of paps or breasts, 
which the Hehrews called Shedi, or Shedim, and the 
Chaldeans Tedi. Isis, or Diana, or the Dea Multi
nwmmia, will present a ready emblem of this species 
of idolatry to the mind of the mythologist. Isis, 
then, whO.se type was a cow, may have been meant 
by this exalted breast. But it seems to me, that for 
;nn Tidal, we should read ;.lnn Tiral, or Taral ; 
and in this I am supported by the Septuagint.1 

There is, however, no such word in Hebrew, as ;Jnn, 
unless we bring it from ;y,, which is out of the 
question. It follows then that we must look to the 
Chaldaic ; and there we shall find 'v-,n, or 'v--nn 
would signify Taurus excelstts. 

0'\l "Pc Melech Goim, "King of Nations." The 
Syrian interpreter writes Melech Geleth, " King of 
the revolving sphere," whence one would think he 
held Tor-al to be an astronomical personage. In 
fact, before the time of Abraham, Taurus was the 
leading sign-the conductor of the celestial hosta. 
Rather more than 4000 years ago, that title was 

1 The LXX always write a gamma for the Hebrew ain. They 
consequently have 8apya). in the Septuagint. They ought to have 
had either IJapu>., or TapalJA. 

H 
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transferred to Aries. But I would rather read Goim, 
as in the text, and with the LXX. Goa, or Gao, is 
the ancient Persian name of the sign of Taurus. 

That these made war with Bera. 

JM.:l Bera, according to the Targu-m of J onatha.n, 
is compounded of the preposition .:1, and JM, and con
sequently signifies in evil. This seems at least, to 
have been the manner in which Jonathan understood 
the word. But I rather suspect that lM.:l Bera is an 
erroneous reading for lM! Pera; where we find lM 
preceded by the Egyptian article e. Pera then would 
signify the evil one, if lM be Hebrew in the name 
before us ; but I rather think it to be that Egyptian 
word which signified King, and which I have ex
plained in my "Essay on a Punic Inscription." If, 
however, we follow the orthography before us ; I 
must take the meaning from the Arabic, in which 
ft- Bera signifies excellence, and which was probably 
an ancient solar title. 

C"TD ,;~ Melech Sodo-m, " King of Sodom." This 
last word is not Hebrew, and in truth few of these 
proper names are. They are all either Egyptian, or 
Chaldean, or ancient Persian. In Hebrew &d01n 
might signify a secret, or a shackle, as derived from 
-ro. The meaning, however, is order, or regularity, 
or the beauty which proceeds from both.1 

Birsha. Jonathan translates this wordJ1V1.:1; and 
some again translate him as rendering the name " in 

t See Rumelin. 
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opprobrium," and others; "against opprobrium." 
This can have nothing to do with the sense. No 
man ever had such a name. The personage here is 
an astronomical one. Ytn.l Birsha, is Chaldaic. It 
is a name compounded of .,.l filius, and i"UnD, or »'l/, 

hora, tempus, &c. 
King of Gom.orrah. This last word was prin

cipally used to signify either a certain measure, or 
a sheaf of corn. We have already seen that this last 
was an astronomical type. 

Shinah King of Admah. Without attending to 
the points, which every Hebrew scholar must know 
to have been invented at least six hundred years 
after the Christian era, we may conclude, that Shinah 
is compounded of Shan, "the annual Sun," and ab (a 
well-known solar title), which signifies father. This 
may then indicate the year, or period, of Saturn. It 
is certain, that the Sun was worshipped under the 
names of Rephan, Moloch, Chon, and Saturn ; and 
that Saturn was fabled to have been dethroned by 
his son Jupiter. When, therefore, we find Shan, the 
title under which the year, or perhaps the Sun in his 
annual course, was deified and worshipped, coupled 
with .lM ab, pater, we may naturally associate it with 
the name of Saturn. Shan-ah is called " King of 
Admah," that is, " King of the Earth ;" and Saturn 
was fabled to have fled to the earth, after having been 
driven by Jupiter from the throne of the heavens. 

She1neber. 

This signifies tl~-e name of tlw mighty one ; hut 

l 
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both the Samaritan copies have Shemahad, i. e. the 
name of destruction, or perhaps, of the destroyer. 
May not this destroyer be the great serpent, feigned 
by some to have been slain by Apollo, but which is 
said by Pausanias to have been killed by Kptos-, that 
is, by Ammon, or the Sun in Aries? 

I think it is mentioned by Aratus, that the Dragon 
was not to be found among the figures, by which 
the Egyptians represented the constellations. I 
cannot, at this moment, refer to Kircher, in order to 
discover upon what authorities he placed the Dragon 
in the planispheres, which he has exhibited ; but 
that dragons or serpents, were represented in the. 
Egyptian planispheres, I cannot doubt. Hor-Apollo 
mentions, indeed, that the hieroglyphic which ex
pressed the heavens was a serpent, and that the 
stars were denoted by the scales ; and Clemens 
Alexandrinus tells us, that the oblique course of the 
stars was indicated by the tortuous folds of a serpent. 
It appears, that from the most remote antiquity the 
two points, at which the ecliptic and the Moon's 
orbit intersect each other, were called the head and 
tail of the Dragon. As these are the points at 
which eclipses happen, astronomers fabled the ex
istence of a monster that devoured the sun and moon. 

It seems not impossible to me, that the word may 
have been originally written ,:nt-'1PJV, or ,:lM-'W· 
the serpent of destruction. But this is merely con
jectural. My reader may, however, consider what 
has been stated, with some plausibility, by M. Dupuis 
on the Abaddon of the Apocalypse. 
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That the Dragon is alluded to in the text appears 
more clearly from the following words, since Shema
bad, (or Shemeber as we have it in the Hebrew text) 
is call.ed King of Zeboiim. Now what sense shall 
we affix to Zeboiim ? If we follow the present 
reading, Shemabad must be either King of deco
rations, or King of she-goats, or King of hyamas; 
for which several meanings consult Buxtorf, in V006 

':ll. and Bochart Hieroz. Part first. Now I confess 
that I suspect C"'.::D to have been written by some 
scribe for C'N.l:!t; and if this be so, I shall have no 
scruple in translating King of the starry hosts. We 
.have already seen from Hor-Apollo, that the stars of 
heaven were hieroglyphically expressed by the scales 
of a serpent. 

And the King of Bela. 

Y,.:1 Bela signifies to swallow up. Is there not 
here another allusion to the celestial Dragon, feigned 
by astronomers, and believed by idolators, to have 
swallowed up the Sun 1 Bel, the God of the Baby
lonians, was no other than the great Dragon, though 
Bel has been sometimes confounded with Baal. 
The ·name of Bel seems to me to have been taken 
from Bela ; for the great Dragon was evidently 
called Bel, as the devourer, or as the swallower. 
This is apparently alluded to by Jeremiah, where he 
M.YB--

; .l:l.l ; .:1 '» , nve, 
,,,go ,y,:l nat •naot:~rm 
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" And I have punished Bel in Babel, and have made 
him eject his bela (what he hath swallowed) from 
his mouth." 

Which is Zoar ; that is tlw little. 

The greatest space between the Moon's orbit and 
the ecliptic is called the belly of the Dragon. As 
the Moon approaches to her nodes, this space be
comes smaller, and of course is least just before the 
point, where she crosses the Ecliptic. 

It appears, that the whole passage, as far as I have 
hitherto gone, is symbolical ; and I find it not a 
little remarkable, that the greater part of it can be 
expressed in hieroglyphics, with considerable 
accuracy. Is . it not probable then, that the text is . 
an interpretation of a hieroglyphical writing, which 
the sacred historian thought it necessary to introduce 
into his work 1 

That the symbols here expressed were originally 
denoted by hieroglyphics, I think evident from the 
facility, with which they may again be rendered into 
their primary forms. . 

Ammon, or the Sun in Aries, here denominated 
Amraplwl, agnus mirahilis, was represented by a 
man with the head of a ram. See my "Essay on a 
Punic Inscription," p. 50. 

We are told by Ammia.nus Marcellinus, that a 
King was represented in hieroglyphics by a bee. 

If I be right in reading Shan-iar, the hieroglyphic 
of this ought to be the image of the Sun, and a grove 
of trees ; or if the etymology by Sh.amum1·, we 
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ought to have the more common symbol of Harpo
crates. 

The words A rioch, Melech, are to be expressed by 
a lion and a bee. 

If El-sar be the same with El-Sir, there can be 
little doubt that reference is made to the God Sir, 
whom the Greeks called Osiris. The hieroglyphic 
of Osiris was a sceptre and an eye. 

Chedorlaomer was probably denoted by a sheaf, 
or sheaves of com. The bee again recurs. Time, or 
eternity, which is the signification of Elam, was 
typified by a serpent biting his tail. 

Tor-aal, or the exalted Bull, is itself a hierogly
phic. The word Melech is again to be denoted by a 
bee. If for Goim we read Geloth, a hieroglyphic 
must be found for the spheres. Two present them
selves : First an onion, of which the coats were the 
symbols of the spheres : (This was the reason why 
onions were so much venerated in Egypt:) &condly 
two serpents, represented in the following form : 

These mad.e war. 

Upon the authority of Hor-Apollo, we may state 
that a battle was designed by two hands, one of 
which held a bow, and the other a shield. 

But I have said enough on this part of the subject, 
and shall leave others to exercise their ingenuity 
upon it. Let us return to our analysis. 
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All these were joined in the Vale of Siddim, 
which is the salt-sea. 

C"W Siddim ; ·These were Deities worshipped by 
the idolators. They were probably so named from 
-w, a breast. See Parkhurst, in voce. I shall 
attempt at the end of this Dissertation to give a 
rude sketch of one of these many-breasted idols, of 
which there are yarious representations in .the 7th 
volume of the Thesaurus of Gronovius. 

Which is the salt-sea. It appears from Josephus, 
whose words I have quoted in another Dissertation, 
that the sea was a symbol of the he~phere, as Isis, 
or the Dea Multimammia, seems to have been a 
lun~ emblem. 

Twelve years they served Chedorlaomer, and in. 
the thirteenth year they rebelled. 

The astronomical allusion, here intended to be 
made, may be well illustrated by the words of M. 
Goguet. " N ous voyons que dans les premiers ages, 
l'annee, chez presque tous les peuples, n'etoit com
posee que d'un mois ; et encore ce mois etoit-il 
lunaire." Now it is evident, that at the end of the 
12th lunar month, neither the solar nor the sidereal 
year would be complete. The Sun would neither 
rise, nor set, at the same time, or in the same place, 
as when the lunar year commenced; and the con
stellations would not be found, where they had been 
at the beginning of the period. In following this 
mode of calculating, the whole order of the seasons 
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would be found to be reversed in the space of 1 7 
years. We cannot suppose then, that the Chaldeans 
and Egyptians continued to count long by the 
lunar year, which is composed of 354 days. A 
reform appears to have been made at a very early 
period ; and M. Goguet has proved that the year 
which Moses employed was composed of 360 days. 
This has led some to suppose, that Moses was very 
ignorant of astronomy. The chapter before us, I 
think, will jUHtify him from that reproach. 

To complete the year employed by the Hebrews, 
no less than five days and a quarter were wanting. 
Now the Priests of Egypt knew this. Herodotus 
says, that they added the five days ; and if he makes 
no mention of the remaining hours, it is, probably, 
because the Priests did not confide to him the secret. 
The science of the learned Egyptians was their 
religion. Hence all the mysteries with which it was 
enveloped. We know, however, that Plato, Eudoxus, 
Diodorus Siculus, and Plutarch, were aware that the 
Egyptians computed the year rightly. The truth 
then was likely to be known to Moses, who was 
versant in all the learning of Egypt. 

I have already stated that Chedorlaorner seems to 
have been the symbol of the Zodiac, or rather, per
haps, of the course of the Sun through the signs. It 
is by observing that course, that the true length of 
the year is to be determined ; and the omission of 
the five days, and the consequent disorders in the 
computation of the year, seem to be symbolised by 
the rebellion of the five Kings. 

I 
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Plutarch, when he informs us, that the five days 
were intercalated by the Egyptians, mentions that on 
each of these days a Deity was born. There are 
vanous fables told by the Greeks concerning this 
celebrated intercalation. For my own part, I cannot 
help thinking, that the fourteenth chapter of Genesis, 
and the tenth of the Book of Joshua, are only 
different editions of the same astronomical histori~ 
of which the Greeks have again given new accounts, 
and which they told after their own manner. 

And in the fourteenth year came OhedorlamMr, 
and the Kings that were with him, and sm.ote the 
.Rephairns in Ashteroth Karnaim, and the Zuzi-ms 
in Harn, and the Emims in Shaveh Kariathaim, and 
the H orites in their Mount Seir, unto El Para11, 
which is by the Wilderness. 

Here all the confusion produced by the use of the 
civil year seems to be pointed out. The five days 
having been omitted in the old year, and being 
reckoned in the tinst month of the new year, at the 
end of the 12th lunar month; it is obvious that in 
the second month of this new year, the Sun would 
not be in the same part of the Ecliptic, as he had 
been in the second month of the preceding year. It 
will be observed that, since months were denominated 
years, 'the fourteenth year in the text really answers 
to the fourteenth month, or to the second month of 
the new year. But each month containing 30 days 
only, the error of the calculation would be perceived 
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from the Sun's place in the second month of the new 
year, fourteen months, (or, 88 they were then denomi~ 
nated, fourteen years,) after the commencement of the 
period stated to be annual. Chedorlaomer, or the 
Sun in his progress through the signs of the Zodiac, 
is consequently typified 88 making war with the 
constellations. He smote the Rephaims in .Ashteroth 
Karnaim. 

The Rephaim (not Rephaims) were adorers of the 
Moon, and probably those who principally adhered 
to the use of the Lunar year. (See Parkhurst, in 
voce C'M!I,.) If, however, we take the more common 
translation, we must understand the Rephaim to have 
been giants. Now the constellations were called 
giants, terrible ones, mighty ones, &c., as is evident 
from the catalogues of their names in use among the 
Oriental nations. .Ashteroth has been generally sup
posed to be the title of the Moon, corruptly written 
Astarte by the Greeks. In fact it appears, that the 
idols, representing the Moon under her several 
phases, were called .Ashteroth. Samuel tells us of 
Saul, that the Philistines 

.n,,nl'.V n'.l ''':l ,c'W' 

pklad hu armour (in) the house of Ashteroth. 
Kimchi says, est nomen, (nempe Ashteroth,) imagi
num ovium formam JuWentium, quas pro Deahus 
colebant Tsidonii et Philutari. See also Mor Isaac 
quoted by Kircher, <Ed. V. 1. 

Karnaim signifies horns ; and Ashteroth of horns 
must subsequently mean the lunar crescent. Hero-
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dotus observes, that Io was represented with horns. 
lo, or Ioh, is still the Coptic word for the Moon. 

And the Zuzinu (read Zuzim) in Ham. 

The Zuzim are generally understood to signify 
strong ones, giants ; but I derive the word from m, 
to shine, or to move. The Zuzim were then proba
bly the shining ones, or the stars. I know not the 
meaning of Ham. According to the Samaritan copy 
we should read in Laish, or in Liska, and this name 
I shall show to have indicated &?rpius, when I 
come t<> examine a subsequent verse. 

And the Emims in Shaveh Kariathaim. 

The Emim were giants, or terrible ones. Shaven, 
nw, is the Chaldaic word for the Equa;tor. Sha~h 

Kariathaim, the Equator of the cities, can hardly be 
mistaken for any thing else than for an astronomical 
expression.1 The points seem to be indicated, where 
the Equator and the Ecliptic intersect each other, 
and where the Equator divides the celestial mansions, 
or cities, into equal parts. 

And the Horites in their Mount Seir. 

I translate, and the wrathful ones in their moun

tain of the goat. Whether, or not, any allusion be 
here made to Capricorn, I am unable to judge. The 
Horites may have been the stars in Taurus, where 
H or, according to Kircher, had his station. Taurus 

1 The Persians designate the celestial houses, as we call them, 
towers, citadels, and cities. 

· ·- - --~~·~------
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rises early m the evening, when the Sun 18 m 
Capricorn. 

Unto El Paran, which is by the wilderness. 

'J'N el, (rather eil, or ail) signifies a ram, a.nd there 
seems to be some allusion to the sign of Aries. The 
word Paran is less easy to be explained. Perhaps 
it is ,NI. with the addition of a.n intensitive nun. It 
will then signify an ornament for the head. E\18e" 
bius, see my " Essay on a Punic Inscription," 
mentions that Ammon, or the Sun in Aries, was 
represented with a disk over his head. El Paran, or 
the Ram with the ornament on his head, is said to 
be by the wilderness. Now by the wilderness I 
understand the lower hemisphere, the region of 
darkness, a.nd the kingdom of Ahriman. Four thou
sand five hundred years ago, the vernal equinox took 
place when the Sun was in Taurus, a.nd consequently 
Aries and Libra, were the uppermost signs of the 
lower hemisphere. That the wilderness was the 
hieroglyphic, by which the lower hemisphere was 
expressed, I am led from many things to suspect. 
Jupiter Ammon, or El Para.n, or the Sun in Aries, 
was fabled by the Egyptians to have lived in the 
desert, until he was brought out of it by Isis. Does 
not this allude to the period, when the equinox first 
happened when the Sun was in Aries ? Plutarch 
says, tfnJtt'i ~p& ....V Aa~ o E.~~~. 11-!18o'A'"rc'ir A;.p,mOWf, 
~ ,...;., '"eAw ""tw•tpt~~rar .. ., ain-¥ p~ ~ape~ ~Jaaftear, ,·.,• 
GCCJXVI~ Ep,,Uq ~cCTpc/3e11, 'H ~e "Jere{ ~IGT11poNra «Gl ~can.jcra<re 

,..ci IACP'I TGVra ToV .,.,;.11-GTIJ{, apTinaa T~&· 'lropEia .. 'lrGpCtl').fill. 
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The anomalies created by the use of the year of 
360 days seem to be manifested ; and the incon
gruity of the vulgar year with the real, is figura
tively expressed in the Hebrew ; for after the first 
revolution of the former, the Sun cannot be in his 
true place according to the Calendar ;-His progress 
through the signs having been miscalculated, the 
order of the seasons must have been in a short period 
reversed. The rising and setting of the constellation 
could not be according to computation. It would 
appear, that the text has marked these anomalies ; 
and that they are hitherto indicated from the com
mencement of the second sacred year, (which took 
place when the Sun was in Cancer), to the time of 
the vernal equinox. The Sun smites the giants in 
Ashteroth Karnaim; that is, his place among the 
constellations, even from the first crescent, or first 
quarter of the lunar month, is at variance with the 
computation, and does not agree with the Calendar. 
The same thing is found, as he advances to Lisha, 
or to &orpius, and as he comes to Shaveh Karia
thaim, or to the Equinox ; as he proceeds to &ir, 
" the goat," or as it would seem to Capricorn, and 
thence to Aries, denoted El Paran, the ram with a 
decoration on his head. 

But Chedorlaomer, and the Kings that were with 
him, returned and came to En Mishpat, which is 
Kadesh, and smote all the country of the AmaZe
kites, and also the Amorites that dwelt in Hauzon
ta'mar. 

The Sun, having passed the vernal equinox, re-

-
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turns to the upper hemisphere ; but what relation 
does en mishpat, which is generally translated the 
fountain of judgment, bear to the subject, as I have 
hitherto understood the meaning of the text 1 The 
proper meaning of r.v en rather ain, or oin,) is an 
eye, and it is only metaphorically that it is used to 
signify a fountain. But ain may be also figura
tively employed for obsenoation, or speculation. 
The Rabbins often understand it as signifying specu
latit•e knowledge. It seems clear to me, that the 
word corresponded with a hieroglyphic ; and we are 
informed by Plutarch and Hor-Apollo, that an eye 
was the hieroglyphic, by which lcnowledge was ex
pressed. Without much difficulty, then, we may 
translate ain, obsenoation, or science. fO!IW mish
pat, is frequently used in Chaldaic as signifying 
astrology. fO!It?O ~~:1 Baali mishpat is synony
mous with c~!lttM, astrologers. The meaning then 
seems to be, they 'returned and came according to 
the science of astrology, which is (Kadesh) a holy 
thing; 

And smote all the coltntry of the Amalekites. 

The Sun, in his course through the Zodiac, ought 
now to be described as returning to the point whence 
he set out. At the end of the second revolution of 
the sacred year, the Sun would indeed return to 
Cancer, whence he had proceeded at the commence
ment of the first year, but he would be ten degrees 
and a half from the place where he bad th('n been. 
The incongruity of the civil with the solar year 
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would consequently be manifest to astronomers. 
But how is the return of the Sun to Cancer, the 
sign in which he had been at the commencement of 
the first civil year, indicated in the text 1 Chedor
laomer and his allies smote all tke country of tM 
A m,alelcites ;-that is, -all tke country of tke pe&ple 
of tke Beetles. See Buxtorf, in vocibus Cl' et p~. 1 

Now it appears from the Zodiacs found at Dendera, 
that the Egyptians denoted the sign of Cancer by 
two bcetles.-'fhat the year began when the Sun 
was in that sign, may be proved from the passages to 
which I have referred on the subject in my '' Essay 
on a Punic Inscription." 

And also tke Amorites that dwelt in 1/azez.on
tamar. 

For the words ,o~ and un I refer my reader to 
Parkhurst, only observing that to the last word an 
intensitive nun is added in the text. 

The literal translation then is-and also the 
upper branches, ( 01· perhaps tke lambs) that alxXJe 
in the division of the palm-tree. 

Now without being able to explain this passage 
entirely to my own satisfaction, I request of my 
reader to consider how far it may relate to astronomy. 
Perhaps his better knowledge of the astronomy and 
mythology of the ancient Egyptians, as well as of 
their hieroglyphics, will enahle him to elucidate 
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what remains obscure to me. In the mean time I 
shall offer a very few remarks. 

That groves, trees, and branches of trees, were 
employed as symbols of the starry hosts, of con
stellations, and of asterisms, appears, I think, from 
various monuments. In the planisphere exhibited 
by Kircher, a tree is represented in the sign of 
Virgo. In the Zodiacs of Dendera, Virgo is drawn 
with a palm-branch in her hand. The constellation 
of Ccusiopeia is called .;J- Jl al seder, by Ulug Beig, 
and the seder is a species of tree well known in the 
East. In the Mithraic astronomical symbols we 
always find trees designated. The idolators appear 
to have worshipped groves as types of the starry 
Hosts. And they set them up images and groves in 
every high hill, and under every green tree.1 

Manasseh reared up altars for Baal, and m.ade a 
grove, and worshipped all the Host of heaven;
and he set up a graven image of the grove which he 
had made.' Josiah commanded all the vessels tha.t 
were made for Boo.l, and for the grove, and for all 
the Host of heaven, to be brought out of the temple.3 

The Gentile nations seem to have generally enter-
tained the same superstitions concerning trees. 

Olim qu.cu t16llent ~in tuteU md 
Divi legerunt arbores ; Queretu Jovi, 
Et myrlru Veneri placttit, Phaibo laurea, 
Pinru Cgbeke, pop!dlt8 cel80. Herculi. 

1 2 Kings, c. 17. I 2 Kings, c. 21. 
s 2 Kings, C. 23. 

K 

PluM. 
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Callimachus says, in addressing Ceres, 
Tibique illir. pulchrum lwmm pow.erunt Pekugi, 
Arbon'btis undique demum, 4'c. 

Lucretius has the following lines : 
Sed nemora, atque cavoB monteiB 81Jl~ colebant, 
Et jrutice8 inter condebant gqualida membra, 
Verbera ventorum vitare imbreiBque coadi. 

See the stories in the Edda concerning the Ash 
Ygdrasil. 

Pliny says, A rbores fuere numinum templa, L. 
13. See also Diodorus Siculus, and Lucian, con
cerning the consecrated groves of the Egyptians. 
The Cabalists represented the 12 signs of the Zodiac 
on the tree of life ; and the Arabians typified the 
starry heavens by a fruit-tree. See Kircher's 
<Edipus, Vol. 2 and 3. Groves and trees, then, being 
considered as symbols of the starry heavens, the 
upper branches probably denoted the constellations 
at their highest elevation. 

It will be remembered, that in the Apocalypse the 
tree of life is represented as growing in the street, 
and as bearing twelve fruits, one of which it yielded 
every month. Some have thought that an allusion 
is here made to the Solar walk, where are found the 
12 signs of the Zodiac. 

The palm-tree appears to have been a solar symbol. 
I shall have occasion to say more concerning it in 
another place. 

It may, however, be proper to state the words of a 
French writer. Le palmier fut consacre aux mouve-
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mens celestes, et surtout a la revolution annuelle du 
Solei! ; on lui attribuoit autant de proprietes, que 
l'annee a de jours. I think, therefore, that we can 
have no great difficulty in understanding what was 
meant by the upper branches, which abode in the 
division of the palm-tree. A rrwrites is certainly a 
difficult word to interpret. It signifies either 
teachers, or lamhs, or upper branches. I am in
clined to give it the last signification here. But 
see Castelli in voce. 

And there went out the King of Sodom, and the 
King of Go-TIUJ'1"1'(J},, and the King of Admah, and 
the King of Zeboiim, and the King of Bela, (the 
same is Zoar), and they joined battle with them in 
the Vale of Siddi'TTir-With Chedorlaomer King of 
Elam, and with Tidal King of Nation.,., and Am
raphel King of Shinar, and Arioch King of Ellasar, 
-four Kings with five. 

The Sun coming round to the point whence he set 
out, is thus figuratively represented as encountering 
the 5 days. 

And the Vale of Siddim 'iJXUJfull of slime-pits-

Literally-and the valley of the Siddim, (the 
many-breasted idols of the Moon, worshipped as the 
Magna Mater) wells, wells, ofbitumen. But, as my 
reader will find by turning to Stockius, the original 
meaning of Beer, which we always translate a well, 
is clearness, or lrUJtre. Again the word ,en, which 
we render bitumen, and which signifies 1nuddiness, 
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is not very unlike to -,,on. Indeed Bocha.rt tells us, 
that an aBS is so called from ita color. Now this may 
have been the reason why the Orienta.lista placed 
aBSes in the sign of Can.cer, when the Nile is ap
proaching to its height. Most certainly the Persians 
called the Asterism in Can.cer, which we call the 
asses, by the name before us.1 Now I think it very 
possible, that allusion is made to these stars. The 
commencement of the vulgar Egyptian year took 
place, when the Sun was in Can.cer; and this may 
have been the time fixed for the intercalation of the 
5 days. Beeroth, Beeroth, Chenwr, may then typify 
the asterism of the Asses. But the passage is too 
obscure for me to speak with any pretentions to cer
tainty in endeavouring to explain it. 

And the Kings of Sodom and Gomorrah :Hed, and 
"fell there. It appears that there is some confusion 
in this passage. If these Kings :Hed, they did not 
fall there. 

A rul they that remained .fled to the mountain. 

They that remained could scarcely have been they 
that .fled; but I think the fault lies with translators. 

The destruction and defeat of the five Kings seem 
to indicate the period, when the five days ought to 
have been intercalated. 

A rul they took all the goods of Sodom arul Go
'lYW'r'l'ah, arul all their victuals, arul went their way. 

But the . discovery of the real period of the solar 

1 Consult Ulug Beig. 

j 
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year, did not prevent the use of the civil, and of the 
vague year among the Egyptians. The disorder, 
though perceived, was not remedied, except among 
the learned. 

And they took Lot, Abram's brother's son, who 
dwelt in Sodom, and his goods, and departed. 

to,; Lot is so clearly to be traced to f!J; absconsio, 
that I cannot doubt the meaning. D,.lN Abram 
evidently signifies Pater excelaus. Now it is mani
fest, that the former is here a type of the Moon, and 
the latter of the Sun. 

The Greeks appear to have taken Lethe, and 
Leto, (Latona) from this word to; lat, which was 
probably the root of the Latin lateo, &c. The 
Greeks and Latins made Leto, or Latona, a 
female ; but, as I have observed elsewhere, the 
Egyptians worshipped the Moon sometimes as a 
male and sometimes as a female Deity. Thus loh, 
cme of the types of the Moon, was a male. It 
is still the Coptic name for the moon, and is in the 
masculine gender. Ammonius says, Ka& .,;y ei ap(rev;IC(II$ 

Ai~IIH -ri• O'e~,J.., .. ovo,uclt'elll eiWBao-cv, ,;~~· w' ... ""' oriv .,~,. 
( • ) !-.J.. Q ,, ... , • • ' " • , , ' ' ' • • 

OCpCII Clvo ql' TCipCipCI""OI"Tef, OVX VTO 'IAIOV ,UOI'OI', ciMCI ICCI& l'W' 

a~ f""'t'o,U.,--" For if the Egyptians have the cus
tom of naming the Moon in the masculine, I think 
it is because they consider her with respect to the 
earth, which is lighted not only by the Sun but by 
her." The Greeks made Io a female. • But there are 
several things in the story of Lot, " the hidden one," 
which may recal the fables related of other lunar 
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emblems. The Moon was feigned under different 
symbols to have been forcibly carried away to the 
realms of darkness, and to have hid herself from the 
sight of Mortals. Proserpine home away to Tar
taros ; Latona, who hid herself in the island of 
Delos ; Io, who concealed herself in the cave of 
mount Sipylus ; and Lot " the hidden one," whether 
carried away by Chedorlaomer, or dwelling in the 
cave near to Zoar, are all so many astronomical 
allegories illustrative of the same thing. 

With respect to the exalted father, I have only 
to observe that this is clearly a Solar title. Accord
ing to M. D'Herbelot, the appellation of Father 
was peculiarly and emphatically given to the Sun 
by the Orientalists. 

And there ca·me one that had escaped, and told 
Abram the Hebrew. 

The Hebrew. The word ,:W signifies "one that 
passes over from, or to, a place." Now when we 
come to consider the feast of the Passover, or of 
the Transition, we shall understand, .who were 
truly Hebrews. But I reserve this for my remarks 
on the Book of Joshua. 

For he dwelt in the plain of Mamre. 

I translate '.l;M.:l, amo·ng the oaks ;-Consult the 
Septuagint. The oak, as is well known, was a tree 
sacred to the Sun. M,CC Mamre, is apparently 
derived from N,C, to lift up, to exalt, &c. ; but I 
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conceive it to be the same in signification with the 
Chaldaic .,,_, or N.,D, Dominus, Doctor, &c.1 

The A 'nWrite. 

I have already noticed the various meanings of 
this word, and must leave my reader to decide for 
himself; but I am rather inclined to think that the 
A morite here signifies " an expounder, a teach~r, a 
person employed to speak on, or to explain, a 
subject." It is possible, however, that the A 'nWrites 
were those, who first showed the transit of the 
vernal equinox, and consequently of the commence
ment of the year, from the sign of the Bull to that 
of the Ram, or Lamh. The A morites were, there
fore, in the beginning, associates with Abram, who 
substituted the Ram as a sacrifice instead of his 
son Isaac. But these A 'nWrites probably became 
afterwards idolators, and worshippers of Ammon, 
or of the Sun in the sign of Aries . 

.,X'N Eshcol. Rumelin seems to consider this 
word as the same with a,;:,v;rat, a vine-branch. I 
would rather derive it from ;~VJ, and consider the 
servile aleph as merely formative. I understand it 
to denote "an intelligent or scientific person." 

.,))1 Aner. This is a collocation of letters, which, 
I think, could scarcely have been made by the 
author. I therefore suspect it to be one of those 
names, which the scribes have mutilated. It is clear, 

1 See Buxtorf's Chaldaic Lexicon, in l.,tl. 
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indeed, that the LXX must have read llW· Now 
this word signifies an augur, or aJJtrowger.1 

And these were confeckrate with Abram. 

But according to the original we must read, and 
these were Baali·Berith of Abram. Now Baal
Berith appears to have been one of the Gods of the 
Tsabaists;' and the Baali·Berith were probably 
idols adored in later times by the apostate Israelites. 
Here, however, they seem to indicate the astrono
mers, who were employed in correcting the Calendar. 
Baali-Berith have generally been understood to 
signify Lords of the covenant ; and this has been 
taken as an idiomatic expression, which signifies 
Covenanters, or Confeckrates. In the same manner 
The Lords of Arrows have been translated Archers. 
But I suspect, that this is not quite accurate. Baali
Berith appear to me to signify Lords of puri.ftcar 
tum ; 8 or perhaps, rather, Lords of Clearness. 4 They 
were those by whom the exalted father (the Sun} 
was purified, or rendered clear. But if confeckrates 
be the sense, the verse may be explained as follows. 

And there came one that had escaped, and told 
the exalted father, him that passeth over ; for he 
dwelt among the oaks of him that teacheth, the in
structor, or expounder, brother of him that is 
scientific, and lYrother of the aJJtrologer ; and these 

1 See Buxtorf. 2 Jud. 8. 33. 
3 See Parkhurst. 4 See Buxtorf, in ,.,:::1. 
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were confederates (Lords of the Covenant) with t"M 
exalted father. 

In spite of the difficulty and perplexity, which 
these names present, I cannot help thinking that the 
passage contains an astronomical allegory. 

In the next verse we learn, that the exalted father 
followed with 318 of his trained servants, born in his 
house, and pursued Chedorlaomer unto Dan. This 
last word is a manifest interpolation. It is evident 
that Moses must have written Laish, or .Leshem.1 

Laish then was called Laisha by the Chaldeans, 
with the emphatic alepha. But from the way in 
which the word is written in the Book of Joshua, I 
think we ought to trace it to v?, (not to ~) a root 
now lost in Hebrew, but existing in Syriac ~ lesha, 
which signifies destruction. The Danites then 
changed the name from .Lesha, " destruction," to 
Dan," justice." Now let us observe, that &orpius, 
as I have proved elsewhere, was the sign of the 
Zodiac allotted to the tribe of Dan ;-that the 
Chaldeans call the sting of &orpius, Lesha ;-and 
that a name not very dissimilar to this may be still 
found on the celestial globe, denoting the sting of 
Scorpius. 

The number 318 is very remarkable. Plutarch 
relates, that a connexion having been discovered 
between Saturn and Rhea, the Sun threatened that 
the latter should not be delivered of a child in any 
month or year. But Mercury, who was in love with 

1 Josh. 19. Jud. 18. 

J, 
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Rhea, having won from the Moon at dice the 20th 
part of each of her annual lunations, composed of 
them the 5 days, which were added to the year, and 
by which it was augmented frOm 360 to 365 days. 
On these 5 days Rhea brought forth Osiris, Arueris, 
Typhon, Isis, and Nephte. 

I have already endeavoured to show, that these 5 

days were typified by the 5 Kings in the Chapter 
before us. 

We shall find a curious illustration of Plutarch's 
story in the 318 servants of the exalted father (the 
Sun) born in his own house. By these servants I 
understand days. 

Now the old year being composed of 360 days. 
the 20th part amounts to 18 days. Let us then take 
12 lunations at 28 days each, and we shall get a 
period of 336 days. Deduct a 20th part of the old 
year of 360 days from the 12 lunations at 28 days 
each, and the remainder will be 318 days. The 
equation may be given aa follows. 

360 
28 X 12 - -- = 318. 

20 

And he divided himJJelj against them, he and his 
servants by night, and 81Mte them, and pursued 
them unto Hobah, which is on the left hand of 
Damascus. 

H obah signifies " concealment," and Damasctt& is 
" an angle." . 

Now let us suppose that astronomers educated in 
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the temple of the Sun, had to correct the errors in
troduced into the Calendar by the omission of the 5 
days. They would have found at the end of the 
second year, that the Sun did not arrive at the 
Summer solstice, until ten days and a half after the 
computed time. In following the solar course from 
the solstitial to the equinoctial point, they would have 
discovered, that by the omission of the five days, the 
calculation of the Sun's place continued to deviate 
more and more from the truth. But in measuring 
the space from the solstice to the equinox, the 
astronomers would perceive, and might correct, the 
errors made by those, who had limited the duration 
of the year to 360 days. They seem really to have 
done so according to the text. 

The circle is divided into four parts, each consist
ing of 90 degrees. It is easy to see whence arose this 
division. Thus in fact the year was divided into 
four parts, and was measured from each equinox and 
from each solstice. The four Kings, perhaps, among 
other significations, for all symbolical enigmas have 
many meanings, may represent the four quarters of 
the year. But as 90 days only were allotted to each 
of these quarters, the anomalies produced by the 
omission of the five days, typified by the five rebel 
Kings, would soon be obvious. Between the solstice 
and the equinox, the error would amount to about 
31 hours and a half. The astronomers, then, seem 
to have followed the solar course from the summer 
solstice, (when the new year brgan, when the five 
days and a half should have been, and when they 
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were not, intercalated) until the arrival of the Sun 
in the sign of Lesha, or of &orpiu.s, in which he 
arrived at the Autumnal equinox. By lwbah, con
cealment, (for I derive it from i1:1n} I understand 
"the season when the Sun passes the equinoctial 
point." In fact the lower hemisphere was typified 
by mythologists as the hiding place of the celestial 
bodies. Hence Saturn, and hence Laton~ clearly 
derived their appellations. Hence Latium was 
named, as the spot to which Saturn had retired ; and 
hence the waters of forgetfulness were denominated 
from Lethe. This place of concealment, this HobaA, 
was on the left hand of JJannashek, or of the angle. 
May not this be the angle formed by the ecliptic with 
the equator, where they intersect each other at the 
equinoctial point 1 

In the next verse we are told, that he (the exalted 
father) brought back his brother Lot-that is--" the 
hidden one." 

The astronomers, who had to reform the Calendar, 
would find it necessary to correct the calculations 
made concerning the lunar month. A period of 
thirty days being allotted for each month, the cal
culations would be yet falser for the lunar than for 
the solar year. 

It is impossible not to be struck with the passage 
before us, where we find the exalted father bringing 
back Lot, the hidden one, from Holxih, concealment. 
The three-headed Cerberus, like the triform Hecate, 
was a lunar symbol ; and Cerberus brought back to 
the day by Hercules, appears to be only another type 
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of the astronomical fable, which is here indicated in 
the story of Lot. 

In the following verse we are told, that the King 
of Sodom (that is "of order, or regularity ") went 
out to meet the exalted father at the valley of 
Slwveh, which is the King's dale. 

But Slwveh in Chaldaic signifies the equator ; 
and the true annual period being fixed, the exalted 
father is properly said to have met the King of 
order. 

The purport of the Chapter, as far as we have 
hitherto gone, seems to have been to explain the 
astronomical mysteries of the Egyptians, and to show, 
that the Deities adored by the vulgar were merely 
scientific symbols. It appears, that the text is 
itself a translation from some hieroglyphical monu
ment; and I am very far from pretending that I 
understand all the various meanings and bearings of 
the symbols. It is highly probable, that the phi
losophical secrets concealed in these hieroglyphics 
were reverenced as sacred by those, who were in
clined to become, or who already were, idolators 
among the Hebrews. They must have seen there 
almost all the symbols most venerated by the 
Egyptians. They might then have naturally mis
taken them for the types of those very Gods, whom 
their own superstitions were constantly prompting 
them to adore. The sacred lawgiver appears to have 
unfolded the latent meaning of the hieroglyphics. 
He seems to have chosen such oral symbols in his 
own language, as suited the painted or sculptured 
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symbols of the monument, which he thought proper 
to explain ; and from this explanation it might be 
evident to the Hebrews, that the history of Egyptian 
theology was to be found in the ~tian calendar. 
Thus it would be proved to their own conviction, 
that the Gods of their idolatry were mere fictions of 
the brain-conventional marks and signs, intended to 
facilitate the acquisition of science to those, who were 
to be. initiated in it, and contrived to impede the pro
gress of knowledge among those, who were thought 
unworthy of being intrusted with the mysterious 
secrets of the wise. 

To all those who were capable of comprehending 
it, this lesson from their lawgiver must have been 
deeply impressive. They must have seen, that they 
had been adoring allegories, and worshipping symbols; 
and that the religion of the people was only valued, 
inasmuch as it was science among the learned. 
They must have blushed for their own infidelity to 
the God of their fathers, when they came to un
derstand who were the Gods of Egypt, and when 
they found, that the births, the lives, and the 
deaths of those Gods,-their victories and their 
defeats.-all the changes which they underwent, and 
all the forms which they wore-were mere types 
and emblems, by which the history of astronomy 
was recorded. 

The sacred lawgiver having explained what 
appears to have been the hieroglyphical narrative of 
the reform in the Calendar, now introduces a type 
which relat.es not to human science. Melchizedek, 
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or the Kings of justice, who are the King of Salem, 
that is, the King of Peace, bring forth bread and 
wine, and he is the Priest of God most High. But 
who are these Kings, that are a King 1 Who is this 
Priest of God most High-this King of Peace, that 
are the Kings of justice 1 In what calendar shall 
we find the answer to these questions 1 What my
thology contains a likeness to this mysterious person, 
who being more than one is one 1 Is there no allu
sion here to the triune God, and to the ministry of 
Christ 1 At the period fixed, the Prophet seemed to 
say, when dynasty shall have succeeded dynasty 
among the contending and revolutionary Gods of 
idolatry ; and after the Gentile natoins have adored 
age after age, and cycle after cycle, the Sun, the 
Moon, and the hosts of heaven ; the true religion 
shall be revealed, and the world shall behold the 
glorious fabric reared on the ruins of a thousand 
superstitions. Then shall mankind turn from their 
material idols and images to contemplate and to 
acknowledge the spiritual existence of a sole and in
finite Deity. Then it will not be symbols, and de
vices, and allegories, nor yet the shining and uncon
scious orbs above, nor yet the seasons as they revolve, 
that will be addressed under divine appellations. 
The existence and the order of all things, and the 
laws which govern nature from the world to the 
atom, will be referred to a living source, and to a 
primeval and intelligent cause. The period of the 
year shall be told even to a second ; the march of 
planets shall be calculated ; and the orb of the Sun 
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shall be measured. The Moon shall be followed 
from node to node, and in spite of her wanderings, 
her course shall be known. She shall not hide her 
face that it shall not be predicted, nor rob the Sun 
of his glory, that the hour of partial darkness shall 
not be expected. Time shall move as Science directs 
his pace. Nor Sun nor Planets shall conceal their 
distance from our earth ; Comets shall not wander 
so far into space, that their return shall not be 
calculated ; nor light fly swift enough that its speed 
shall not be measured. But the Priest of God most 
High shall have offered the expiatory sacrifice : The 
Kings of Justice, who are the King of Peace, shall 
have reve.aled the true religion : the Deity shall be 
adored as the God of Nature, and the works of the 
Creator shall no more be mistaken for Him, who is 
the cause of their existence. · 

Such to my humble apprehension appears to have 
been the design of Moses in placing before his readers 
this mysterious account of Mclchizedek. 

I shall now conclude my remarks on this Chapter 
by expressing my hopes, that my endeavours to 
elucidate its meaning have not been fruitless. I · 
cannot expect that my learned readers will agree 
with me on every topic. Indeed I have seldom seem 
two Hebraists, who read, and who translated, two 
chapters alike throughout the whole Scriptures ; but 
it will be a subject of great satisfaction to me, if my 
observations may prepare the way for others, who 
shall be better qualified to carry on similar researches. 
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ADDENDA. 

1. Having left it doubtful in the preceding. dis
sertation, whether Amraphel should be translated 
the wonderful Lamb, or the separated Lamb, I 
think it necessary to add, that the latter appears to 
me to be the proper translation. The word is com
posed of the Chaldaie "Ut and n?!, the n in n?s 
being omissible, as is remarked by Parkhurst. 

2. It haa been observed to me, that ~.:llt, Zeboiim, 
may signify Tsabaists. I am aware, that Mai
monides and other Rabbi.n.s have thus written the 
word. But I am still inclined to think, that C".:llt 

is a corruption for I:I'N.:llt, which I take to have been 
the ancient and regular form of the plural of N.:llt, of 
which the usual plural form is n,aus. I observe, 
that we commonly write Sahaoth and &beam, 
(sometimes Zabeans) but the true orth~phy is 
Taabaoth, kc. 

3. I have not been able to find the Persian word 
Gao, or Go, to which I refer Goim. I know not. 
therefore, whether it may not have been written with 
an ain. In all events the word employed by the 
Syrian interpreter shows, that allusion was made to 
Taurus. 
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4. It may be proper to acknowledge, that the • 
Rabbins do not admit that Melchizedek implies a 
name including a plural form. It must also be con
fessed that Melech, or Moloch, was a very common 
solar title. 

5. From a passage in Satmhoniatho, it may be 
thought, that the Sun was worshipped by the Tsa
baists under the name of n~. My learned readers 
will perceive, from these thinga; that it is poMible to 
uome to a different conclusion, from thai; which I 
have draW'n at the end of the prec~ding diueriatioJL 
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DISSERTATION 
OONCJIRNING TBB 

TABERNACLE AND THE TEMPLE. 

IT would be difficult to imagine a more singular 
history, than that which relates to the construction 
of the Tabernacle and of the Temple, contained in 
the Old Testament. The Deity is represented as 
giving the pattern of both; as ordering the whole fur
niture ; and as descending to the most minute details 
concerning the arrangement. Nothing is left un
noticed by the divine architect, who condescends to 
speak with amazing precision and familiarity both of 
the ornaments and of the utensils,--oflintels, curtains, 
fringes, rings, tongs, tables, dishes, bowls, spoons, 
and candlesticks. This, however, is not all. The 
Tabernacle and the Temple were inhabited by the 
Deity. The God of Nature and of the Universe
The Creator and Preserver of all things- the 
ineffable and primordial Being, who called into ex
istence all those Suns and Planets which roll through 
the boundless regions of space-the sole God fixed 
his residence on a box made of Shittim woOd, and 
overlaid and lined with gold. Upon this box too, 
the Deity was carried about by a barbarous horde of 
robbel'8, until King Solomon built a temple at 
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Jerusalem, where the box was deposited, and where 
Jehovah dwelt between the Cherubim. And what 
were these Cherubim 1 They were whimsical and 
monstrous imagesl each with four wings, and four 
faces ; the face of a man, the face of a lion, the face 
of an ox, and the face of an eagle. 

The whole of this history, if literally taken, is 
surely very strange and. astonishing. There can be 
no doubt, however, that it obtains implicit credit 
among the generality of Christians, who, without 
inquiring into the spirit and character of the ancient 
Oriental writings, 8.1'6 firmly persuaded, that facta only 
are recorded in the books of the Old Testament. 
He, indeed, who ventures to think otherwise, and 
who holds those books to be chielly typical and 
allegorical, must expect to meet with t}ijd; aort of 
reprehension, which zealous men think it incum.beat 
to bestow on all, who cllifer from themselves. 

I have often been struck with the different feelings, 
which manifest themselves in dift'erent pel"BBllS, whea 
questions of this nature are discuS&ed. I ~ 
myself to be one of those, who find it impo&Bi.ble tD 

reconcile the histories related in the Old Testament, 
if literally taken, to my notions either of the good
ness, or the greatne88, of God. This ill surely a nb
ject of much importance ; and yet it is managed in a 
very singul~ manner. No 800D.er is it started, tho 
men of'education in general endeavOUl' to get rid of 
it. They seem to fear too rude a shock to their 
faith ; and for the greater part it muat be pretty 
evident, that the question is one, on which few are 

___ __., 
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prepared to .speak. But such timidity, or such in
dift'erence, whichever it be, is little worthy of men of 
understanding. It is true, on the other hand, that 
Superstitioll hu but too mo.ny champions and 
supporters, againfi whoae decisions it is not alwaya 
pruden.t to appeal. These men, sometimes vaunting, 
and sometimes disclaiming, their enthusiasm, a.re 
indeed at any time sufficient both from their numbera, 
and by their means, to raise such a. clamor, as must 
drown the still voice of philoeophy in the uproar. 
Some by their talents and learning engage the atten
tion of the wise ; others by their zeal and industry 
confirm the prejudices of the weak and ignorant; 
some affect to reason. and persuade ; while others 
seek to terrify and dismay. In their hands is the 
Press,-that guardian of civil liberty in the state-
ihat tyrant over free opinion in the Church. With 
them is the cry of the multitude-with them the 
silent sanction of the Jaws. The weapons with 
which they fight are ei~her borro~ from the 
armory of heaven, or forged in the fires of hell. 
When they condescend to 1'0080n, their logic is 
governed by rules of its own. Bold MSumptiona, 
though constantly disputed by their adversaries, are 
yet constantly repeated by them ; and the entire 
miB-statement of an opponent's argument is not with 
them an illegitimate mode of C&ITying on a con
troversy. But their strength, and none can know 
it better than themselves, lies not in reasoning; and 
hence the scunilous invective, or the bitter taunt,-
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the opprobrious epithet, or the. scornful sneer, --so 
often supplies the place of the forgotten argument. 

From these champions of superstition, who falsely 
call themselves the friends of religion, I ask no in
dulgence ; but from the real friends of religion, from 
fair and dispassionate men of every sect and persua
sion, I shall claim a candid investigation into the 
merits and demerits of my work, before they condemn 
it. I wish to call the attention of men of sense and 
learning to the interpretation of a Book, upon which 
so many think that so much depends, but about 
which only a few choose to allow themselves to re
flect or to reason. 

It may be, I admit, historically true, that Moses 
constructed a Tabernacle, and that Solomon built a 
Temple ; but I cannot persuade myself, that the 
Deity inhabited either the one or the other, or that 
God at any time ceased to be omnipresent to the 
world which he made. I conceive the Tabernacle 
and the 'femple to have been types of the universe, 
which is the true abode of the Godhead. Typically 
. speaking, then, the Tabernacle and Temple were the 
residence of the Divine Majesty ; and, in truth, it 
seems to me inconceivable, that nien in an age like 
this should seriously believe, that the sacred writers 
meant literally, that the God of the Universe was 
cooped up in a Temple at Jerusalem, or any where 
else. 

It is to be observed that God ordained the pattern 
of the temple; by which I understand that the sacred 
writers intended to say, in their usual allegorical 
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manner, that the Universe was formed after the 
exemplar in the divine mind. 

We shall find upon examination, that every thing 
belonging to the temple served as a symbol ; and I 
am convinced that when these symbols are considered, 
there will remain no doubt of the temple itself being 
a type of the universal system. In fact it seems to 

me, that by this manner of viewing the subject, we 
obtain an infinitely more exalted notion of the ideas 
of the Jewish writers concerning theology, than we 
could possibly entertain, while we followed the 
literal interpretation. Who, indeed, that has any 
just notions of the Supreme Being, can believe that 
the Deity did in fact either sit down to breakfast 
with Abraham, or talk to Moses about pans, and 
shovels, and Heshhooks, and firepans 1 Who can 
believe, that the eternal and unchangeable God did 
that in anger one day, for which he was sorry the 
next 1 If these things be taken literally, there can 
be nothing more inconsistent with true theology ; 
and most surely we should be the tin;t t() laugh, if 
an Indian were to tell us that his God was so very 
apt to change his mind. 

I am equally persuaded, that t4e accounts, which 
we have of the Tabernacle and of the Temple, are 
mere allegories. " nrill God indeed duoell on the 
earth? Behold the heat·en, and hem·en of heat•ens 
cmmot contain thee : how much less thu house that 
I hat•e builded ?" This language of the Royal Sage 
is at once reasonable and sublime, and sufficicnt.Iy 
~;hows that Solomon did not hdievt•, that the omni-

x 
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present Deity dwelt in a cloud over the ark. This 
cloud, which was probably prod11ced by the smoke 
from the censers, filled the house, and was the 
emblem of that spiritual intelligence, which per
vades the universe. 

I shall now proceed to examine the various sym
bols, which were contained in the Tabernacle and in 
the Temple. I shall first consider the images called 
the Cherubim. 

1. These singular images have been fully described 
by Ezekiel. I have observed elsewhere, that the 
four faces answered to four signs of the Zodiac
that of the Man, to Aquarius ; that of the Lion, to 
Leo ; that of the Ox, to Taurus ; and that of the 
Eagle, (which emblem was assumed by Dan in 
place of Scorpius,) to the accursed sign represented 
sometimes by a Basilisk, and sometimes by a 
Scorpion. These four signs are in opposite parts of 
the heavens ; and when astronomy was first culti
vated in the East, the two Solst,ices, and the two 
Equinoxes took place, when the Sun was in those 
signs. 

Aben Ezra says distinctly, that the four emblems 
of Reuben, Judah, Ephraim, and Dan, were the same 
with the four faces of the Cherubi'rn. Now we have 
seen in a former Dissertation, that the emblems of 
those four leaders in the camp of the Hebrews, 
answered to the above-mentioned signs of the 
Zodiac. 

Philo J udmus, in speaking of these images, seems 
to consider them as astronomical symbols. "Notr 
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let us consider," says that learned Jew, "what may 
be subindicated by the Cherubim, and flaming sword 
turning et•ery way. What, if this ought to be 
thought the circumvolution of the whole heavens ~" 
-Again-" But of the flaming sword turning every 
way, it may be thus understood to signify the per
petual motion of these (the Cherubim) and of the 
whole heavens. But what if it be taken otherwise 'I 
-so that the two Cherubim signify both hemis
pheres;" &c. pp. 111, and 112. 

The Cherubim are thus noticed by Clemens 
Alexandrinus, the most erudite of the Christian 
Fathers. "Moreover there are those golden images. 
Each of them has six wings, whether they typify the 
two Bears, as some will hat--e it, or, which is better, 
the two hemispheres. The name, indeed, of Cheru
bim would express great hwwledge. But both lv.u:e 
twelve wings, and thus through the circle of tlt.e 
Zodiac, and of self-carrying time, they typify the 
world perceived by the senses." 1 

It must now, I think, be obvious, that the sacr~l 
writers never meant to say literally that J~hovah 
dwelt between the golden images, called the C1tP.ru.
bim, in the Temple of Jerusalem. To m~~. at )l:~t. 
it appears that they spoke figuratively, anti r1:aiJy 
meant to represent the Deity as every wlwr~ r*:-

siding through the infinity of spar.e. 
In one of the Psalms we find the ftJilflwing Vf:r'l'll. 

1 l"tr .. tn. J •. ;; 
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And he rode upon a Cherub, and did fly; yea, he 
did fly on the wings of the wind. 

There may be readers who think this very fine. 
For my part I pretend, that such readers have mis
taken the sense. It by no means appears a fine 
image to me, to say, that the God of the Universe is 
flying on the wings of a current of air, over any 
tract of country on the surface of our little globe. 
I am of opinion that the word m1 ruah does not 
signify the wind, but the spir-it. Then to fancy 
God riding on a cherub, as the word is commonly 
understood, offers no very sublime conception. 
What, if we consider the verse with reference to the 
explanations, which we have just received from 
Philo and Clemens1 It appears to me, that the 
image will then be sublime indeed. 

We are told by St. John, that round about the 
throne of God there were four beasts full of eyes 
before and behind-that these beasts were like a 
lion, a calf, a man, and an eagle-and that these 
four beasts had each six ·wings. Now it is plain 
enough, that these are no other than the Cherubim 
described by Ezekiel. But who can imagine, that 
such animals are really placed around the throne of 
the Almighty 1 We might as well suppose that the 
Lamh of God was any thing else than a symbol. 
The faces of the Cherubim are evidently types of the 
four signs of the Zodiac mentioned above. These 
are properly said to be round the throne of God ; 
for to the Suns and worlds of a thousa.nd systems, 
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from equinox to equinox, and from solstice to solstice, 
the Deity, whose domicile is the Universe, and 
whose throne is the Heavens, is always present. To 
him all created nature is typified as chanting forth 
praise, and the celestial Hosts are figuratively re
presented as hailing the Creator, the Word, and the 
Spirit, in union, the threefold holy one, Lord God of 
Tsabaoth. It appears to me then, that the Cherubim 
typified the spiritual influences, which, proceeding 
from the Deity, produce the order and march of the 
celestial bodies. These influences were represented 
by the man Aquarius, in which the Sun descended 
to the lowest point-by the Lion, in which he 
ascended to his highest elevation-by the Eagle 
(assumed instead of Scorpius) when the orb of day 
began to sink from the upper hemisphere-and by 
Taurus, when the Sun rose from the lower hemi
sphere. 

The Egyptians had images with the heads of 
different animals, which seem to have served as 
astronomical symbols. The simulacrum of Serapis, 
mentioned by Macrobius, was of this description . 

. 2. Of all the Jewish symbols, the Ark is, perhaps, 
the most mysterious. I cannot help remarking, 
however, that, a similar symbol was not unknown 
to the Egyptians. Plutarch tells us that the body 
of ·Osiris was inclosed in a chest, or ark, in the 
month of Athyr, when the Sun was in &01·pius ; 
and the people annually held a great festival at this 
season of the year, when the ceremony of inclosing 
Osiris in the chC'At, or ark, wa.<~ rC'prc~nt.erl. Now 
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it··probably will not escape the notice of my readers, 
that the Israelites were defeated by the Philistines, 
after they had taken the Ark out of Shiloh, where 
it had been deposited. But Shiloh, as has been 
shown in a former dissertation, was the name of an 
asterism in the sign of Scorpius. The Egyptians 
also held, that the body of Apis was placed in an 

ark; and V arro gives the following curious etymology 
of Serapis. Quia area., in qud positus erat Apis, 
Gr(]Jce seu .tEgyptiace dicitur t~opt>f, unde :Eopa ... lr, 

quasi area Apis, deinde, un4 literd mutatd, l!epG ... &r, 
dictu,s est ; ille autem bos, quem pene attonitd vene
ratione -~Egypt us in ejus honorem alebat, non &rapis, 
sed Apis vocabatur, quoniam eum sine arcd vivum 
venerabatur. Clemens Alexandrinus speaks nearly 
to the same purpose.1 There is a curious passage 
which Kircher cites from Rossi ; and from it the 
notions of the idolators concerning the Ark may be 
inferred. CUm. ver~ projicerent aurum in ignem, 
in cupparn fusoriam, seu meliils in modulos, vene
runt Magi, Arab et Rab, qui ascenderunt cumfiliis 
Israel ex .tEgypto, et fecerunt vitulum arte magicd, 
dicentes,-Ubi est Deus iste qui egressus est de 
medio operis lateritii, (,tm.l, I rather think means 
the payments of tribute) in quo exercitabuntur 
filii Israel in .tEgypto, et fuit in manu ejus nomen 
et lamina, in qud Moses scripserat hmc verba .,," 
n'»-,,v ;t,y, ascende bos, ascende bos, ut ascerulere 

1 Rtrom. L. 1. 
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faceret in iis ARCAM Joseph ~ medio Nili ; et his 
dictis projecerunt in medium cupellaJ fusorim, et 
egressus est 'Vitulus. It will be recollected, that the 
ancient Jewish idolators held Joseph to have been 
no other than A pis ;1 and the Bull, beyond doubt, 
was the symbol of that Patriarch. It is pretty clear 
then, that the ancient Egyptian and Jewish idolators 
considered the Ark as a symbol of their own 
erroneous superstitions. When the Sun, in the sign 
of &orpius, descended to the lower hemisphere, 
they mourned his imaginary death, and feigned that 
their God had gone down to Hades. It was then, 
that Osiris, or his symbol, Apis, was said to be in
closed in an Ark. On the seventeenth of the month 
the ceremony of his being inclosed in this Ark took 
place ; and, on the third day after, the Priests again 
opened the Ark, and pretended to find the lost Osiris. 
But the accounts of the Greeks are very confused on 
this subject. From some passages we might be led 
to imagine, that the death of Osiris was fixed at the 
Winter Solstice, and his resurrection at the Vernal 
Equinox. In all events we easily sec, why the Ark 
was a symbol held in so much veneration by the 
idolatrous worshippers of the Sun. It is not so easy 
to determine at first sight, though we shall soon see 
the reason, why it was figuratively made the resi
dence of Jehovah. The venerable St. Chrysostom 
tells us, that the Ark had its origin from the 'rude-

J See Kireh. <Ed. VoL 1. ~ 
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ness of the Gentiles. There can be no doubt, indeed, 
that an Ark, aa I have already stated, waa an object 
of reverence among the heathens. Plutarch says, 
(in describing the Ark which waa supposed to contain 
Osiris,) that the StolistaJ, together with the Priests, 
carried ahottt the sacred chest, which contained a 
golden ark. In like manner Apuleius1 mentions a 
chest which waa carried by a priest in the religious 
ceremonies of the Egyptians. Pausania.s1 informs 
us that the simulacrum of Bacchus was found in an 
ctrk, which was said to be the work of Vulcan, and 
which was the gift of Jupiter to Dardanus. It 
appears from Eusebius8 that the Phoonicians had an 
ark, or chest, before which they celebrated the mys
teries of the Cahiri. Suidas seems• to indicate that 
chests, or arks, were sacred to Bacchus, and to the 
Goddesses, Ceres and Proserpine. 

But the reason why an ark was adopted as a 
sacred emblem by Jehovah may be explained in this 
way. The temple was a type of the Universe, and 
everything in it waa intended to show, that Jehovah 
was no local or national God, who waa less than the 
Lord of all things. This supreme and spiritual ruler 
had been worshipped, as Cudworth has proved, from 
the most remote antiquity by the learned Egyptians. 
Now we shall find that there was a reason, why the 
Ark might be properly taken aa a symbol, and why 
Jehovah should be figuratively said to dwell upon 

1 L. 2. 2 L. 1. s Pnep. Evang. L 2. 
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the Ark, and between the Cherubim. Synesius, 
speaking of the Egyptian hierophanta, observes that 
they have L.pczan}P'•, which are arks, concealing, 
they say, the spheres, &e. Now a type, which re
presented the Deity as dwelling above the spheres, is 
one that can easily be reconciled both to reason and 
to religion. It will be said by some literal reader, 
that there was nothing contained in the Ark, but the 
ten commandments ; but the text on which this 
assertion is founded, I believe to be an interpolation. 
H nothing had been in the Ark, but two stones, with 
a few sentences engraved upon them which were 
known to every one, whe~ would have been the 
crime of looking into the Ark ? There was clearly 
a mystery, which was to be kept from the people, 
and I think, I may now assert, that the Ark and the 
Cherubim, were both symbols, which tend to prove 
my general proposition, that the Tabernacle and the 
Temple were types of the universal system, of which 
Moses, who was learned in all the wisdom of the 
Egyptians, seems to have had a very distinct notion. 

3. I have probably already so much offended the 
literal translators, that if any have begun to read 
my observations, it is very unlikely that any have 
read thus far. Why should not the God that has 
created, and who governs, ten millions of worlds-
why should not that infinite Being condense himself 
into a cloud, and sit upon a box made of Shittim 
wood, overlaid and lined with the precious metal, 
gold ? Go, ask, ye wise men, though ye be not 
of the East-go, ask of all Nature. 

0 
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The next symbol of which I shall take notice is 
the table. For the description of it, my reader will 
of course consult his Bible. Clemens Alexandrinus 
thus explains the symbol. But the table, as I thinlc, 
signifies the image of the earth ; it is sustai'Md by 
four feet, answering to the Summer,Autumn,Spring, 
and Winter, by which the year proceeds, &c.1 

4. The Shew bread. Of this bread there were 
twelve loaves, which were placed upon the table. 
Josephus tells us distinctly, that these twelve loaves 
were typical of the twelve months of the year.' 

5. The golden candlestick with seven lamps. 
This symbol is thus explained by Clemens. But 

moreover the candlestick was placed on the south of 
the altar of incense, by which were manifested the 
motions of the seven luminaries making their 
revolutions in the south-for there are three 
branches inserted into the candlestick on each siik, 
and upon them are lamps; because the Sun, even 
as the candlestick, being also placed in the midst of 
the other plm2ets, imparts light both to those above 
him, and to those below him, according to a certain. 
divine harmony.8 

6. The bowls, lcnops, and flowers. 
These were all astronomical emblems. Josephus 

says, that the candlestick was divided into 70 parts, 
answering to the number of the Decans. The 
number ofDecans in this instance must consequently 

1 Strom. L. 6. 2 Antiq. Jud. L. 3. s Strom. L. 5. 
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be calculated upon the plan, which I have pointed 
out in my observations on the Book of Judges. 

7. The veil. 
Speaking of this, Clemens says, that it was dis

tinguished by the variety of the blue, purple, scarlet, 
and linen; and that it therefore typified, that the 
nature of the elements is, in effect, a revelation 
from God ;-j&r the purple c<nnes from the water 
-the linen from the earth-and the blue is . as
similated to the air when dark, as the scarlet ill to 
fire! Josephus speaks to the same purpose. The 
t•eil, says he, which is woven of four colors, manifests 
the nature of the elements. The by88U8 (B.Hrcros) seems 
to typify the earth, because linen (~VOJI) springsfrorn, 
it ; the purple, the sea which iJJ purpled with the 
blood of the murex; by the blue the air is signified; 
and the scarlet (or crimson) is to be considered as 
the lf!Jmbol of fire. 2 

8. The molten sea-a type of the hemisphere.8 

9. The chapiters of the pillars of SolO?Mn's 
temple. 

These have been shown by Hutchinson to have 
been a kind of Orreries, representing the motions of 
the planets, &c! 

10. The pomegranates.-These were embleins of 
the fixed stars. 6 

11. If we now examine the dress of the High 

J Strom. L. 5. 2 Antiq. Jud. L. 3. 3 See Josephus. 

4 N'\" PRrkhurst, in ,.nr,·-n-,~. s See Parkhurst, in t•ou l,C.,. 
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Priest, we shall find that it suited the plan and the 
type, according to which I pretend the temple was 
built. Let us hear Clemens Alexandrinus. But the 
long robe of the High Priest is a gymhol of the 
world perceptible to sense. The five gems, and the 
two carbuncles, are gymhols of the seven pla'Tlets,
the two last are for Saturn and the Moon ;-since 
the former is to the south, and humid, and earthy, 
and of a heavy a.pect ; and the other is airy, for 
which 'reason its name 'AP"'a~o~cf is by some e:rplaimd 
'Aap/yroJI-0', or air-cutter: But the air, or atrrwsphere, 
is obscure, &c.1 

The same writer informs us, that the number of 
bells attached to the Priest's robe amounted to 366, 
equal to the days of the year, of which the bells were 
symbolical. But the learned Father should have 
observed, that the year here implied was not the 
solar but the sidereal year, which last contains 366 
days. In fact we find that the bells were placed 
alternately with the pomegranates, which were types 
of the fixed stars. 

The same Clemens shortly afterwards tells us, 
that the bright emeralds upon the ephod typify the 
Sun and Moon ; and that the twelve precious stones, 
a'rranged in four rows, describe to us the zodiacal 
circle, relatively to the four changes (seasons) of the 
year. 

Josephus gives us a somewhat different account 

1 Strom. L. 5. 

J 
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of these emblems ; but still it is evident, that he 
considered them aa typical of the general system of 
Nature. The tunic of the High Priest, says he, 
since it was of linen, represents the earth; but the 
blue the pole ofheaven-thelightningswere indicated 
by the pomegranates,-the thunders by the sound of 
the bells ; &c. He then obsE-rves that the e~rtr~IIIJ in 
the middle of the ctfxrrrlf, and the zone with which it 
waa girded round, signified the earth and the ocean. 
But, continues the Jewish Antiquary, the two sardo
nyxes, with which the pontifical garment is cl<uped, 
denote the Sun and the Moon; but whether any one 
wish to refer the twelt•e stones to the twelve months, 
or to the same number of stars (constellations) 
in the circle, which the Greeks call the Zodiac, he 
will not wander far from the true meaning.1 

12. The Tabernacle baa been styled, and not 
inaptly, a portative temple. Now it appears that 
the Tsabaists had also these portative temples, by 
which they represented the material system of the 
Universe. Ye have borne the tabernacle of your 
Moloch and Chiun, your im.ages, th~ star of your 
God.' The idol of Moloch is described by Kimchi; 
and a curious account of it, extracted from the book 
Jalkut, may be found in Buxtorf. This idol, accord
ing to Kimch~ had the head of a bull : and in the 
body were seven cells, or receptacles, filled with fire. 
It seems to have been the exact prototype of the idol 

1 Antiq. ,Jud. L. :t 2 .\mo~<, C. 5. 
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of Saturn at Carthage, described by Diodorus ; for 
its arms were extended over a chasm filled with fire 
which gaped before it, and the children to be immo
lated were placed on the arms. But Molock, or Rex, 
was a type of the solar heat and light, diffused 
through the planetary system. The Tsabai.sts, then, 
had tabernacles which were types of the Universe 
materially considered ; and here lay their error. 
There were evidently two sects in ancient Egypt 
The first taught a sublime, and, I believe, the true 
system of theology, on which the ideal system of 
Plato was afterwards built, though the Grecian sage 
seems not to have always clearly comprehended his 
Egyptian masters. This sect referred the whole ex
istence of the sensible world to what is perceived 
and understood. Another, and probably a more 
numerous sect supported the doctrine of materia
lism ; and it is against these hyloists, that the 
Priests and Prophets of Judea seem to me always to 
inveigh. The Tsabaists were hyloists, who held that 
the celestial bodies moved through space, and 
preserved order and regularity in all their motions, 
by their own energies, and by powers, properties, and 
qualities, existing in themselves. To these material 
powers and properties they accordingly and con
sistently offered their homage ; for if matter can 
govern itself by its own laws, there is no occasion 
for the interference of a spiritual director and pre
server. If we say, that the material energy is a tis 
insita, it is a shift and a subterfuge, (if it be not, 
indeed, a contradic-tion,) to ~all that t•is irlSl:ta a t-is 

J 
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impressa. It seems then, that the Tabernacles, or 
portative Temples, of the Tsabaists were types of the 
material Universe, and that the Elohim there repre
sented were mere emblems of material powers and 
properties ; whereas in the Tabernacle or portative 
Temple, constructed by Moses, the Universe was 
indeed typified, but typified as governed and per
vaded by the infinite immaterial Being, of whose 
agency there can be no cessation. The literal .in
terpreters have mistaken the type for the thing ; 
and have, in my humble opinion, most erroneously 
supposed, that the God of the Universe was carried 
about in a Tabernacle, or portative temple fashioned 
by human hands. The tabernacle seems to me to 
have been nothing else, than a sensible and material 
symbol, which was intended to represent the uni
versal system, of which the ideal and immaterial 
exemplar is in the eternal contemplation of the 
Deity, who, according to that exemplar, called the 
Universe into existence, and preserves and s~tains 
that which he hath created. 

13. The conversations which are stated to have 
taken place between the Summum Numen, and 
Moses and David, concerning the Tabernacle and the 
Temple, appear to me altogether astonishing, if the 
sacred writers were not speaking allegorically. I 
have little doubt, that both the Tabernacle and the 
Temple were built in imitation of the temples already 
constructed by the Egyptians. It appears from 
Lysimachus (cited by Josephus against Apion) that 
the Egyptians had many temples, ere the Israelites 
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crossed the Red Sea. There was a Priest of On, and 
probably that Priest worshipped his God in a temple· 
In fact, Diodorus Siculus says, that the temple at 
Heliopolis was of extreme antiquity. I observe be
sides, that the Egyptian temples, were ~ed 
nearly in the same manner as the temple of Jerusa
lem. Clemens Alexandrinus1 mentions the splendor 
of the Egyptian Temples, the Porches, Vestibules, 
Courts surrounded with columns, the gold, silver, 
amber, the precious stones, &c. ; and what is yet 
more striking, the veils which concealed the Oracks. 
Now at no period do I believe that the Egyptians 
would have copied from the Hebrews any of their 
emblems, or ornaments, much less would they have 
followed, in the construction of their temples, the 
example of a people, with whom they held it to be 
an abomination to eat. Ages before Clemens, Hero
dotus had spoken of the Oracles in the Egyptian 
temples, and the Oracle, or call it an adytum, of a 
Pagan temple could not be very unlike to that part 
of the Temple of Solomon, which the Jews call the 
Dahir. Josephust says, that there was no door in 
the Jewish temple to the West ; and, I believe, it is 
said in the Gemara, that the gate of the Tabernacle 
was to the East. Now we learn from Porphyry, (de 
antro nympharum) that the Egyptians built their 
temples with the door towards the rising Sun, and 
this seems to have been peculiar to the Jews and 

1 P!edag. L. 3. C. 2. 2 De bel. Jud. L. 5. C. 5. 
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Egyptians. But I have no doubt, that the Tsabaists 
always endeavoured to symbolise the material 
heavens in the construction of their temples ; and 
this, I think, even appears from the observations of 
Vitruvius.1 The emblems, contained in the Jewish 
temple, could not have been very unlike to those in 
the Egyptian temples. We have seen, that the 
Jewish Ark resembled sufficiently the Egyptian Ark, 
in which the hierophant kept the emblems of the 
celestial spheres. With respect to the Cherubim, I 
have little doubt, that similar images existed in the 
Egyptian temples ; and I think it may have been 
to such an image that Apuleius alludes, when, in 
describing the Egyptian Pomp, he says-gerebat 
alius gremio suo summi sui Numinis venerandam 
e.ffigiem, non pecoris, non avis, non ferOJ, ac ne 
hmninis qut"dem ipsius consimilem, sed solerti re
pertu, ipsd etiam novitate reverendam. It is pretty 
plain, that Apuleius did not know what to make of 
this image ; but it is equally plain, that he here 
indicates all the figures represented in the images of 
the Cherubim. We are told, that the quadrangular 
altar in the Temple of Jerusalem had its four corners 
projected in the shape of horns.2 Now the fashion 
of such an altar was not uncommon among the 
Gentiles. 

Nee Trivice tempw moUes laudeniur lone~~, 
Di#imuldq~ Deum cornibw ara jreqU£718. 

Marl. 

t L. 4. C. 5. 2 ,J os. 1le 'IM-1. .J ud. I •. 6. ( '. 5. 
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Ml:ror et inntuneris strudam d6 comibus aram. 
OWl. 

The worship of Apis, or Mnevis, among the 
Egyptians probably first suggested the notion of 
making altars with horns ; and this seems to afford 
some proof, that the temple, or tabernacle ofthe He
brews, was formed after an Egyptian model. From 
whom, indeed, but from the Chaldeans and Egyp
tians, could the Israelites have got those curious 
mechanical representations of the motions of the 
heavenly bodies, which, (as Mr. Hutchinson has 
proved,) were placed on the tops of the Pillars called 
Jachin and Boaz? If, indeed, the Tabernacle and 
the Temple had not been constructed after the models 
of Egyptian temples, it seems difficult to account for 
the numerous astronomical symbols, which were 
placed in them by Moses and Solomon. 

14. I have omitted to mention the palm-trees, the 
Urim and Thummim, and some other astronomical 
emblems. I conceive, indeed, that I have said enough 
to show that the Tabernacle and Temple were types of 
the universal system. As I am not aware, however, 
that any other person has suggested this notion, I 
wish to argue the question no more at present. If 
I be wrong, let it be shown, how all the astronomical 
emblems, which I have already mentioned, were in
troduced into the Temple. Whether, or not, I be 
correct in my references to ancient writers, may be 
easily determined by turning to them ; and I can 
only say, that if, in the various reading which I was 
obliged to go through, I have made any mistakes, I 
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am certain that no mistakes have been made with 
the intention of misleading my readers. I fairly 
confess, that I consider the style of the Old Testa
ment to be altogether figurative ; and it seems to be 
not a little strange, that Christians should think it 
necessary to insist upon literal interpretations with 
the same zeal as if they were Jews. It may satisfy 
the vanity of the Jews to make it be believed, that 
the Deity actually abode in the Tabernacle, or 
Temple, which their ancestors constructed for his 
residence ; but I do not see why Christians should 
think themselves obliged to maintain so monstrous a 
proposition. When the Christian looks into the 
Hebrew Bible for the prophecies concerning Jesus 
Christ, he does not hesitate to throw aside the 
shackles which the Jews would impose on him; and 
he finds abundance of types illustrative of the truths, 
for which he is seeking. But this is to admit, that 
the Hebrew Bible is a typical Book ; and if it be so, 
why should we not reason freely concerning what 
may be true, and what may be typical1 When we 
meet with passages, that either are, or seem to be, 
irreconcileable to reason, why should we not exercise 
reason, in examining whether the author be speaking 
symbolically, or not 1 When Isaiah, for example, 
describes his vision of God in the temple, it seems, 
to me at least, that he spoke typically. Let us 
suppose the temple to be the type of the universe, 
and then surely the vision of Isaiah will appear in a 
v~ry different light from what it must do, if the 
J('wish place of worship were literally meant. Vl f' 
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know that wings were the hieroglyphic, by which 
the Egyptians expressed spirit and intellect ; and 
that a serpent was the symbol by which they denoted 
the revolutions of the stars. Now Seraphim signifies 
serpents, or rather fory serpents. Instead then of 
understanding the Prophet to say literally that he 
had seen God in the Temple of Jerusalem, SUlTounded 
by strange winged creatures, I suppose him to mean 
typically that he contemplated the Deity presiding 
over the universe, and sUITounded by those spiritual 
intelligences, which emanate from him, which guide 
the orbs of heaven in their paths, and which hail 
him the threefold holy one, Lord of the celestial 
hosts. In like manner, when Ezekiel describes the 
glory of Jehovah as filling the temple, and relates all 
the wonders of the Cherubim and their wheels, I 
cannot possibly conceive him to be speaking literally. 
We have, indeed, already seen, that the Cherubim 
were types of the spiritual influences, which conduct 
the revolutions of the stars from solstice to solstice, 
and from equinox to equinox ; but the word C,J?l 
gilgal, which we translate a wheel, also signifies tlu~ 
revolving heavens. Thus our translators properly 
have written in another place, the voice of thy 
thu~r was in the heaven ; and the word answering 
to heaven in the origina.l is gilgcd. 

I shall now leave it to my readers to judge, 
whether they ought, or not, to believe, that the 
sacred writers literally meant to represent the Deity 
as residing in a temple, on a box of Shittim wood, 
between two monstrous images with the faces of a 

. -- - --------~-~ 
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man, a lion, a bull, and an eagle, with six, or four 
wings, and with the feet of an ox. If there be 
those who can believe this, I must be permitted to 
address them in the words of a Greek philosopher
C: apa&~ ~118/HI''IrOc, ~~~en-e ~p~, .,.; etrrcll o 8e~ e11 ,.,Cf IIGOCf 

noKeiCAeurpc110f ;-0 uninstructed men! will you teach 
us, what is the God shut up in temples ? 



DISSERTATION 
ON THE 

BOOK OF JOSHUA. 

THE passage of the Israelites into the promised land, 
the extirpation of the original inhabitants, and the 
distribution of the country among its new possessors, 
are the principal events recorded in the Book of 
Joshua. There are few persons, I believe, who allow 
themselves to reflect, ~r to reason, who have not 
been struck with the extraordinary examples of 
violence, injustice, and cruelty, which are here repre
sented, not only as permitted, but as approved and 
sanctioned, by the will of the Deity. It is not for 
mortals to scrutinize too exactly the mysterious plans, 
which, according to the sacred writers, have been 
adopted by Providence; but it is impossible, at the 
same time, to dissemble, that the violation of every 
principle of justice and humanity only appears more 
terrible, when it is said to be authorised by the 
Supreme Being. The inhabitants of Canaan had re
mained for ages in quiet possession of the country, 
when it was suddenly overwhelmed and laid waste 
by the robbers of Israel, who, not satisfied with 
taking posseaaion of the property of others, burned 
the cities, and .massacred the people. If there be 
law, or right, or justice in the world, it seems difficult 

- ___ J 
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to excuse, much more to justify, such atrocities ; and 
when, for all answer, we are told, that these horrors 
were perpetrated by the express command of God 
himself, we must either believe and renounce the use 
of our reason, or disbelieve and abandon the pro
fessions of our faith. 

I cannot help thinking, that we generally bring 
ourselves into this dilemma, by adhering too closely 
to the literal sense of the scriptures. The writings 
of the Orientalists, (and those of their historians are 
not to be excepted) frequently abound in allegory. 
The histories of the ancient Egyptian dynasties of 
their Gods and their Kings, are chiefly allegorical ; 
and the same thing may be said of the sacred books 
of the Chaldeans, the Persians, and the Indians. In 
the ancient legends of all nations, indeed, the 
judicious critic will expect to meet with a mixture 
of truth and fiction-<>£ fact and fable ; but among 
the Orientalists this does not result more from the 
uncertainty of tradition, than from the taste, which 
so generally prevails in the East, for figurative 
language, for symbolical expressions, and for alle
gorical descriptions. We see from their cabbala, 
that the Jews were no strangers to types and enigmas; 
nor does it seem unreasonable to suppose, that their 
historians followed the example of all the East, in • 
blending in their narratives real with fictitious events, 
and in veiling important lessons to mankind, whether 
in morals, or in science, under the guise of recorded 
facts. 

To those, who are strangers to the manners a.nd 
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customs of the East, and who are unacquainted with 
the notions of the Orientalists concerning the art of 
writing, the statement which I have made may appear 
singular and paradoxical. The mixture of allegory 
with history, above all, must appear an improbable 
and unnatural association to those, whose reading has 
been limited to the chaster productions of European 
authors, and who have formed their notions of the 
object, character, and utility of history, from th~ 
models in that kind of writing, which we are the 
most accustomed to admire. In turning, however, 
to the remnants of ancient Oriental history, we shall 
quickly perceive, that our own notions of style, and 
our own laws of composition, could never have served 
as rules to the authors of those interesting works. 
Most of what we know concerning the astronomy of 
the Egyptians has been gleaned from the histories 
of their fictitious Gods and Kings :-To believe, that 
these were real personages, can only be excused to 
infancy or to dotage. The Zendavesta instructs us 
in the science of the Persians ; and the V edam in 
the wisdom of the Brahmans ; and he, who would 
look in either for a true and simple relation of facts, 
had better satiate his credulity, by believing in the 
voyages of Gulliver, or in the stories of the Arabian 
Nights. In the fragments of Sanchoniatho, we find 
rude traces of the notions of the Phoonicians concern
ing cosmogony ; unless, indeed, we believe, that the 
historian was in good earnest, when he related, as a 
fact, the man1age of Ottranos with Ghe,--of the 
heavens with the earth. 
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The attention of mankind in the East was early 
directed to the study of astronomy ; and accordingly 
we find, that many of the pretended histories of the 
Orientalists are merely astronomical records. The 
knowledge of the stars was, indeed, of the utmost 
importance to a people approaching by gradual 
steps to civilization. Agriculture and navigation 
have never succeeded, where astronomical science has 
remained uncultivated ; and the necessity of fixing 
the seasons according to true time must soon be felt 
by men, when they quit the savage for the social 
state, and depend for subsistence on the produce of 
the soil. Accordingly the observation of the heavens 
and the regulation of the Calendar, appear to have 
engaged the attention of the earliest legislators ; and 
the first agriculturists were probably the first 
practical astronomers. As the wants of men in
creased in proportion to their progress in civilization, 
and as commercial speculators began to navigate the 
seas, the necessity of being ac(1ua.inted with astro
nomy must have become every day more evident; 
and under all these circumstances we cannot wonder 
at the sedulous attention, which was given to this 
science in climates the best adapted to its study. 

There seem, however, to have been other causes, 
which contributed to render the knowledge of the 
stars the most important of all acquirements in the 
eyes of the Orientalists. The proposition may seem 
too general, but I believe it to he true, that man 
cannot exist in a social state without a religion of 
some sort ; and the human mind cannot ea.'!ily rest 

Q 
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satisfied without assigning extraordinary effects to 
supernatural causes. But where men are to seek for 
God in the book of nature, we must expect them to 
stumble on a thousand errors, and to indulge in a 
thousand superstitions, before they discover the truth. 
As the events, which excite their surprise, are various, 
and as the effects which they contemplate are 
different ; they look for many separate causes, fancy 
the influence of distinct powers, and arrive late, 
indeed, at the conclusion to which true philosophy 
must always come ; and which can be no other, than 
that a sole and immaterial principle is the source, to 

which all the phrenomena. of nature and of the uni
verse must be traced. In those fine climates, where 
so much of existence is passed under the canopy of 
heaven, we can scarcely wonder that the first settlers 
in Egypt and Chaldea sought among the celestial 
1mdies for supernatural agents, of whose being, and 
of whose power, the experience of the world seemed 
to afford continual examples. All the operations of 
agriculture, the seasons of sowing and of reaping, of 
planting the vine and of gathering its grapes, were 
in reality connected with the rising and setting of 
some constellations, while the state of the weather, 
and the temperature of the atmosphere, seemed to 

he equally combined with the appearance and dis
appearance of others. The influence of the Sun upon 
the whole system of nature, the splendor of his orb, 
and the ardor of his fires, pointed him out to the 
untaught idolator as the source of light and life, as 
the TJord of the universe, and as the parent of all 
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things ; nor, when he withdrew his burning benms, 
can we be surprised, that the milder planet of the 
night was hailed as the associate of his empire, and 
as the Queen of Heaven. The march and order of 
the celestial bodies, which seemed independent of all 
power which human sagacity could yet divine, was 
believed to be the result of their own spontaneous 
energies ; and their influence on the affairs of our 
lower world soon came to be acknowledged by the 
superstitious nations. Among men, by whom the 
heavens were continually observed, as was the case 
on the fruitful banks of the Nile and the Euphrates, 
the revolutions of the stars were associated with the 
incidents of life, the fortunes of individuals, and the 
fate of kingdoms. A few coincidences will always 
form a sufficient basis, whereon superstition may 
erect a mighty fabric ; and it is probable, that 
judicial astrology, of which the origin is more remote 
than men seem generally to suspect, was first 
founded upon some vague associations, and some 
accidental occurrences. 

The utility of religion to those who govern, can 
never fail to be observed by the politician ; but 
where a religion is created and formed by the ruler!{ 
of the state, its advantagt'S to them, at least, must 
be incalculable. Tsabaism, or " the worship of the 
Hosts of Heaven," pervaded all the nations of the 
Ea.~t. This, indeed, was nothing else than a more 
scientific and sublime astrology, of which the innu
merable mysteries were known only to the Pric~:~ts, 
:nul to those who w<.>rc initiated in the secrets of 
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their abstruse mythology. In the recesses of their 
colleges, the learned Egyptians undoubtedly taught 
a pure and beautiful system of theology ; but the 
light, which illuminated the interior of the temple, 
shed from without only a doubtful ray of science 
and superstition on the prejudiced and semi-barba
rous multitude. Science itself was scarcely so much 
ah object with the Priests, as the art of concealing 
it from the people. Hence the numerous and 
complicated symbols of the Egyptians ;-hence the 
use of hieroglyphics even after the invention of 
letters ;-and hence that singular mixture of wisdom 
and folly, of philosophy and fanaticism, of profound 
research, and of childish prejudice, which manifests 
itself in the laws, doctrines, customs, and institutions 
of ancient Egypt. 

When we reflect upon the system of Priestcraft 
we may be tempted to condemn it as the base off
spring of ambition and hypocrisy ; but since it 
must be confessed, that science can never be the 
portion of the vulgar, and must always be confined 
to the few, it may be doubtful, whether any real 
advantages flow from a too ardent desire to propa
gate knowledge among the lower classes of mankind. 
It requires so much time and study, to master the 
great questions in politics, morals, and science, that 
the mass of the people, occupied with the common 

. business of life, can never be competent to judge of 
them ; and I am not convinced, that they arc the 
least prejudiced reasoners, who maintain that the 
truth most surely re.sults from the chaotic strife of 

-- --- ------
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incongruous principles, and from the fortuitous 
collision of jarring opinions. Be this as it may, 
however, there can be ~o question, that where the 
government is intended to be sacerdotal, it is the 
policy of the priests to instruct themselves in that 
knowledge, which is to be kept from the eye of 
vulgar curiosity. This, indeed, was the policy which 
gave such credit and influence to the Priests of 
Egypt and Chaldea, and which, considered as . a 
human and secondary cause, protracted for a long 
period of time the existence and authority of the 
Jewish Hierocracy. 

At the period when Moses was called upon to 
exercise the functions of his legation, the Hebrews 
appear to have been imbued in all the superstitious 
notions of the unlearned among the Egyptians. 
They seem to have had no distinct ideas concerning 
the divine nature ;-to have considered their God as 
a local and partial Deity,-and to have worshipped 
in Jehovah Tsahaoth a material rather than a 
spiritual and intellectual being. After their flight 
across the desart, and their miraculous passage 
through the Red Sea ;-after all the signs and 
wonders which they had witnessed, they were still 
attached to the loved idolatries of Egypt, and still 
doubtful believers, either in the power, or in the 
beneficence of Jehovah. 

I cannot help thinking that in the whole of this 
miraculous history, there is much that is typical 
and allegorical; and that in abiding too strictly by 
the letter, we lose the sense and the meaning. The 
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history of the emigration of the Israelites could not 
have been written for the generation that departed 
out of Egypt with Moses, and it may be p~ed 
that it was composed for the benefit of their posterity. 
Now there seem to be some lessons, which it is 
natural and probable that the great reformer and 
legislator should wish to leave behind him to those, 
who were to teacli and establish his laws. The 
great object of Moses was clearly to introduce the 
true religion, and to destroy idolatry among his 
countrymen :-The second and subordinate point, 
which he had in view, was the establishment of a 
Hierocracy in Israel. In order to accomplish the 
first of these purposes, he obtained the immediate 
assistance of heaven itself. That Jehovah is God, 
and the sole God, was announced to the Israelites 
by various miracles, which, however, appeared not 
to have convinced that stubborn and stiff-necked 
people. The establishment of t.he Hierocracy was, 
indeed, ordained by the Deity ; but the confirmation 
and duration of its authority seem to have depended 
more upon human means. To the mass of the mul
titude it was sufficient, or appears to have been 
deemed sufficient, that general laws should be 
promulgated, that God should proclaim his unity 
and supremacy, and that the worship of idols, with 
all the rites and ceremonies instituted in their honor, 
should be strictly forbidden. These ordinances, ac
companied as they were with proofs of power which 
spoke to the senses, were best fitted for the under
standings of a stupid, ignorant, nud bigoted popu-

d 
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lace. But when Moses founded a college of Priests, 
whose influence he desired to render permanent, it 
might be necessary to enter into many explanations, 
and to expound many propositions, which were above 
the capacity and beyond the sphere of the illiterate 
vulgar. 

There seem to be two things, concerning which 
:Moses could in no way fail to impart his sentiments 
to the Priests. Fi1·st, it is obvious, that the people 
could not accurately distinguish between their God, 
and the Gods of other countries, and that Apis, or 
the Golden Calf, was reckoned by them as a Deity 
as well as Jehovah. In fact there were many cir
cumstances that might tend to lead so stupid a race 
into error. The Tabernacle, as I have proved else
where, was indubitably a type of the universe. The 
figures in the Cherubim answered to the four signs 
of 1'aurus, Leo, &orpius, (or the Eagle) and 
Aquarius; and in those signs the Solstitial and 
Equinoctial points formerly had place. The Bull, 
the Lion, the Eagle, and the Man with the Urn, 
were accordingly the four emblems chosen by the 
four leaders, Ephraim, Judah, Dan, and Reuben, in 
the camp of the Hebrews. Every thing in that 
camp, as well as in the Tabernacle, recalled to the 
people the material system of the heavens, and with 
it the doctrines and worship of the Tsabaists. At 
the period of the flight from Egypt, the vernal 
t•quinox took place when the Sun was in Aries; but 
the worshippers of Apis, either through ignorance, 
or p<'rvt•rsenes.q, seem to ha.ve hccn unwilling to 
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transfer their reverence from the Bull to the ~ 
or Lamb. The Bull had been for more than two 
thousand years the Prince and leader of the celestial 
armies, and an unlettered people still adored him as 
such. Misled by similitudes, they even seem to 
have confounded this leader of the celestial armies 
with JehovaA Tsabaoth, " Lord of the hosts of 
heaven." 

To the Priests, it seems evident, that Moses was 
bound to explain the real difference between the 
theism which he taught, and the polytheism which he 
decried. By the confession of the tWo most learned 
Jews who have written in Greek, Josephus and 
Philo, and by the further testimony of the most 
profound antiquary among the Christian Fathers, it 
has been proved, that the Jews were surrounded, 
while they performed the duties of religion, with the 
emblems of Tsabaism, and with innumerable memo
rials, of that very idolatry, against which their Priests 
an~ their Prophets never ceased to fulminate their 
curses. There could hardly, then, have failed to 
have been a secret and esoteric doctrine, known to 
those Priests and Prophets, by which, in the midst 
of so much ambiguous imagery, the true system of 
theology could be separated , from the false. 

&condly, it may be observed, that Moses esta
blished many laws and institutions, which were 
peculiar to the Jewish nation. Of these, in spite 
of the labors of some of our theologians, who have 
sought to account for them, it appears, at first sight, 
at least, that many are capricious, and that some are 

' 
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cruel. But this could not have been really the case. 
'l'hey must in fact have been all just, and all 
adapted to the state of the people for whom they 
were fmmcd. The reason, then, which, under tlw 
divine authority, guided the judgment of the legis
lator, must have been explained to those, who were 
to he his successors in administering the law ; for 
without that reason had been known to some, we 
should not have been told that there were Levites, 
who caused the people to understand the law, nor 
should we have heard of masters in Israel. 

It is well known, that the error of the Tsabaista 
lay in their believing, that the material heavens, the 
Sun, the Moon, and the Stars, were conscious and 
intelligent beings, that governed the earth with all 
its inhabitants. It is not to be supposed, however, 
that the sages of Egypt and of Chaldea were them
selves the dupes of so monstrous a system. They 
appear to have been divided, like the philosophers of 
later times, into spiritualists and hyloists ; and it is 
undoubted, that the former, as Cudworth has clearly 
proved, were pure theists, from whom the Greeks • 
copied some of their most sublime notions concerning 
the eternal and infinite mind. Now, if I mistake not 
the plan of the Jewish legislator, his intention was 
to represent the Deity as an immaterial f'ssence, hy 
whose power the external world had been fashioned 
into shape, and by whose agency the order of Nature 
and of thf' universe had been presl•rvcd. 'Vit.h 
Nature and the universe, therefore, the DC'ity must 
f'Ver I)(' a.'lSOeiatcd in a true sptm1 of theology; and 

H 
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the type of the spiritual God governing the 
material world, was, if I err not, that, which it was 
the object of Moses to place before his countrymen. 
Instead of that celestial army of shining and uncon
se!ous globes, and that rolling multitude of Suns and 
planets, which were adored a.~ Gods by the Tsabaists, 
he pointed to the supreme and spiritual principle, 
whence emanates existence, and whence proceeds the 
order of all things. It is, indeed, this principle 
which is truly Jehovah Tsabaoth, the Being by 
whom all the hosts of heaven are conducted amidst 
the immensity of space, ·and in ceaseless revolu
tions, while he sees that it is good. 

From this statement, it must be evident, tlmt 
Moses could not teach his theology, without explain
ing the true system of nature, and without 
developing the connexion between God as the cause, 
and the order of nature as the effect. In distinguish
ing between the religion of the Tsabaists and his 
own, it was necessary to show in what Tsa.haism 
really consisted. It was incumbent on him, I any, 

• to explain, what was the difference between his own 
theology and that of the worshippers of the celestial 
hosts ;-not, indeed, to the people, who were too 
gross and material in their conceptions, to have 
understood him, but to the Levitt·s and to the Elders 
of the congregation ; for without such explanation, 
what could those, who had leisure to reflect and to 
reason, have thought of the innumerable symbols 
of Tsabaism, which appea:·. ·d in the religious institu
tions of the Jews? The Sun, the Moon, the twelve 
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signs of the Zodiac, the two hemispheres, the planets, 
the solar light, were all typified in the Tabernacle by 
types that could not be mistaken. It cannot be 
supposed, that the college of Priests wa.s ignorant of 
the reasons why these symbols were introduced. 
But I have to observe, that the step from polytheism 
to theism is not so immediate as many may suppos('. 
To obtain any distinct notion of a perfectly pure and 
spiritual existence, and to abstract the thoughts from 
all contemplation of matter, may not be quite. so 
easy as it appears to superficial examiners. 'Ve may 
be certain, that men have arrived very gradually at 
those conceptions of an immaterial essence, which, 
perhaps, even now, are only entertained a.<J they 
ought to be by the most enlightened minds. I 
believe, that the sages of Egypt did entertain sm:h 
conc<'ptions of the Deity ; and that .Mo:-~t·s held the 
spiritual existence of God to be distinct from matb~r. 
I cannot for a moment doubt ; but this WM hy no 
means the ease among the multitude, whether JewK, 
or Egyptians. It may be even questioned, whether 
the_ Priests themselves alway~ comprehended the 
doctrines of .Moses ; and wheth<:r tlwy did not 
occasionally confound the spiritual agNH'Y of G<)(l, 
with the powers and energies which they attribuu:cl 
to matter. 

The attachment of the people to the idolatry (If 
the Egypt~ couM not have lx:cu altc·rc:cl J,y 
eXJ,lanations, which their iguoran<:cJ woulcl have! 

prevented them from urulc·I"Htauding, unci to whi<·h 
tht•y prohahly <·nuM have· no ]c·iiiUl't' to attc·wl. 
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Positive laws and injunctions were, therefore, infi
nitely better adapted to their state ; but to reclaim 
the infatuated minds of those men, who were to 
serve the altar, and who were to compose the 
Hierocracy, waa an object of the most serious 
nature to a lawgiver, whose chief care was to 
establish the true religion. Now in order to destroy 
Tsabaism, it waa necessary to show, that it waa a 
system of a.<otronomy imposed on the vulgar as a 
system of theology. Nor waa this all. The system 
of aatronomy waa aa false as the religion. But 
.Moses waa learned in all the wisdom of the 
Egyptians ; and how could he prove better the 
ineptitude of the religion, than by proving that the 
syst.em of aatronomy on which it waa founded, was 
absolutely false and erroneous ? 

The Priests of Egypt and of Chaldea had made a 
progress in the science of astronomy, which will 
be found more astonishing the more it is examined. 
Their cycles wt•re calculated with extraordinary pre
cision ; and their knowledge of the most important 
parts of aatronomy must appear evident to all, who 
candidly consider the question. But the people 
appear to have been purposely left in gross ignorance 
on this subject. Their vague, and their rural years 
were neither of them correct. The festivals were 
fixed according t{) calendars made for the people, and 
the religious institutions were only calculated to 
eonfirm the errors of the ignorant. The truths of 
~cience were the arcana of the Priests. The whole 
~;yst.em of Tsabaism was founded on the cn-oneou.~ 
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astronomy, if astronomy it could be called, which 
was contained in the public calendars. On certain 
days of the year, the people worshipped the Sun 
under various names and attributes,-rejoiced at one 
time for his imaginary birth, and mourned at another 
for his fictitious death. But the year, by which 
they established the return of these ceremonies, was 
their VRoaue year, and consequently the Sun was 
always worshipped out of his place. 

Now surely Moses could not employ lJf!W:r tlu: 
wisdom in which he was learned, than in expof~ing 
this false astronomy, on which thH vulgar j,J,,Iatry 
was built. If he showed to the Prit:ii~ of hn,,·J, 
that all the festivals which the parti.'i:m:s ,,f Ti!:.lr.t
ism were desirous to observe, were fix1:d for wrtm~ 
periods,-if he proved, that tlu::s~: wo~hipJif:r:'i ,,f 
the stars were so ignorant ali to mi.'ihtke and mi."'l·:al
culate their returns,-if he made it (:~·itlt:JJt, that 
these adorers of the matt.·rial heaniM wt•re uttt·dy 
ignorant of astronomy,-it can hardly },: ,l,,u},t•:,J, 
that he would shake that resiJ~:<:t, whic:h it may l..N: 
suspected, even the Levit<.'ii anti Eldt:rs ,p·t t:lltl·r

tained for the superstitioJL'i of tltt· unlt:anu:tl arntmg 
the Egyptians. 

Those, who are acquaint1:d with tltt: :t,.,trt'fli'JrJY 
and mythology of the f4:'Jl'tiaw~. mu . .,t krt,,w full 
well, how much their rt:li~,j,,lL~ iu .. ~tituti''''~"~ ~ •·rt: 
connected with the ci4al,li..,)unt:rtt ,,f t.ltt: ,.j ·.-.J yt·ar, 
and of the chil month. Tltt: l'ri··~t;s t.lww;oJ·Iv•·,., 
who in their collew-s hatl rt·ft,nw:tl tlw ('a),.,,, Jar, ,J,,J 
not pt·lnlit tlw l"'ul'l•· t11 J,..,.,,,,.,. :tt'IJIIairtfNI w 11 It 
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the secret ; and they obliged every monarch, at his 
accession to the throne, to swear upon the altar of 
Isis, that he would allow no alteration to be made 
upon the duration of the month, or of the year. 
But since the use of the civil year, and of the civil 
month, was intimately connected with the supersti
tions of the Tsabaists, it seems extremely natural, 
that Moses and Joshua should show to the Elders 
and Priests of Israel, that the public Calendars of 
the Egyptians were altogether erroneous. This, I 
pretend, was done in the allegorical history of the 
flight from Egypt, and of the passage of the Israelites 
into the promised land. 

I am very sensible of the peril, which I must 
encounter, in advancing such an opinion. The 
Europeans, not being acquainted with that figurative 
and symbolical language in which the Orienta.lists 
have always delighted, are generally attached to 
literal interpretations. To rruJ,tter-of-fact people 
nothing is so intolerable as being told, that what 
they call real truths, real events, and real histories, 
ought to be explained away into figures, symbols, 
metaphors, and allegories. It sometimes happens, 
indeed, that they are obliged to acknowledge, that 
the facts are rather extraordinary ; but in speaking 
of the scriptures, this difficulty is easily removed, by 
observing, that our duty with respect to sacred 
things is to believe, and not to criticise, or to reason. 

This last argument, however, may not have much 
weight with some antagonists, who may insist, that 
without hdief he authorised by reason, it is nothing 
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better than superstition; and that he, who gives 
credit to his Bible, without consulting his judgment, 
would in other circumstances have equally respected 
the authority of the Edda, of the Koran, or of the 
Zcndavesta. But although this reasoning appear 
conclusive to many; I must .. yet confess, that I like 
better the humility of those, who bow with blind 
reverence to the sacred Oracles, in acknowledging 
the difficulty of comprehending them ; than the 
arrogance of certain teachers, who, adhering to the 
literal sense of the scriptures, boldly pronounce, that 
every event recorded in them is probable, and con
sistent with the plans of eternal wisdom. It is, 
indet•d, from these persons, that I have to apprehend 
the severest strictures. I would take away from 
them the belief of many things, which they hold it 
as a duty to credit and defend. I would persuade 
them that Joshua did not rob, plunder, burn, and 
destroy,-that he did not mass..'tcre the men and cut 
up the bellies of the women and children,-in the 
name and by the order of the God of justice and 
mercy,-and for such an undertaking, I must expect 
reprobation. But this is nothing in comparison, of 
asserting, that the Orientulists were not matter-of
fact people, that they delighted in allegories, and that 
this may have been the case with some of the writers 
of the Old Testament. There is yet, however, a 
direr charg<' of which I shall be found guilty. 
Iw~tead of believing in the historieal truth of all those 
t>xploits, hy whieh it has he<>n so often proved to the 
HUti.<Jfaction of the faithful, that Joshua was a lawless 
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freebooter, and a blood-thirsty robber, who dared to 
justify his, atrocious crimes, by aaserting, that he was 
authorised to commit them by the God of the uni
verse ; I pretend, that this same Joshua was a wise 
magistrate, a scientific teacher, and a true theist, 
who taught the arts to the people, instructed them 
in agriculture, pointed out the proper seasons ·when 
they ought to sow and to reap, while in the sacred 
college he reformed the Calendar, and proved the 
erroneous astronomy of the Tsabaists, and thence the 
vanity of their superstitions, and the grossness of 
their idolatry. 

I have now stated the nature and magnitude of 
my guilt ; and must expect to be condemned by the 
matter-offact people, who are persuaded, that the 
Eastern prophets, who wrote three or four thousand 
years ago, composed their works upon the same 
model, and with the same regard to facts, as may be 
seen always attended to in the praiseworthy pages 
of the Annual Register, and of the London Gazette. 
But I must leave the matter-offact people to 
mistake shadows for substances, to confound the 
symbol with the thing symbolised, to realise meta
phors, to convert allegories into true histories, ami 
to misunderstand and misconceive the character and 
genius of the ancient Oriental writings, which are so 
strangely judged of according to standards of otht•r 
times and other countries. I proceed to answer some 
objections, which have been already made to my 
theory. 

1. It ha.s hccn ohserV<'d, that my explanations of 

--
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proper names, and that the consequences I thence 
deduce, connot be admitted, unleHS those proper 
names can be so interpreted, and similar consequences 
drawn, whenever, and wherever, they occur in the 
Bihlc. I am inclined to think, that this nrgumt'nt 
can be of no avail to those who urge it. I pretend, 
that those parts of the Hebrew Scriptureg, which are 
usually called historical, are in truth partly historical, 
and partly allegorical. Not to insist further on the 
example of all the ancient Oricntalists, we may ob
serve, that the traditions of the Greeks sufficiently 
prove, that this mixture of history with allegory 
formed the basis of their ingenious and elegant my
thology. Thus Hercules, and many others, were partly 
historieal and partly allegorical personages. Castor 
and Pollux, for example, evidently had an allegorical 
existence, but it d()('S not follow, that their real ex
istence could. n~ver have been. \Vhen we read the 
·arcounts which are still preserved of the ancient 
heroes, who ffourished in the early agt•s of Greece, we 
do not contend, that all is allegory, or that all is true 
hi.storv ; nor do we confound the mythological with 
the historical personagE's. I read, and I believe, that 
there was a King of Ath(•ns, called Theseus, who 
deserved much of his country; but I do not mistake 
this real personage for the allegorical one, who slew 
the 1\linotaur, and who conqUl:red the Amazons. I 
think it by no means impo&'liblt•, that there were men 
railed Pernt•ug and Orion ; and yet I am aware, that 
the traditions concerning them arc chieffy a.strono
mieal fahlt'f-1. J <'annot. lw pPrsu:Hl<'d, tht•n, that I 
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may not apply the same principle, and exercise the 
Rame judgment, when I turn from the ancient Gret.•k 
to the ancient Jewish traditions, the more especially, 
that the love of allegory was yet greater among the 
Orient.a.list.s than among the Greeks, and that the 
books of the former are so often found to be com
pounded of historical truths and allegorical fictions. 

2. It has been stated to me, that the proper nam('S 
of various regions and cities were such as really ex
isted. How, then, it is asked, could the sacretl 
writers be speaking allegorically, when they 
mentioned those places ?-How could they be 
making allusions to astronomy, or to agriculture, or 
to religion, when they spoke of town.~ and district..~, 
of which the situation may be pointed out in tho 
map ? There is abundance of evi<lenr.e, it is added, 
that such names as Wt.' find in Scripture, were really 
given to the places therein mcntionP.~. 

Let this last proposition be admitted. I have 
Rtated, that the great object of Moses and of Joshua 
was to reclaim the Israelites from the idolatry of 
the Egyptians, and I have shown how much an 
t'xposurc of th~ false astronomy of the Tsabt\ist..; 
must have t-ended to weaken the rcsp~ct of the 
PriPsts and Elders for those worshippers of the stan-. 
1\lo;.;es, therefore, employed various types, taken from 
the Tsabaists, in order· to explain the true Ry~tcm of 
the universe to the persons who were to hold the 
Racerdotal office. The religion of the idolators, as 
we have already seen, was intimately connccte(l with 
the preservation of the civil month, a.ml tlw (·ivil 

--
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year. The establishment of the solar year would go 
far to confound that idolatry, which was so much 
clept>udeut on the false calculations of thf' Tsnl~aists. 

That Moses wa.~ acquainted with the true length of 
the year I have proved elsewhere ; and that he was 
obliged to continue the use of the year of 360 days, 
is at once a proof of the prevalence of Tsabaism 
among the Israelites, and of the necessity under 
which he was to instruct the College of Priests in . a 
better system of astronomy. In fact, the false sys
tem of religion, and the false system of astronomy 
supported each other ; and, therefore, the destruction 
of the latter was a matter of no" small importance to 
the lawgiver, since the reformer of religion was com
pelled to become the reformer of astronomy. 

It will be remembered, that I have alrL•ady proved, 
that the twelve tribes of Israel took for -their em
blems the twelve signs of the Zodiac, even hefore 
they left the land of Egypt. When they are said to 
have entered the promised land, it appears, t-at the 
places were named after various stars, constellations, 
&c. I think, I shall prove, that the whole partition 
was made in allusion to astronomy, by the proper 
understanding of which, the idolatry of the Tsaba.ist3, 
as far as human prudence could effect it, wa~ most 
likely to be rooted out among the Israelites. 

Before I proceed further, however, I have to make 
a remark, to which I should wish to call the 
particular attention of my reader. He ma.y, perhaps, 
have already exclaimed, that to suppose a country 
tu he lnicl out, its clistrit"ts divich•d. and its citiPs 

/ 
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named, in allusion to a..~tronomy, is a wild and 
untenable proposition. It is thus, that men often 
hastily make conclusions. The philosopher should 
know his duty, be patient, and persevere. 

Upon this plan, the land of Egypt, the country 
where Moses was educated, was certainly distributed ; 
but it was so distributed in order to favour the 
superstitions of the multitude, which the Priests 
never failed to encourage. The civil year of the 
Egyptians consisted, like that of the Hebrews, of 360 
days; and was divided into twelve months, each 
consisting of 30 days. This was an approximation 
of the lunar to the solar year, which appears to have 
been adopted very early ; but which, by rendering 
the errors of the Calendar a little less obvious than 
they had been before, perhaps only aided the astron
omical and religious deceptions, by which the people 
were kept in ignorance. The civil month was 

divided into three decwts, and each day was conse
crated to the God, or the genius, that the astrologers 
appointed over it. The whole of this system was 
deeply involved with Tsabaism. Now if my reader 
will turn to Kircher's CEdipus, he will find it suffi
eiently proved, that the land of Egypt was 
partitioned into three provinces, answering to the 
three decans, and into thirty nomes, or prrefectures, 
corresponding with the thirty Deities ruling over 
each day of the month. In Egypt, then, the country 
of Moses, we find the exemplar of a territory divided 
and named according to th(' Calendar. 

In fact, \V(' find th(' nomes of Egypt wert• ealled 

-- __.. ............ ..,.., 
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Busiris, Lato, Hermon, Buto, On, Canobus, Mendes, 
&c., &c., and as we know, that these were all Gods 
of the Tsabaists, or, in other words, were planets 
and constellations represented by different symbols, 
we can no longer doubt, that the land of Egypt was 
partitioned with a view to the astronomical system, 
which the Priests intended for the worshippers of 
the celestial host. 

If the lawgiver of the Hebrews, who was learned 
in all the wisdom of the Egyptians, desired to over
throw the false religion of the Tsabaists, which was 
built on their false astronomy ; and if he sought to 
abolish those rites, which were practised on certain 
days of the sacred year, and which, by re.ason of the 
false calculations, never returned exactly at the 
proper periods ; he would naturally establi.<ih the 
duration of the year according to the passage of the 
Sun through the signs of the Zodiar. The Israelites 
adhered to the civil month of :lO days, and it may 
be supposed, that those among them, who were 
inclined to Tsabaism, did not forget the division of 
Egypt into 30 nomes, called after the leaders of the 
hosts of heaven. But the true solar year, which it 
was contrary to the religion of the Tsabaists to admit, 
can only be fixed by marking the progress of the Sun 
through the Zodiacal signs. The Israelites had come 
from a country which was divided, and of which the 
districts were named, with an evident allusion to 

that astronomy, on which the idolatry of the people 
was built. It was then very natural for Moses to 
dividt• the new h•rritory upon a Rimilar plan, if 
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by doing so he could give a blow to that very Mys
tem, which it was the great object of his legislation 
to destroy. Now, by making every thing refer to 

the true solar year, he must have completely con
founded and confused the calculators, who, going by 
the vague year of the Egyptians, established their 
sacrifices and festivals to their Gods of their idolatry, 
at times directly contrary to those in which they 
should have been celebrated. Thus it would be 
evident to those, who adopted the solar year, that 
the idolators, who followed the vague year, would in 
a certain period come to worship the vernal for the 
Autumnal Sun, and would weep for his fictitious 
death, when they ought to have been rejoicing at his 
im~ainary birth. 

We find then, that to name and divide tne 
promised land with a distinct allusion to astronomy, 
is not quite so extravagant a fancy, as may be at 
first imagined. It had been certainly already done 
by the Egyptians ; and, perhaps, by other Oriental 
nations. 

3. Some persons have fancied, that the allusions 
to the celestial bodies, and especially to the signs of 
the Zodiac, which I have pretended to discover, 
cannot exist in reality in the books of Moses and 
Joshua, because, say they, the partitions and collo
cations of the signs, the grouping of the Stars, and 
the names of the constellations, as well as the sym
bols by which they are denoted, are of much later 
date. This is a petitio principii, which ~ cannot 
admit. I l'<'mlil y allow, that th1• planets and t'On-
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stl'llations w<>re called by different names in Egypt 
and in Greece, and that some of them, at least, were 
t'xpr<>s..,<'d hy different symbols. But I maintain, 
that th<' division of the circle into 360 parts, and of 
the Zodiac into twelve house.s, was established by 
th<> Egyptians l~efore the dawn of science in Greece. 
Some of the emblems were certainly changed, but 
ROme of them were as certainly preserved. It is 
chiefly, where they were ·changed, that we shall find 
a diffieulty in explaining t.he allusions made to the 
ct>lestial bodies in the book under our consideration; 
hut since the Greeks were instructed in astronomy 
by the Egyptians, we may infer, and indeed we shall 
see, that they did not alter the emblems so much as 
has been generally supposed. 

If the persons, to whom I allude, will examine 
the ancient Zodiacs of the Egyptians, as exhibited 
and explained by Kircher, La Pluche, Bailly, Dupuis, 
&:e., they "ill find, not only that the Greeks gene
rally copied their astronomical sy:mboh from the 
Egyptians, but that those symbols were invented at 
a very remote period of time. 

4. It has been observed, that of some, and indeed 
of many proper names I have not been able to give 
any explanation. I fully acknowledge the truth of 
this remark ; but let my reader take the following 
eircumstan<'ea into consideration. The Egyptians 
and Chnldeans must have been the masters of the 
l~nwlih•s in astronomy; and consequently, the 
nanws of the stars and of the constellations were 
prohahly hom>w(•d t•itlwr from the Egyptian or the 
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Chaldaic. It is vain, then, to seek for some of these 
names in Hebrew ; and when we do, we very rarely 
succeed. We must, however, be aware, that many 
of these names have been disfigured by the Scribes, 
who, when they came to words originally foreign, 
may have confound~d and confused the orthography. 
Thus they clearly mis-spelt the name of Poti-zJh.emh, 
as has been proved by Jablonski. The name of On is 
written sometimes with and sometimes without, the 
vau. The city of which the name is written Le.shem 
m Joshua, is called Laish in Judges. Many e~amples 
of similar inaccuracy might be given; and if in some 
instances we can yet certainly adjust these names, and 
discover their import, this is nevertheless to be done 
with extreme caution. Thus the explanations of 
Scriptural proper names, as given by the author of the 
Onomasticon, by Rumelin, by Stockius, and by Gus
setius, are sometimes incomparably ahsurd, because, 
determined at all events to make these names 
Hebrew, when they were Cha.ldaic, Syriac, Egyptian, 
or Persian, they give us the most anomalous com
pounds, without regard to grammar or to common 
sense. 

But it is time, that I proceed to lay before my 
reader my proposed explanation of the book of 
Joshua. If he still find, that this book contains no 
astronomical allusions, he will do well to account 
for the introduction of so many names, which seem 
to bear direct reference to the state of the heavens. 
the revolutions of the planets, the divisions of the 
Zodia<', the positions of tlt<' constellations, ancl thl· 
reform of the Ca l(•ndnr. 
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More than two thousand years have elapsed, 
since the sign of Aries (called };!IQ} Emro by the 
Syrians, and~ Bara by the Persians, both of which 
words signify agnus,) has ceased to answer, owing to 
the precession of the Equinoxes, to the first of the 
signs. The place, which Aries then held, is now 
occupied by Pisces. We see, however, that before 
this change, the year opened, and the vernal equinox 
took place, when the Sun was in this sign. Then 
was fixed the commencement of the civil year 
among both the Jews and Egyptians. If, however, 
we proceed to more distant times, we shall find that 
the vernal Equinox took pl~e, and that the year 
opened, when the Sun was in the sign of Taurus. 
To reform the Calendar, as these changes happened, 
must have engaged the attention not only of astro
nomers but of legislators. 

Tsabaism, or "the worship of the hosts of heaven," 
must have been the general religion of the East at 
so early a period, as to bring its establishment 
within that era, when the opening of the year, (fixed 
by all the Oriental nations at the vernal equinox) 
answered to the sign of Taurus. From the Mithraic, 
Egyptian, and Indian monuments, we cannot ques
tion how much Eastern idolatry was connected with 
the symbol of the Bull, or with the passage of the 
Sun in the sign of Tmtrus from the lower to the 
upper hemisphere. Now after the period had arrived, 
when it was no longer in the sign of the Bull, but 
in that of the Ram, or the Lamb, that the Sun rose 
from the lower hemiRphere, it waR {'Vident, that the 

T 
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Tsabaists, even according to their own system of 
idolatry, ought to have transferred their reverence 
from the former symbol to the latter. But what 
could he more humiliating to those partisans of 
Tsabaism, who still sighed after the idol of the 
golden Calf, or golden Bull, the symbol of Apis, 
than to find, that their calculations were wrong, 
and that they had mistaken the symbol, by which, 
even in conformity with their own false theology, 
they ought to adore their Deity ~ Let us attend to 
this; and in order to obviate an objection, which is 
made to little purpose, I shall here observe, that as 
nothing is certainly known of tho date, when the 
Book of Joshua was written, it may, perhaps, be 
best guessed at from its own internal evidence. It 
is clear, that the vernal equinox must have been 
already transferred from Taurus to Aries, when 
Moses ordained that the civil ye.ar should open with 
the month Nisan. Whether the institution of the 
feast of the transition, which we r-all the feast of the 
passover, had any reference to the passage of the 
equinoctial Sun into A'ries, I leave others t.o deter
mine. It is certain, that while the year commenced 
with the Sun in Taurus, the Persians represented 
1\lithras as slaying a young Bull ; and we are not to 
forget, that the sign of the Ram, was called the 
sign of the Lamb by Persians and Syrians. I cannot 
help suspecting that the Paschal Lamb was a type 
of the Astronomical Lamb. 

I have already stated my reasons for thinking, that 
Joshua could not more effectually, by human means 

----:1 
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at least, destroy the superstitious reverence of the 
Israelites for A pis, or the golden Bull, than by show
ing that the Tsabaists, according to their own 
system, ought to have transferred their reverence 
from tho Bull to the Ram, or Lamb ; and that as 
their whole astronomy was false, so also was the 
religion which was founded upon it. The equinoctial 
Sun being then really in Aries, the Calendar ought 
to have been adjusted according to the retrograde 
motion of the signs ; and thus the Ram, or Lamb, 
might be metaphorically called the Preserver, the 
Deliverer, the Rectifier, the Reformer. Perhaps 
Joshua, the son of Nun, was no other than this 
Preserver, and may have been as much a real person
age as the Egyptian Hermes, or the Grecian 
Hercules. 

That the Sun rising from the lower to the upper 
hemisphere, should be hailed the Preserver, or 
Saviour, appears extremely natural ; ~d that by 
such titles he was known to idolators cannot be 
doubted! Joshua (MlU)') literally signifies the 
Preserver, or Delit•erer; and that this Preserver, 
or Deliverer, was no other than the Sun in the sign 
of the Ram, or Lamb, may be inferred from many 
circumstances. It will be observed, that the LXX 
write •trJcrot~ for Joslwa, and the Lamb has always 
been the type of •trJcroi'~. Joshua is called the son of 

I The Sun, accordin~ to PatUIIUlins, w:\.~ worshipp<..'<l umlt·r th•~ 
JUlin~> of the 8aviou~, at Eleu!!i~<. 
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Nun. I find that lll Nun in Chaldaic, and ~~ 
Nuna in Syriac, signified the great fish, or the con
stellation which we call the Whale. The head of 
Cetus, or the Whale, is placed immediately under 
the Ram, or Lamh, and always rises and sets with 
that sign, but the rest of the constellation rises before 
Aries. Thus the Ram, or Lamh, the Saviour, was 
metaphorically called the son of that constellation, 
which is next to it, and which rises immediately 
before it. 

c. 1. v. 2. 

Now therefore arise, go ove·r this J01-dan. 

There was as certainly the river called Jordan in 
Judea, as there was the river called the Nile in Egypt; 
but as the Nile was employed for an astronomical 
symbol by the Egyptians, who thus denoted the vast 
constellation of E1idanus, I am apt to suspect, that 
the Jews also, in their sacred language, employed the 
name of the Jordan in an astronomical sense. The 
12 tribes, on whose banners, as I have elsewhere 
shown, were displayed the 12 signs of the Zodiac, 
passed the Jordan, and took out of its bed twelve 
stones, which Joshua replaced. Now, when we con
sider that the precession of the equinoxes had really 
changed the position of the signs, and that it was 
in consequence of this, that the Calendar required 
reform, we shall, perhaps, understand the allegory. 
The \\'Ord rr,~ J01·dan is explained -yariously hy the 

' 
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Rabbins. Some make it out to be l"T ,N,, the rit•er 
of Dan. Others bring it better from ,, and under
stand it to signify the great declivity. I observe, 
however, that ,,,, or, ,,,, in Chaldaic signifies a 
serpent ; and a serpent biting his tnil was· the 
hieroglyphic for the year, or for the Sun's orbit, as 
may be proved by reference to the third volume of 
Kircher's <Edipus. 1,,', or m' Jordan, with the 
intensitive, would then signify the great serpen,t, 
the hieroglyphic for the Sun's annual orbit, or in 
other words, for the circle, which we call the Ecliptic. 
The mcariing of the ·allegory seems pretty plain. 
The style being changed, the equinoctial Sun, 
bailed the Saviour, and identified with the Ram, or 
Latnb, opens the year ; and is feigned as leading 
the twelve Zodiacal signs along the Ecliptic. 

V. 4. F1·om the lVildenwss and this Lebanon. 

The endeavours of the Rabbins to explain the 
meaning of ,.),C, which we translate "the 'Vilder
ness," and to trace it to its root, have been far from 
successful. It is evidently compounded of two 
Oriental words, which are not Hebrew, of which a 
fuller account is given by Boehart, I mean ,c, and 
N~. The true signification of ,.)~ then is the 
boundary of the land. The boundaries of Judea 
were chiefly deserts, and this accounts for the mean
ing usually given to the word. But if there be any 
astronomical allusion here, the term may have been 
applied to the horizon. 
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Lebanon. There was a mountain known by this 
name ; but I suspect that Lebanon was as much an 
astronomical symbol as Atla.s, which also served 
for the name of a mountain. m~; Lebana signified 
the Moon, which the Rabbins say was thus deno
minated from its whiteness ; but I imagine, that 
ll;, the root, answers rather to the La.tin Candidus, 
~md might even be translated e1·ubescen.s. The word 
illl; Lebarta, "the Moon," occurs but rarely in the 
Bible ; and I am inclined to think, that it was 
employed for the ri.Hing Moon. Lebanon I conceive 
to have been a name given to the Sun, and probably 
to the rising Sun. 

Et,en u.nto the great rit,er, the ·rit•er Euphrates. 

The Nile and the Jordan, as we have a.lready seen, 
Rerved for astronomical symbols. If I mistake not., 
we shall find the same thing to be true of the 
Euphrates. The original meamng of ,iTl is not a 
ri1'er, but splendor, or more exactly the .flux of light. 
The Pltaret, or Euphrates, I conceive to signify 
fruit-bearing, or, perhaps, a. fruit-tree. The name 
may have been given to the river from the fertility 
of its banks i and this is the general opinion of the 
Rabbins. But a fruit-tree was certainly a symbol 
of the starry heavens ; and the fruits typified the 
constellations. In the ancient astronomical monu
ments of the Persians, fruit-trees arc generally 
represented. We see traces of this in the mythology 
of the Greeks, and especially in the astronomical 
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allegory concerning the golden apples brought by 
Hercules from the gardens of the Hesperides. In the 
36 dccans taken from the Egyptian astrologers, 
frequent allusions are made to fruit-trees and fruits ; 
and the astronomical Gods, for such they were in 
fact, of the Egyptians are generally represented with 
fruits. Thus Horus carries a cornucopia in his 
hand, and Harpocrates is represented with a persea 
on his head. On the ancient coins and other monu
ments of the Tsabaists, and even of the Israelites, we 
sec fruit-trees represented. The &phiroth of the 
Cahbalists were disposed in the form of a tree, as iR 
stated by R. Shahte; and of course under this form 
they intended to represent the universal system. 
The fruit-tree mentioned in the Apocalypse, has 
heen supposed by some to be a type of the Zodiac, 
as it Lore twelve fruits, and one each month. In the 
apocryphal Gospel of Eve, spoken by St. Epiphanius, 
it is eaid, that the tree of life bore one apple each 
month. The Arabians typify the Zodiac by a fruit
tree, and on the twelve branches of this tree the 
st.1.rs are depicted as clusters of fruit. The Cahbal
ists, represent the tree of life as marked with 
the emblems of the Zodiac, and M bearing twelve 
fruits. When we consider these things together 
with the reverence of the Tsabaists for grovc:-s awl 
trees, we shall hardly doubt, that tree!i, an•) 
especially fruit-trees, were symboffi of tlw Hturry 

heavens. The splendor of Phrtret, "the fruit-tr••t!," 
might have been understood to mean thn 1is.tht. 11f 

the Zodiacal constellations, hy the init.iatNl ; wl.il•· 
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the people may have thought that the promise 
related to the river Euphrates. But if the Jews 
ever had any possessions on the banks of the 
Euphrates; which is a disputed point, it could have 
been only for a short period, and not before the 
reign of Solomon. 

All the land of the Hittites. 

The proper name c~nn is confounded by J oscphus 
with the proper name C'n~ for which the Jewish 
historian is reproved by Bochart. I must confes.~ 
I am equally puzzled by both names, if we follow 
the Rabbins. These good people seem to have no 
idea, that their progenitors could have employed 
words which they do not understand, and the absurd 
confidence with which they talk deserves pity. 
cmn, the Hittites, if we believe Rumelinus, ought 
to signify the terrm·s, or the constellations. Surely 
no people in the world ever took such a name. All 
I can do for this word, at present, is to observe, that 
it is frequently connected with others, which bear a 
distinct reference to astronomy. This will appem· 
prcsent1y. 

c. 2. v. 1. 

And Joshua sent two men out of Shittim. 

This seem clearly enough an astronomical allu
sion. c~~TV comes from ilt!ITV, and ilt!ITV was one 
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of the Deities of the Tsabaists. The house, or temple 
of Shittah mol' (Bith Shittah) is mentioned in the 
Book of Judges. But let my reader attend to the 
words of Parkhurst ; " ;mm n,.l, the lwuse of 
declination, or of the declinator-not improbably 
so called from a temple dedicated to the heavens, 
considered as causing the declination of the earth." 
He may also see more in Hutchii1.son, M. P. part 2, 
and in the 4th volume. 

Go 'IJiew the land, et•en Jericlw. 

This chapter seems to contain an account of the 
first attempt to reform the lunar month. ,.,,.,, is 
evidently from m'. the Moon. But as it is 
written ,..,,, Jericlw, with the vau, it becomes a 
collective noun ; and mu.qt mean the Moon in her 
different quarters. 

Rachah signifies space, or latitude ; and was 
worshipped as a Deity by the Tsabaists, who built a 
temple to Rachab, called Bith-Rachab.1 

It will be remembered, that when Jericho waa 
taken, it waa compassed round seven times, with 
more mysteries relating to the number seven. 

Now let us consider in what way we may under
stand the capture and destruction of Jericho in an 
astronomical sense. 

The lunar month consisted of 28 d~ys, and con
sequently the lunar year consisted of only 336 

days. The first reform in the Calendar waa made 
by a more exact calculation of the Moon's motions, 
--------------------

1 Jud. 18. 28. 
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and her revolutions with regard to the Sun ; and 
the year was thus found to contain 356 days. But 
still a very short period was sufficient to prove, 
that the use of the lunar year would go to reverse 
the order of the seasons. Another, though an 
imperfect, reform was made by adding two days to 
~ach lunar month of 28 days, and by fixing the 
number of days in· the year at 360. This was the 
civil year of the Egyptians and of the Hebrews. 
Joshua sent two men out of Shittim, that is, out 
of those that decline ; and by them, according to 
Parkhurst and Hutchinson, we must understand 
the heavens as causing the declination of the earth, 
and thereby, says Parkhurst, the succession of the 
seasons. In fact, the succession of the seasons is 
caused by the obliquity, or declination of t.hc 
Ecliptic. But the Ecliptic is divided into twelve 
parts, each of which contains 30 degrees; and 
before the establishment of the civil year, each of 
these parts must have contained only 28 degrees, 
according to the calculation for the first and original 
lunar month. The two men seem to represent the 
two degrees added to each sign, or the two days 
added to each lunar month. The word Jericho 
either means the Moon in her several quarters, or 
the lunar month divided into weeks. The Hebrews 
compassed the city seven times. Does not this 
allude to the seven days of the week, or to one of 
the Moon's quarters 1 It seems to me that the aboli
tion of the lunar month of 28 days, by the addition 
of two days, is typified by the destruction of Jericho. 
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c. 3. v. 10. 

He will witlwut fail drive out from before you 
the Canactnites, and the Hittites, and the Hivites, 
and the Perizites, and the Girgashites, and the 
Amorites, and the Jebusites. 

The literal interpreters are pleased to believe, 
that these were so many distinct nations, againSt 
whom the God of the universe declared a bellutn 
internecinu-m. 

The first to be driven out were the Canaanites 
'.ll1.l:)M, whom the Rabbins will have to be a 
nation of merchants. l'J:l signifies to put down, 
and when a merchant sells his goods, he puts them 
down before you. This nation of merchants was, 
therefore, called Canaanites, because they put down 
their goods. But in spite of this ingenious deriva
tion, I am inclined to think that the origin of tllf~ 

word is totally different. The God of time was 
worshipped under the names of Clwn, Chiun, and 
Chaon, by the Egyptians, and idolatrous Jews, and 
the Syrians. These names are clearly taken from 
l':l to establish, or constit-ute. But l"l' l":l, or with
out the vau, 1l' 1:1, Canaan, would signify, "he who 
established, or directed the time." The Canaani teR 
are then those who fix the time, and probably no 
others than the astrologers, whose false CulclilllurR 
misled the people. 

I have already point<>1l out the ahRurd nu~araiug 
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affixed to C'nnn, the Hittites, by the Rabbins. I 
believe, the Hittites signified the worshippers of 
the solar fire. From nn I derive the radical aith, 
or ait ; because I think the harsh aspirate n was 
generally softened by strangers. This may be 
proved from the names Adad, Eve, &c. Concerning 
aith my reader may consult Bryant ; and for nn, 
Parkhurst in voce nnn. 

The Hivites appear to be worshippers of the 
Serpent, more generally called Ophites. The idolatry 
of these Ophites was extremely ancient, and was 
evidently connected with Tsabaism. The great con
stellation, which we call Hydra, is named N'YT or 
mn, by the Chaldeans.1 

The Perizites 't1!1 are understood to signify villa
gers. But why should these harmless villagers be 
driven out by the power of Jehovah? I strongly 
suspect this proper name to be an Egyptian word, 
which the interpreters did not understan~ n, pre
fixed by the Egyptian article !1, would signify in 
Chaldaic, Ethiopian, and Egyptian, the mystery, or 
cabbala. Perizites seems then to mean the Cabba
lists, whose mummery was all originally founded on 
the idolatry of the Tsabaists. Razael or Rizael, was 
apparently the God of these Cabbalists, who called 
him the angel of Adam. 

Rumelin derives '0.l1.l Girgashites, from ln.l, 

expulit. What then becomes of the second l ! 

1 See Castelli, and Bryant. 

' 
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Bochart brings the name from 'l'l,.l which he says 
signifies clay. This is not strictly accurate ; but in 
all events I must doubt the existence of this 
argillaceous people. I know not the meaning. 

,,~NM, The Anwrites must signify either speakers, 
(i. e. teachers, expounders,) or branches, or lambs; 
any one of which names appears very strange when 
applied to a people. But when we recollect, that 
the celestial hosts were typified by branches of trees, 
and that the Sun was worshipped under the form of 
a Ram, or Lamb, we may suspect that the Amorites 
were Tsabaists-worshippers of the branches, or 
types of the celestial hosts~r possibly of the Lamb, 
,oN A nwr, by which name the Chaldeans called the 
sign of A ries.1 

'The Jebusites, "'':l'l'1· If we derive this name 
from V1:l', or O:l\ it would seem that we ought to 

translate the driers up. This would be a very 
singular name for a people. I rather think, that 
the Jebusites were a sect of the Tsabaists, who 
worshipped IWI:l, or no:l, who was no other than 
the Moon, and who was called Busta, or as the 
Greeks had it Bubastis. But see Jablonski; 
Castelli in voce 0.:1' ; and Castelli and Parkhurst, 
m voce 'l':l· 

1 See Castelli. 
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c. 4. v. 19. 

And the people came up out of Jorda11, on the 
tenth day of the first month, and encamped in 
Gilga~ in the east border of Jericho. 

We have seen that the people to be driven out 
were the Tsabaists ; or those, who under different 
emblems taught the worship of the celestial bodies ; 
but I think it evident, that the extermination was 
asserted not of the people, but of their idolatrous 
systems. In fact, by a reference to the Scriptures 
we shall find, that the people were not driven out. 
The Girgashites, for example, whom I suppose to 
have been Tsabaists, though I cannot trace the 
etymology of the name, possessed their country in 
the time of Christ.1 

The allegory now conducts us to the siege of 
Jericho, that is, in fact, to the overthrow of the 
lunar month consisting of four times seven days. 
The people go up out of Jordan, where they have 
placed the twelve stones ; and this I have shown to 
be an allegorical description of the establishment 
of the solar year, according to the progress of the 
Sun through the signs of the Zodiac. But the people 
encamp in Gilgal ; and ~.l~.l, Gilgal, means the 
revolving sphere, or the heavens, which seem to tum 
round the earth. Thus ~.l~.l.l 103M ~,i' is properly 
rendered "the voice of thy thunder was in the 

1 Matth. B. 28. 

---------~----~ 
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heaven"-instead of "the Toic-e of thy thunder was 
in Gilgal." But when the t..-elTe tribes of b-rae~ -.rho 
bore the tw-elTe signs of the Zodiac on their 
standard.s, as I haTe proTeJ. in another pla(-e, are 
said to have encamp:..! in Gilg~tl. the reToh-ing 
sphere of the heaTens, and on the border of the 
Moon, it seelll5 difficult to say that there is no 
astronomical allegory. 

Y. 23. 

As t"M Lord your God did to the &d &a. 

In the original we find ere a which is generally 
understood to signify the u:eedy sea; but how can 
this weedy sea be the Red Sea, where I have been 
assured weeds are rarer than perhaps in any other 
sea 1 It has then bt.>en called the sea of weeds, 
because it has so few, or, if we believe Bruce, because 
it has none-lucus a non lut·er;do. We learn from 
Josephus, L. 8. that a sea, and particularly the 
molten sea in the Temple, was a type of the hemi
sphere. Now I suspect this ~D C' to be an astro
nomical type. The word ~ I conceive to be very 
like 'lD, which means any thing concave, and which, 
if I err not, signified symbolically the concat•e vault 
of hew;en,. I cannot help thinking, then, that 'l'D C'. 
which we make to be the Red Sea, was really the 
concave hemisphere. I observe, that the universal 
system was represented by the Jews in what thE>y 
call their Sephiroth, and at the top of these waa the 
in suph, 'l'D rN, which may be a corruption for 
'l'D c~. im suph. 
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c. 5. v. 9. 

This day I have rolled away the reproach of 
Egypt from off you, wherefore the name of the 
place is called Gilgal unto this day. 

The word M!l., can only signify reproach in a 
metaphorical sense. I should rather translate it 
the winter. By the use of the vague year, and by 
their false calendars, the Egyptians had reversed 
the order of the seasons ; and he, who reformed the 
year, might not improperly say, that he rolled away 
the winter of Egypt. But I question much if Egypt 
was always really literally meant by the word t:MXO. 

I bring the name from iJ ; and I suspect, that, 
instead of the reproach of Egypt, we ought to 
translate the winter or season of condensing colds. 
(Consult Parkhurst and Hutchinson). But this 
change of the seasons could only be produced by the 
revolutions of the heavens, and, therefore, the place 
was called Gilgal, " the revolving heavens." 

It will be observed, that .this declaration follows 
the circumcision of the Israelites. Now there is 
some ambiguity in the words of the second verse of 
this chapter ;-

C'iJ n,~.,n -f, iW:V 

which are rendered "make thee sharp knives," 
and which may be translated " constitute to thyself, 
the desolations of the frosts." 

It is evident, in the first place, that the rite of 
circumcision was common to the Egyptians and 
Jews, and it is difficult to understand how, by re-

· ·zzmrr ·· ·w 7zr: 

I 
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establishing it, Joshua rolled away the rPproa~h of 
Egypt. In the second place, the rite waf\ rc-CHta
blished at the time when the Sun entered the sign 
of the Lamb, when the frosts of winter ecru~e ; and 
Moses ordained, that none should eat of the Pasehal 
Lamb, at the feast of the Transition, which wa.'l 
celebrated in the month of Nisan, when the Sun 
passed into the sign of the La·mh, except thofi<l who 
were circumcised. There seemR then wme reason 
to suppose, that the rite of circumeiHion WaH a 
ceremony practised, not for convenience or dl:anli
ness only, but as a mark by which those might JJ(: 

known, who were to be admitted to eat of the L1rrJ,, 
at the feaat of the Transition, when the Sun l{Uittl!il . 

the lower hemisphere, and pas.<ietl inti' the Higu ,,( 
the Lamh.1 

c. 6. 

I have already remarked tb1! Crl!lfUI!llt r':J-":titi1m 
of the number seven, and whit;h, wb1m apJ,Ji,,.J tit 

the siege of Jericho (the lunar mt,fltlJ I!IJJJJ!i):thtg ,,f 
four times seven days) prt:iii:JJ~ a v1:ry ofJViiJJJH 
meaning. But after what I haw! ~;tatl:l}, tJ,,: J,J,,wit•V. 
with the horns of a Ro.m mu;,t ai'J-":ar Jl'411.i,~ul;u-Jy 
striking. The /lF1m, or LurJ,, w~ tJ,,: w,J:tr ~}'tiiJ,~~,J 

set up by the reformer of tJ,,: C:.~.J,:JJtl:tr ;,. "l'f"'P-iti'''' 
to the sign of TQ.!.t,.,t-8, lJf:t:atw: tht: tr.t~,t~ititm 11f dw 
VE'rnal equinox from dJt! /J•1ll ''' t J,,: llmtt J,:ul 
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already taken place. This, however, is not all. The 
trumpets of rams' horns are called in the original 
~.:1m n,.,e,w, and the ram's horn is named ?.:1,¥,'1 
l.,P· Thus we find, that the Ram, with which the 
year commenced according to the new style, is called 
?.:1,, jubel, and from this Hebrew word comes Jubilee. 
If there were no allusion to the Calendar, or to the 
reform of the year ;-in short, if this be not an 
astronomical allegory, it is very strange, that acci
dent should have brought together all these name." 
and all these symbols. In all events, I think it unne
cessary to say any thing more concerning the siege 
and capture of Jericho, of which the walls fell down, 
when the trumpet was sounded-that is, when the 
Jubilee was proclaimed, and the new year adopted. 

c. 7. 

It appears, that after the fall of Jericho, or destruc
tion of the lunar month, Joshua proposed to 
overthrow Ai. But the children of Israel commit
ted a trespass in the cursed thing ; for Achan, the 
son of Carmi, the son of Zebdi, the son of Zerah., 
of the tribe Judah, took of the cursed thing ; and 
the anger of Jehovah was kindled against the chil
dren of Israel. Let us examine whether or not 
this language, like that of the preceding chapter, lx> 
allegorical. 

One great object in fixing the true period of the 
year is to regulate the proper seasons of agricultural 
labor. No legislator can overlook this object; and 
f thirik we shall find the sin of the children of Israel. 

I 

-------- ........., 
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in the example before us, to have consisted in this, 
that they did not abide by the civil year, but seem, 
like the Egyptians, to have had a rural year of their 
own. 

The cultivation of the vine has been always 
connected with the mythology of the ancient Orien
talists. Witness the fables concerning Dionysus. 
If we can form a judgment from the scriptures, the 
time of gathering the grapes ought to have been, 
when the Sun was in the sign of Leo, and this, as 
we have seen, was the emblem of Judah. But if 

• by a wrong computation the grapes were gathered 
too early, the vintage was necessarily spoiled ; and 
in a country of vines this was an object of great 
importance to the people. Now I think, that the 
allegory before us represents the people as still 
continuing to follow the old style, and consequently 
making their wine at an improper season ; for which 
they are figuratively said to have incurred the anger 
of the Deity, and by which is only meant, 
that they suffered what the laws of God and Nature 
necessarily inflicted on them. It is difficult for the 
philosopher to believe, that a theft committed by 
an individual, should have kindled the anger of 
Jehovah against a whole nation. To me all these 
histories appear as mere allegories. I cannot 
helicve, that the Supreme, eternal, and infinitc, 
lfind either goes into a passion at one time, or comes 
out of it at another. 

It is cl<'nr1y to he pro,·<'d from th<' Septuagint, 
awl from tlw r(•axon of tlw thing. that ?.V Adwu 
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should be written.,~ Aclutr. Now let Ui follow 
the text . 

.,~ in a moral sense signifies perturbation;
nnd in a physical one fe·rmentation. This would 
be a strange name for a man. 

'C.,;:), Carmi. This word is composed of C"t), a 
~tine, and , for M". Carmi is consequently the vine of 
Jah, the Iao, lacchus, and Bacchus, of the Gentiles. 

,J.t, Zebdi, is literally the gift of Jah. 
n.,t, Zerah, signifies the Orient, the .East. This 

Zerah was of the tribe of Judah, and Judah com
manded the Eastern division of the camp of the 
Hebrews, where were displayed the twelve signs of 
the Zodiac. 

The words before us literally signify-Fermefua
tion, the son of the vine of Jah, the son of the 
gift of J ah, the son of the East, of the tribe of 
Judah, took of the accursed thing. This really 
seems to me to be an allegory relating to the vintage, 
and to the season for making wine. 

We are told at verse 21, that the accursed thing 
consisted of a goodly Babylonish garment, two 
hundred shekels of silver, and a wedge of gold of 
fifty shekels' weight. This has the air of being 
more historical, than the preceding ~e~. But 
let us inquire, before we decide. 

The Jewish lawgivers were endeavouring, for 
many useful purposes, to introduce the knowledge 
of astronomy, and of the real duration of the y('ar, 
among their countrymen. But they seem to haw 
been opposed by the ancient usages and prt'jttdict'"> 
of the people. 

- " • - o '-yr'" .. a ... ---- :"'1 
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Now I think the trespass of Israel was in not 
adhering to this year. The words mN .,31:111 n.,,N 
M.l,C are rendered " a goodly Babylonish garment." 
But I find, that ,,N splendid, glorious, &c., was a 
title frequently addressed by the Tsabaists to the 
objects of their adoration. The Sun was worshipped 
under the name of ,;c .,,N Adra-Melech. The 
Moon was adored by the title of Adra-Daga. The 
month of February, when the Sun was in Pisces, 
was called Adar ; and I conceive it was so named 
in honor of Adra-Daga, (literally the glorious 
Fish) otherwise called Dagon. The word .,l1lV1 has 
been explained in a former Dissertation. I then 
suspect that Adaroth Slmn-aar has totally a differ
ent meaning from that usually given to it. Adaroth, 
like Ashtaroth, was probably an idol of the Moon. 
The Arabian writers tell us, that V""..rl Adris was 
the idol of a star, and I suspect, that this IS a cor
ruption of Adaroth.1 

And t1.00 hundred shekel$ of silver. 

The Jews represented different symbols on their 
!ihckcls, such as the gonwr, Aa.ron's rod, &c., and 
it may be supposed, that the Tsabaists had their 
money struck with symbols which were peculiar to 
tlwml'lclves. The shekel8, which are said t.o have 

• l!!it~, t}lt' 14Jillhol of the }loon, was M'pn•;~eniA·•l by thn 
E:..'Yptians in th<' ~~i~n nf J'i,·yn, and Vir!!" is rall(·<l Atltrrall 

by th<' Arahiau11. 
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been found at Jericho, probably were stamped with 
emblems in honor of the Moon ; and I cannot 
help suspecting, that the emblem particularly 
alluded to was that of the Moon worshipped under 
the form of Adra-Daga, or Dagon, when the Sun 
was in the sign of Pisces, and when the month was 
called Adar. It appears, that the Persians have 
named a certain fish from lceseph, which they call 
lcesephti ; and the two hundred shekels of lce.seph, 
which we translate silve1·, may have borne some 
relation to the idolatrous worship of the Moon. 
In Chaldaic lceseph signifies any thing of which the 
color may be expressed by candidus in Latin ; and 
hence metaphorically signified blushing, shame, 
confusion, &c., as well as desire, which seems to be 
a very common meaning of the word in Hebrew. 

And a wedge of gold of fifty shelcels' weight. 

1'1~~ signifies a tongue. A golden tongue, weigh
ing fifty shekels, seems a very odd exhibition of 
riches. But Stockius remarks, that a tongue was 
the type of flame ; and gold, according to Clemens, 
was the symbol of light. This tongue of gold then 
was probably an object of the idolatrous reverence 
of the Tsabaists. But let us proceed. 

Joshua had sent men to view Ai. Now this 
word signifies a heap ; and this heap probably was 
no other than the Calendar of the Tsabaists, for it 
is well known that their Calendars were piles of 
stone, on whieh thPir astronomical ohtiervutious 
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were engraved. But some of the Hebrews still 
retaining the Adaroth Shan-aar, and other symbols 
of the ancient worship, continued to calculate by 
the lunar month, as that ancient worship required. 
While the people persisted in this, the lawgiver 
could not succeed in his design of overthrowing A i, 
the pile, or heap, or Calendar, which misled the 
populace. 

Ai was situated between Bith-Aven, (read Bith
On) and Bith-El; and these were temples of the 
Sun, under his different titles of On and El. 

It is evident, that the language which now 
follows can be understood to convey no very distinct 
meaning, if it be not allegorical. 

And the men of Ai smote of them a{Jout thi1·ty
.~zx men. 

The Hebrews having made false calculations 
themselves, and abiding by the lunar year, were 
incapable of reforming the Calendar. The men of 
Ai smote about 36 of them. This number 36 

answers precisely to the number of the decans, 
into which the Orientalista divided the Zodiac. 

For they clux.sed them from before the gate, even 
unto Shebarim. 

"'.n'M 'l!l;. I doubt whether this be properly 
rendered from before the gate ; but allowing that 
''Jib may be translated from before, I wish to know. 
how ,J.'V com(>s so often to signify a gate, which 
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meaning it certainly often bears in the scriptures. 
Doctor Parkhurst gives us a verb "\l711, to stand 
erect, and derives -u,tW, a gate, from this verb ; but I 
have never found any example of the existence of 
such a verb, nor do I think his quotation from the 
Targum proves it. The verb -u,tW signifies to estimate. 
Not to detain my reader, I shall remark, that .,"l711 
signifies a goat ; and that, as Dupuis has observed 
before me, the sign of the goat, or Capricorn, was 
called the gate of the Sun by the ancient Orientalists. 

Unto Shebarim-that is,-unto fractions. 

Whether, or not, this denote the numerical calcu
lations, may be best gathered from the context. 
" The men of the heap, of the Calendar, smote 36, 
amounting to the decans, the divisions of the 
Zodiac, and of the year, and chased them even to 
fractions; and the reason was, because the Israel
ites took of the accursed thing, the symbols of the 
lunar year." 

c. 8. 

In this chapter Joshua is said to have taken Ai, 
(,m) the heap, by stratagem ; and it appears, that 
he commanded 30,000 men of valor, that he placed 
5000 men in ambush, and that he slew 12,000 of 
the inhabitants of Ai. Now I find, that some 
ancient nations both of Asia and Eut<>pe, had an 
enigmatical manner of denoting any period of time 
by a y<>ar, and that cydes, and months, and days, 
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were called years ; and I likewise find it indubita
bly proved, that they employed the term a 
thousand, for one ; and that where they count by 
thousands, we must, if we would understand them, 
count by unit& Thus in the mysterious language 
of the ancient Persians, 1000 years denoted one 
month. We are told in the Zendavesta, that the 
supreme God first created the Man and the Bull 
in a high place, where they remain during 3,000 
years. These 3,000 years comprehended the Lamb, 
the Bull, and the twins. In this manner the 
twelve signs of the Zodiac are comprehended in 
12,000 years. Ormuzd reigns during the 6,000 
which follow. Aries, Tau1'!ls, Gemini, Cancer, 
Leo, Virgo, are allotted to the former ; Libm, 
&orpius, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aqum·ius, Pisces, 
t.o the latter. It is clear, then, that by a 1000 years, 
the Persians understood one month, or the passage 
of the Sun through a sign of the Zodiac. According 
to Suidas, the ancient Tusca,ns taught, that God 
employed 12,000 years in creating and governing 
the world, and that he distributed the 12,000 years 
into twelve periods, answering to the twelve solar 
mansions, or to the twelve signfl of the Zodiac. 

The aggregate of four ages, (said .Menu, in what 
arc termed his oral instructions,) amounting to 
12,000 divine years, is calle(l an age of the Gods. 
\Vhen we recollect, how. early was the part.ition of 
th<' year into four flt>asons all owr the Ea8t, wn 
Rhall, pcrhnpH, h<> ineline(l to think, that th(' 12.000 
divine yt•nr!'l ammmt~>(l m fac-t to oul~· twc-ln· 

y 
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months. Berosus fixed the period when the Baby
lonians commenced their observations at 490,000, 

and Epigencs at 720,000 years before the passage 
of Alexander into Asia. Bailly remarks on this, 
very shortly-Ccs annees ne sont que des jours. It 
is evident, then, that there were ancient nations, 
among whom the Priests, or learned men, in order 
to conceal their knowledge, employed this kind of 
mysterious calculation, and that, where they counted 
by thousands, we must count by units, if we wish 
to get at the truth. Let us apply this remark to 
the chapter before us. 

It is evident that by adopting the rule which I 
propose, we ·shall bring out the numbers in the text 
thirty-and five-and twelve. Now if I have 
been right all along, in supposing that the history of 
the reform of the year, is related in this book, we 
shall find that these arc precisely the numbers 
which we want. Thirty answers to the number of 
days contained in each month of the civil year :
five to thP. five intercalated duys-and twelve to 
the months of the year as established by the Calen
dars. But multiply thirty by twelve, and you get 
360, the number of days of the civil year ; to 
which add about five, and you get the number of 
days comprehended in the solar year. 

_ ... 
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v. 30. 

Then Joshua built an altar to the L01·d God of 
Israel in Mount EQa.l. 

;~'.V, Ai-Bel (which our interpretel'S write Ebal, 
from following, as they generally do, the vicious 
punctuation of the Masorites) signifies "the heap of 
Bel." We must beware of confounding Bel with 
Baal. The latter was a solar title ; but the former 
seems to have been the emblem of the great Serpent, 
or Dragon, of astronomel'S. It is to be observed, 
that this Dragon was the type of the Moon's com:'RC, 
-the nodes were called the Dragon's head ancl tail, 
and the greatest elongation of the Moon from the 
ecliptic was named the Dragon's belly. Joshua 
appears to have abolished the lunar year, as fixed 
by the common calendars, and with it, probably, 
many of the idolatrous rites practised by the Chal
d-can Tsabaists in honour of Ashtaroth, or the Moon ; 
and in place of the heap, or Calendar, of Bel, which 
was made in conformity with the use of the lunar 
year, he built an altar, per~aps another pile, or 
Calendar, to Jehovah God oflsrael. In fact, Joshua 
wrote upon the stones a copy of the law of Moses, 
or as I should translate, the second part of the law 
of Moses. But Moses changed the year, and was 
the fil'St who instituted its commencement with the 
Month Nizcm, and with the entrance of the Sun 
into the sign of the Ram, or the La.mh. 

Six tri~s were ~ppointecl to bit'S."! upon mount 
Ut•rhim, ancl Rix to c·ur~";e on mount Ai-Rel. " 7<' 
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have already remarked, that six signs of the Zodiac 
were allotted by the ancient Persians to Onnuzd, the 
principle of good, and six to Ahrinwn, the principle 
of evil. 

c. 9. 

The first proper name occuning in this chapter. 
which has not been already explained, is Gibeon. 
I know not why Dr. Parkhurst fancied that .v:u 
signifies any thing conical. It means any thing 
that is either convex, or concat•e, or, perhaps, better, 
any thing gibbous. I suspect that the Moon was 

sometimes indicated by Gibeon, though it might 
more commonly mean the great conc.ave, the cope of 
heaven. 

v. 10. 

Sihon, King of Heshbon. 

If we follow Rumelinus, we ought. to render these 
words, amotio 1·ex supputationis. It would appear. 
that allusion is made to the removal, or more 
properly the suppression, of the true calculation in 
the Calendars. But I am not quite satisfied about 
the signification of 'OM'O Silwn. In Chaldaic 1'\:lYm 

Ileshbon certainly signifie.s "supputation, calculation. 
or arithmetic." 

Og, K£ng of Bctsluw . 

.l'.V, Og, signifies he whu hath drawn the circle.' 

--------------------

- --·- --- - - - -
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This word is Chaldaic. Bash an, lTD.l, 1 according to 
Buxtorf, is a contraction for lTD n'.l Bith Shan. The 
sense of Shan has been already explained. He, 
who draws the circle, King of the temple of the 
personified year, or annual Sun, must, I should think, 
be himself an astronomical personification. 

v. 17. 

Chephirah, m'!l:J. This word is generally derived 
from ,EI:I, a village; but it seems rather to belong to 
,'9.:1, a young lion. I know not whether any allusion 
were made to the sign of Leo. n,,N.l Beeroth, 
" wells." I cannot help suspecting, that the or
thography of this word is incorrect, and that we 
ought to read n,.J. In all events I agree with Mr. 
Bryant in thinking, that Berith and Beeroth indi
cated the same place. Now Berith was named after 
a God of the Tsabaists called Baal-Berith. 'Vhat 
was the distinctive attribute of this God among the 
hosts of heaven has been discussed by Hutchinson 
and Parkhurst. The symbols of the celestial bodies 
were often expressed by trees, as I have had frequent 
occasion to remark. The symbol of Chephirah may 
have been a pine ;-that of Beeroth, or Be'rith, a 
cedar. 
c~ n,-,p, KirJath jearirn, signifies the cities of 

the umods. On the representations of the starry 
hosts by woods, groves, trees, branches, &c., I have 

------ - -- -- -- - -- - - ----------
I ~· Hnkh. Vol. 4. Parkhur.<t, in I"OI"f' llZ1, a!Hl Buxt<•rf'R 

( "halolaic L(•xicon, iu l'nl"r l1Z1::l· 
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already spoken at considerable length ; but I ought 
before to have cited the following verses from 
Orpheus: 

8aMwv a• :trtra /jrwro&tr,., 6,..& x8ov~ tna p.ep.'IJ1\w. 

~ae .. lxe• p.lav a1trav he f/Jpetr&v, ~:\a ~rv~tAe&Ta, 

rra.,.,.a ... «P'e· ~""' at ~taO' ~ .. ~ .v ~' enu.. 
t\M' lxet, ~, ~p~al"'"o, apop.otJ iJPOf -1crov :Kati"J''f, 

Now I think, that by the operations of the 
branches, the mystic poet indicates the influences of 
the stars. In fact, when we consider how much 
trees vary with the seasons, we shall less wonder at 
their being employed as symbols by the Tsabaists. 
The representations of the palm-trees in the temple 
of J erusalcm might lead strangers to think, that the 
religion of the Israelites did not materially differ 
from that of those, who worshipped the hosts of 
heaven under the symbolical forms of groves, woods, 
and trees. 

I nteryres legU'In Soly1oorum, et magna sace·rdos 
Arboris. 

c. 10. v. 3. 

Adoni Zedek. Every school-boy knows that 
the Adoni of the Phcenicians, whom the Greeks 
called Adonis, was no other than the Sun. The 
epithet of Zedek, " the just," was of course given to 
him by the idolaters. 

c;TUI1', Jerusa.Zem. Some bring this name from 
TD1', to inhe1·it, and c?w, peace; others compound it 
of N1', to fear, and c?w. .Tost>phus tells us that 

-- .... 
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Jerusalem was anciently called Solymah, which 
must have been written nc,?v, that is, retribution. 
The Sun, the just Lord, King of retribution (the 
seasons having been established in due order) 
became by the reform of the Calendar King of the 
inheritance of p<>ace. 

om.,, II oharn. So we write the word, because the 
Masorites have misled us by their points. In the 
Samaritan chal"cl.cter, which was employed by the 
Jews before the captivity, the orthography must 
have been, ~il'«, a_.nd consequently in Roman lctterH 
EOEM. This is, perhaps, the same with the myHtit!al 
word Om, which I imagine to have been a solar titl•l 
among the Egyptians, and which is still heM in tlul 
highest veneration by the Hindoos. 

/Iebron signifies allia~tce, conjuttctitJII, wti()Tt, 

Its ancient name was Kirjath Arbt.t, ''the dty uf 
the four." The true return of the four ~;~·a~>~mH, hdng 
determined by the reform of du~ Cah·rular, th•· t!it y 
of the four might not improllf~rly lx~ tA·nn,..l I /tdmm. 

&:lan!J, Piram. This word is not lf•·lm~w, uu•l J 
believe it to be Egyptian. If UJXJD thi.H l"'int J f,,J. 
low Jablonski, I must tl"dllHlate Pirma "tlu· wtlstr 
rays;" hut perhaps I eoultl I!X}Jfl!liH tlw tJ,,,u~l•t 

better in Freneh-k .~l~il rri.!J'm'''mt. 
mo.,, Jarmuth.. Thi.H \WJI"tl, at:I?'Jfllill~ tAl tJ,,. 

Onomasticon, signifi•-H r.tltitlllli'ftP,/1, PirtJm, Kiny 

of Jarmuth., is the r.ttliant Hun, Kin~ o{ ultitwl•·~. 
l'~J', .Jopltifl, is a •~Om.IJ•1it,JI frorn MJr, *l'[,mtf,,,., 
'll":b, Lm:/,ixJ,, iJoC .... ,t t11 '"' fouwl iu Jf,.J,rt:W ; l,ut 

in Samaritan, ~Z l'i!:.rr•ifj, . ., iujltnntuttlitm,jltlm.l', &t!, 

I know not tlw mt·:mi•·~ iu tlw J•a .. ~tf.!l' l"•f.,rt• u~. 
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Debir, King of Eglon. 

We have seen, that the temple waa a type of the 
universe, and the Debir, ,,~.,, waa the oracle, or 
adytum. n';!~, Eglon, signifies a circle. Mr. Har
mer observes, that an Arab camp is still always 
round, when the disposition of the ground will admit 
of it, the Prince being in the middle, and the Arabs 
about him, but so aa to leave a respectful distance
between them. Now Debar, or Debir, as M. Court 
Gebelin remarks, was the ancient Arabic name for 
the planet Mercury, the orbit of which may be said 
to include the adytum of the solar system. Eglon 
being written with an intensitive, means the im
mediate circle ; but Debir, or Mercw·y, is King of 
that circle, of which the Sun is of course the centre. 

v. 5. 

Five Kings of the Amorites arc here describe-d as 
making war against G£beon, the great concave, or 
vault, of which Joshua, the saviour, or reformer, had 
obtained possession. The civil year cont.<tined only 
360 days; and the five Kings in the text seem to 
represent the five intercalated days. I have said so 
much on this subject in another place, that I shall lw 
cxcm~ed from entering further upon it, and shall only 
observe that the story of the five Kings in the Book 
of Joshua appears to be nothing else than an astroncr 
mical allegory relating to the five intercalated days. 
sufficiently resembling the story of the five Kings in 
the fourteenth chapt<'r of the Book of Gt>ne~i:i. 

~-
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v. 10. 

l,'IM .n~~. Bith H oron, " tl1e house or mansion of 
great heat." But lloron, otherwise written l't.,n, 
appears to have been a solar title, as I think Mr. 
Hutchinson has observed. It is possible that Horon 
was no other than the Egyptian H or, or ]/cyrus. 

i1pU', Azekah, "the zone, the ring." This ring wa.~ 
1)robably an astronomical circle. 

mpt), Mal-edah, signifies the dit•ision. 

v. 12. 

Sun, stand thou still upon Gibeon, and tltou, 
.J.lloon in the t•alley of Ajalon. 

Gibeon seems here to mean the cope, or vault of 
heaven. Ajalon signifies a Rarn. The allusion to 
Aries in the Zodiac can hm·dly be mistaken. But 
wherefore did Joshua command the Sun to stand 
still in the vault of heaven, antl the Moon in the sign 
of Aries? Ought he not to have commanded the 
earth to stand still rather than the Sun 1 This pas
sage has always embalT888ed tlte matter-of-fact 
people. 'Vhen Joshua commanded the Sun and 
Moon to stand still, I understand an allegory. If 
my readers will consult Bailly, he will find that the 
Egyptians did not admit the five intercalated days 
as making part of the yem·. This will appear yet 
more evident from the statements made by Jablon
ski, Dupuiq, &c. The course then of both the solar 
ancl lunar year.'! was held to he susp('nllecl 1luring the 

z 

.. 
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period of the intercalation ; and the Sun and Moon 
were consequently, (though figuratively) represented 
as arrested in their co~rse. I pretend, t~ai? by the 
five Kings, the five intercalated days were typified. 
The meaning of the allegory then comes out clearly 
enough. 

So the Sun stood still in the midst of Heaven, 
and hasted not to go down ahout a 'tuhole day. 

The mystical writers of the East did not always 
strictly understand 24 hours by a day. In fact, 
they often generally denoted by it a period of time. 
The period of time here implied was probably about 
126 hours. If, however, the literal interpreters 
please, I will readily allow that about a whole day 
may also be taken in its usual acceptation. Though 
it be true, that the solar year consists of about 365 
days, and about six hours, yet it must have been 
obvious to astronomers, that the sidereal year was 
about one day longer. That the Jews knew the 
length of the sidereal year is evident from a 
passage in Clemens Alexandrinus, which I have 
cited elsewhere. 

V. 29. 

nll~, Lib'TUJA, "the Moon." What do our literal 
interpreters say to this1 Did Joshua fight against 
the Moon 1 The sense is obvious enough, if we take 
the history as an allegory. Jericho, being the word 
m' with a t•au post-fixed, means the Moon con
sidered collectively with respect to her several 

... 
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quarters. By the taking of Jerielw, therefore, we 
were to understand the reform of the lunar month. 
Libnah, " the Moon," so called from its color, seems 
to denote the rising Moon. After the old Calendars 
were destroyed, in which the duration of the lunar 
month had been wrongly stated, it was still necessary 
t;o rectify the observations, and to fix the rising of 
the new Moon by surer calculations. 

v. 33. 

c-,n, Horam. Mr. Hutchinson thinks that this 
was the real name whence the Greeks made Hennes. 
This Horarn then was probably no other than an 
astronomer, who came to help Lachish, of the 
meaning of whieh I am ignorant, unless it signify 
jlarne. We cannot, however, doubt that an astrono
mical allusion was intended. H orarn is called King 
of Gezer. Now Gezer, .,,.l, signifies a segment; and 
ht>nce augurs and astrologers were called t'"lf.l Gezerin 
hy the Chaldeans, as observers of the segments of 
the sphere. 

v. 41. 

Kadesh Ba)-nea. y~-,.l Barnea, is a word to 
which I can affix no sense. 
"' my, Ga:za. The real existence of Gaza as a city 
cannot be questioned. Rumelinus thinks that it 
signifie-S a fortified place, and my may cert.1.inly be 
so understood. But I have already remarked, that 
l>oth Palestine and Egypt wE\re divided, and their dis
tricts and <·itieR were nnmcd, with a distinct I'('frr<•n<·e 
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to the astronomical divisions, and to the mythology 
of those, whose business it was to study science, and 
whose policy led them to involve that science in a 
system of mystery, which showed itself in every 
branch of their government, and in every part of 
their institutions. We find in Egypt, that ;Mendes 
was a district of country ; but we also find that 
Mendes was a type of the Sun in the sign of Capri
corn, and that Mendes signified a goat. I observe 
that m.v Gaza may signify a goat, and that _rl was 
an Arabian t"dol; and, in the midst of so m8Jly 
astronomical allusions, I suspect that Gaza may have 
been ti"ansplanted from heaven to earth. 

~.l, Goslucn. Mr. Bryant has proved that this 
signifies "the house or habitation of Shan-the 
annual Sun." Goshrm was consequently the Zodiac. 

c. 11. v. 1. 

l'J'. Jabi·n. According to Rumelinus, tlus wonl 
ought to signify an inte1·mediate space. 

,,tn; Hazor, means the hall, or interior. Evident 
allusion is here made to the divisions of the temple, 
which was the type of the Universe . 

.::1.::1''• Jobab. This ,\rord clearly comes from .:l:l'· 

In Hebrew it seems to bear no sense but l.'ocifem
tion; and this would be a very odd name for a 

King. But I must take refuge in allegory. In 
Syriac and in Geez, Jobab signifies jubilee. Th<' 
nam<•, therefore, suit!'! the suhject, if I he right in 
my int(·rpret~ttion of this hook. 
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1'1'10, .Jfadon, signifies the great measure, exten
.~ion, also mensuratio11. The meaning seems to be, 
that the author of the jubilee, or new year, is called 
the King of the measure, or of mensuration. Can 
this be an historical . personage ~ The Arabians 
worshipped an idol by this name ~;~IJJI. But Jobab 
was probably erroneous in his mensuration, and 
was therefore leagued with the astrologers against 
Joshua. 

Tl,tlrt, Shimmn, "the great guard, the keeper of 
the watch "--custos. 

')tllJM, Achshaph-signifi.cs "u. necromanct'r, an 
astrologer, &c." 

V. 2 . 

.n,,):,, Chinne.rotlt-the lyres. I confess myself 
puzzled with this name. It probably denotes the 
stars in the Lyre. 

·n,, Dor originally signifies" any thing circular 
in its form." 

v. 3. 

no,n, llermon. This WOl'(l comes from mn, 
tm~it ; and seems to signify great heat. The Sun 
wa.'l called Baal lle1·nwn, probably the same as llo1·. 

M!l!O, Jlizpeh is " a place of speculation, or obser
vation "-prohably an ob~ermtory. 

v. 5. 

C,,O, Jferom. ~to<·kim; thinks that this signifit•s 
t•,rultation. Tht'r<' ar<~ many of th('H<' tlflmNI whi<'h 
it il'l <}ifti<-ult to PXp}aiu : hut WI' I'Hil Ullf}pJ•;;taJU} 
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enough to perceive, that perpetual references are 
made to astronomical symbols. 

v. 8. 

1"1'1, Zidon--" The hunter." Sagittarius, Bootes, 
and Orion, were denominated hunters among the 
constellations. The hunter Adonis was the God of 
the Zidonians, who seem to have called their city 
Zidon, " the hunter," after their God. 

Misrephoth must come from Cf"'tl, a fiery serpmt, 
and I have little doubt that the c-!.,tl were types 
of the starry hosts. A serpent was the hieroglyphic, 
by which the course of the stars was expressed. 

v. 17. 

p'm, Halek signifies an eqttal partition . 
.,~, &ir signifies " a goat ;" and might have 

denoted the sign of Capricorn. 
,.l ".v.l Baal Gad. A cluster of stars in Capri

corn was called Gad. 

V.21. 

C'P.l.V Anakim--" collars, zones, circles." These 
have been converted into giants by the commenta
tors ; but it is pretty clear, that they signify the 
circles employed by astrologers . 

.:uv. A nab signifies a grape in Hebrew, and why 
should not a mountain be called a gmpe ? Let us 
observe, that the season for gathering grapes was 
when the Sun was in the sign of Leo, the emblem 
of Judah. 

I 

J 
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v. 22. 

/U, Gath, according to Bochart, signifies oottk ; 
according to lexicographers, a wine pre8/J· 

mttM, Ashdod. I cannot help thinking that an 
idol of the Tsabaists was thus called. My reader 
may, however, consult Parkhurst in voce -m. But 
I will fairly confess, that the latter part of thiH 
chapter appears by no ineans so distinct, or to hear 
allusions to astronomy in so clear a manner as tho 
preceding parts of the book. This may be, hccaUHe 
the mystic language of Oriental science can only be 
p:u-tially understood at the preJCnt day. 

C. 12. V. 1. 

N,M, Arnon signifies an ark, a chest, &c., a)MO an 
elm-tree. There certainly was a river called A1·YttJn; 
but so were there rivers called the Nile, the Gihon, 
the Niger, and the Eridanus, whi(:h y(:t Hervcd f,,r 
astronomical symbols. I think, that l'l"'M 'ml Higni
fies the tvilley of the rit·er of Nun; and that 11l"'M, 
is written for l1l ~; nor is this without authority. 
'Ve find -ut defective for ~ in AmoK, e. 8. v. H. 

But the Nile, by which name both the~ riv•~ uf 
Aquarius, and the river of 0-rWn, w•:rt~ known, WlJJI 

called ,~. Again, tht! SyrianH arul C1wMt-arJM 
called both Cetus and Piscu hy the name tJf Nwt. 
The rivers of Aquarius an•l of Orvm w•:re jt,iJulll iu 
the Egyptian planiJq>heres. Tlw river of Nuu, or ,,f 
the Fish, consequently ext.!nded along tlu~ hurder of 
Pisces t.o Pic is A IIJitralis, aJlll iJJ Gt~tus, ur tht! 

Wlwle. 
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v. 2 . 

. "W"'.V, Aroe·r in Hebrew signifies naked; hut in 
Chaldaic it signifies a griffin, an eagle, a kind of 
hawk, &c. Is this then the constellation which we 
call Phreni.x1 PerhapsAroer is the same with the 
Egyptian A ru.ert"s. 

The Phoonix is a name generally supposed to have 
been given by modern navigators to the Constellation 
so called in our globes. This, however, does not 
appear to me to have been the case : the Constellation 
must have been visible in Egypt, and the brilliant 
beside it could not have failed to attract the attention 
of the Arabians, who, I am led to believe from many 
circumstances, have known it under the name of the 
eagle, griffin, or Phrenix, from the most remote an
tiquity. Our astronomers probably called the Con
stellation Phamix from the example of the Arabians. 

The following observationH are submitted to the 
reader: 

1. It appears, that the ancient Arabians adored an 
idol under the form of an ea.gle, and this eagle was 
an image of one of the celestial signs. Consult 
Hyde Hist. Vet. Pers. and Golius, in voce w. Now 
I think this was neither the eaglf', nor the vulture, 
but the Phamix. 

2. \V c learn from Herodotus, l. ii. c. 73, and from 
Pliny, l. x. c. 2, that the Phrenix was fabled to 

have come from Arabia. The Constellation so called 
hy us, with the grea.t sta.r beside it, Aclt.anwr, is dis
tinctly visihlf' during the summer months in Amhia. 

_________ j 
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3. The Phrenix was the type of the Sothic year 
among the Egyptians. See Tacit. Ann. l. 6. Be it 
observed, that when Sothis rises, the Constellation of 
Phrenix comes to the meridian. It is then entirely 
visible in the Thebais. 

4. It seems probable, that the Phoonix was markt->d 
as a distinct Constellation by the Egyptians ; for 
though it contains a small number of stars visible to 
the eye, yet if we reckon Acharnar among them, we 
shall find one star of the first, and three stars of the 
second, magnitude in this Constellation. 

5. The Egyptians feigned the Phoonix to come 
from Arabia. In fact the Constellation so called au
thorises this fable by its course through the Heavens. 

6. Erasmus says, that the Phrenix was the symbol 
of the year, or of the annual revolution. This Con
stellation, in fact, rose to the Egyptians shortly before 
the commencement of their sacred year. Had they 
known no such Constellation, the observation of 
Erasmus must be unfounded ; and Erasmus was 
not a person likely to speak lightly on such 
subjects. 

7. The Phrenix is placed not far from the Altar, 
with respect to latitude. The relation between the 
Constellations of the Phrenix and the Altar seems to 
be pointed out by some of the Roman authors. Thus 
Tacitus, who probably did not consider the Phoonix 
as a Constellation, expresses himself in words which 
arc by no means distinct, if the Egyptians did not 
consider the Phrenix as a Constellation in the same 
region of the Heavens with the Altar ; (inque Solis 

2 A 
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Aram perferre, &c.) Then Claudian in his Phoonix 
haa the following words: 

-----...-- Jam destinat aria 
Semina reliquiasquc sui ; myrrhata relucent 
Li.mina; divino spirant altaria fumo. 

8. But there is a passage in this same Claudian, 
which I cannot understand, if the Phrenix had not 
been reckoned a Constellation by the ancient 
Arabians and Egyptians. 

--- Rutilo cognatum vertice sidus 
Atollit, crispatus apex, &c. 

,Y,.l, Gilead. This word baa been variously in
terpreted-scaturigo ·perpetua, and acervus testi
'lfWnii. Now if my reader will turn to the Egyptian 
planispheres edited by Kircher, he will find that an 
altar, and a river, are designated as two iconisms 
belonging to the sign of Aries or Ammon. I must 
remark again, that among the Egyptians the river 
of Orion seems to have been represented as a con
tinuation of the river of Aquarius. 

P.l\ Jabbok. I know not the meaning. This was, 
however, the border of Ammon, or of the Sun in 
Aries. This brook flowed by Gilead, and it would 
seem, (Cant 4.) that Solomon alludes to its bordering 
on Am'lfWn, when he speaks of the flocks shorn and 
washed there. 

v. 3. 

JW.ltl." n'.l, Bith Jeshimoth. Mr. Hutchinson bas 
written at great length on these words. I cannot 
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follow him in all his whimsical though ingeni
ous notions. I understand generally, that Bith Jes
hirrwth signifies "the temple of the heavens." 

mogn n'"WN, Ashdoth Pisgah. I derive Ashdoth 
from "1t/.1 The "W, or C"1tU, were certainly idols 
worshipped by the Tsabaists ; and I suspect Ash
doth to have been of the number. Pisgah signifies 
a hill in Hebrew, but in Chaldaic it may be rendered 
the segment of a circle. 

v. 4. 

lW 'n:ll. Instead of the coast of Og, I understand 
the boundary of a circle. This boundary of the 
circle, or border of the Zodiac, is figuratively called 
King of Bashan, which is Bith-shan, " the temple of 
the annual Sun." But we have seen that the Sun's 
annual course had been falsely calculated by the 
astrologers and Tsabaists. It is added, that Bashan 
was of the remnant of the Giants, that dwelt at 
Ashteroth and at Edrei. Now I am not convinced 
that C'NSl., is properly translated giants. I rather 
think with Parkhurst, that the Rephaim were so 
called as restorers of the worship of the Moon. 
They dwelt at Ashteroth and at Edrei. Ashteroth 
was a name very generally given to the Moon by the 
Tsabaists. 'Y"N, Ed,rei, is a word to which I can 
affix no meaning. It is probably a corrupt spelling 
for "TTN. 

I &e Hutchinson, \'ol. 4. 
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v. 5. 

MJ~O, Salcah. I have the authority of the Ono
masticon for saying, that the letters in this name are 
transposed; and, indeed, Salcah is a word to which 
I can give no sense. The true reading then is ;,',o;,, 
and this was probably of the C'';I'OJ, " constellations," 
which arose in the cold season in the month ,;o,:, 
and perhaps might have indicated ~'OJ, Orion. This 
constellation is a paranatellon of Taurus. If Her
?non be the same as Hor, I ought to observe that 
the station of Ho; was in Taurus, which rises in the 
month Chisleu, or November, about the beginning of 
the night. 

,,W.l, Geshu,rites. This word is apparently a 
compound. I have already had occasion to remark 
that the .l prefixed to another word, seems to indi
cate a mansion. It is possibly a contraction from 
the ancient Persian ~. There is no such word as 
geshur in Hebrew, and I am, therefore, the more 
confident of the truth of the etymology, which I am 
about to propose. ,,,W.l, Geshurites ought, accord
ing to my observation, to be composed of .l for au. 
a ttnansion, and ,,w bulls,-" the mansion of the 
bulls," by which I understand the stars included in 
the sign of Taurus. I have something further to 
remark. We write Geshurites, but there is no proo( 
that the first syllable was not pronounced ga., or go, 
or gu. Now be it observed, that according to 
Auquetil, the sign of Tau1'lts was called Gao, or Go, 
by t.hc ancient Chaldenns and Persians. Be this as 

----~~---------
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it may, however, I have no great doubts, that the 
sign of Taurus was indicated by the word before us. 

'll:ll'O, Maachathites. These Maachathites pro
bably appertained unto Maachah, " a Deity of the 
Tsabaists," whose temple is mentioned in the second 
Book of Samuel. What might have been the place 
of Ma.achah among the constellations, I cannot 
pretend to say. 

v. 14. 

"T'U'. Arad signifies a snake, a serpent. Probably 
the constellation coluber. 

I have already given the explanations of many 
of the names contained in the remainder of this 
chapter ; but some of them are to me, at least, 
incapable of affording any meaning. There seems, 
however, to be pretty clear proof, that the whole 
relates to astronomy. Out of 31 names we find the 
following. 

Jericho, "the .Moon's quarters." 
A i, " the pile, heap, or Calendar." 
Eglon, " the circle, or sphere." 
Arad, "the serpent, or adder." 
Libnah, " the .Moon." 
Bith-El, "the house, or temple of the Sun." 
Madon, "measure, measuremcnt.''1 

Achshaph, " an astrologer, astrology." 

1 It would seem, that tl1e Sun was adol't!<l uwlcr thi~< namo. 
Tlu! A.rahian>i had au idol cnll<>•l Jf,ulau. 
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Gilgal, " the revolving sphere, the celestial 
sphere." 

Without entering further into the question, I may 
be permitted to observe, that these names seem to 
bear more reference to the heavens than to the earth. 
But I have remarked that Egypt was partitioned 
into 30 districts, answering to each day of the month 
in the civil year. Here we have 31 Provinces; 
and I shall leave it to my reader to find out the 
enigma, by the help of the five Kings of the Amorites. 

c. 13. v. 2. 

C'nv?m, Philistines, the revolvers, or wanderers. 
These revolvers were probably belonging to the 
celestial hosts-possibly the planets. 

v. 3. 

,,M'tu, Sihor signifies the dawn . 
.:J~ptuN, Esfulonites, the Balance1·s. I know not 

whether an allusion be here made to the sign of 
Libra. 

'W, Avites, the oblique ones, the obliquities. 
Does this refer to the obliquity of the Ecliptic 1 

v. 5. 

'~:1.:1, Giblites, '' the borderers." 
nt)M, Hamuth, "the pitcher ;"-possibly the urn 

of Aqum·ius. 



~ JI.-.. -i'~·; • ..,_- ~£- ~.;m} ._,f ~ter --rossihly 
th.:- l"io..:r c·f ..l :: · .. ~ ,.; -!i.. • 

ra-'1. I.J.~.-. ··- - :!it- gre.tt l:~ --c~, Jlc!;.t'•r. 

Y. IS. 

We no..- (·(•mi' to the al:(•tment.s mall ... ~ tt.l the 
tribes of Ri'ul o.:-n anJ GaJ., and to half tht~ trilx- of 
ll.an.as..."<'h. It lrill l:o.:- Nmeml~~.-..n.~ th<lt ....Jq!tm·iu.s 
wa.s the emLlem of Ri'ul~n. 

I have already had occasion to rem~ thut in 
the Egyptian Zodia<:s, the river of Aqtwriu8, and 
the river of Orion seem to have been unitetl I 
have also obsen-ed, that ~Sun, or .Yon, wns a namt.' 
not only given to Cetus but to Pisce& The coast of 
Reuben, then, was from Aroer (Phrenix) in the 
Valley of the river of .A..,.rm (the Fish either Ct•t!t.~, 

or Pisces,) and all the plain by Jfedeba, which signi
fies a stream, according to Rumelinus, and lly 
which I understand the constellations comhinl'd of 
Eridanus and the river of Aqum•irts, genern.lly 
called the Rit-er. 

Among the cities allotted to Rcuhen, whoHn Nn
blem was Aquarius, I find the following .. 

Dibon, "the great bear." 
Bith Baal Meon, "The house of tho Lorll of 

Meon." I find that the Egyptians called the Mign 

t See Rumelin. 
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of Aquarius Mon/ with the Latin termination 
Monius.2 

Barnoth Baal, " the high places, the altars, of the 
Lord, the Sun." Janus, or the Sun in Aquarius, 
was represented by the Etruscans, who derived their 
religion from the East, as seated on a throne com
posed of twelve altars. 

Kedernoth signifies "the Ea..c;tern parts." 
Zareth-Shaha·r, " the splendor of the dawn." 
Bith-PeO'r. Peor was no other than Hor, or Or, 

with the Egyptian prefix.8 Now the station of Hor 
was in Taurus; and when Taurus comes to the 
Meridian, Aquar£us begins to rise. 

Midian signifies measure, mensuration.' 
Zur, " splendo1·." 
Hur, " b'rilliancy." 
Reba, " " a fourth part." Reuben commanded a 

fourth part in the camp of the Hebrews. 
Balaam. I derive this word from ~;:l, "to swallow 

up." Balaam, was probably the astronomical dragon, 
of which I have already spoken. 

The emblem ofthe tribe ofGad was Aries. Some 
of the names of the cities are not intelligible to me, 

1 See Dupuis, Vol. 5. 

2 MO£m, Moon, Mon, were solar, and Maonah, Menal1, Monn/1, 
lunar titles of the most remote antiquity. But see Count 
Gebelin. Vol. 4. 

s See my Essay on a Punic Inscription. 

Perhaps the same with Mad011. 

-----==--~~---

\ 
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though they are explained in the Onomasticon. The 
truth is, that any signification, however absurd, _is 
adopted by the lexicographers, 'who have been mis
led by the Masorites. Thus we find Jazer made to 

signify auxiliabitur Deus. But has this word no 
connexion with l'1,fl1, which was a part of the temple, 
-the temple being a type of the universe ? I only 
give this as an example, and much more striking 
ones might be adduced, of the absurd etymologies 
which have been given of names, many of which 
are not Hebrew. 

A ·roe1· -already explained. See the celestial 
globe for the relative positions of Aries and Phamix. 
I pass over several names which have either been 
t>.xplained, or which are of easy solution. 

Betonim., or Botenim.-literally the Bellies. This 
is a strange name for a place ; but observe, the stars 
forming the belly of A1~ies, are still called Bolen by 
the Persians and Arabians.1 

Nimrah, from ne mer ,tl.l, " a leopard." The 
constellation which we call the wolf is named 
nemer by the Arabians. It is a pa.ranatellon of 
Aries. We may, therefore, understand what is 
meant by Gad's having possessions in the valley of 
Bith-Nim.rah. 

In the valley of Bith-Aram (a most vicious or
thography) Gad of course had possessions, at least, 
if I be right in thinking that c,n were those be-

J Alfn~g. c. 22. Ulug Jlt.ig. p. 58. 

~ B 
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longing to H o1·. The station of H or was in Ta-urus, 
and the tail of Aries occupies the interval between 
the signs, which figuratively may be called the 
valley. 

Succoth (or Succoth Benoth). 
This is the Syrian name of the Pleiades, whieh 

are on the ba~k of Taurus, close to Aries.-1 

Zaphon signifies "the North." 
Maha.nairn, " the encampments of the celestial 

hosts." 

The half tribe of Manru38eh seems to have in
herited half the portion of Simeon and Levi, whose 
joint standard displayed the sign of Pisces. My 
reader will remember, that the Ram encroaches on 
Pisces. 

Jair, ,,N\ Rumelinus makes this signify the Lord 
will illustrate. But it seems a corruption for .,N' 

already explained. 
Machir, ,,:lC, this is not from -,;:,c, to sell, but 

from-,;:,, agnus,-Aries. 
Mocib, I believe to have been a title of the Moon. 

The Sun was hailed Ab, the Fathe1·. Mo-ab-like 
to the Father. 

c. 14. 

This chapter contains an account of the petition 
of Caleb, who obtained Hebron for his inheritan<..-e. 

1 But perhaps Suuoth here may be derived from the Chaldaic 
n:;:,o, which signifies "to speculate, to observe, &c." In another 
place we shall find that the men of Suuofh indicated the ob
servers of the Rtars. 
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But :1?~, Caleb is the name by which the Dog-star, 
or Sirius, is known in Hebrew, Syriac, and Arabic. 
Caleb received Hebron, "union, conjunction," which 
had formerly been called Khjath-Arba, "the city 
of the four," for his inheritance. Now a short ex
tract from Bailly will, perhaps, explain this allegory. 
"Le changement du lever de cette etoile (Sirius) qui 
retardoit d'un jour tous les 4 ans, donna lieu aux 
Egyptiens de former une petite periode de 4 annees, 
qui etoit precisement celle de nos annees bissextiles; . 
periode qu'ils designoient sous l'embU:me d'un 
arpent de terre, marquant Ia premiere annee par un 
quart d'arpent, Ia seconde par deux quarts, &c." 
Caleb, or Sh·ius, is figuratively represented in the 
text, as obtaining possession of !Iebron, which had 
Leen called the city of the four, with nn apparent, 
if not an evident, reference to this canicular period. 

c. 15. 

The sign of Leo was the cmbl<'m of Judah. 

v. 1. 

CnM, Edom, signifies redness. The country of 
ldumaa was thence named. But it is to be ob
served, that allegory waM Meldom lost sight of in the 
names and divisionM of districtM. In the quadri
lateral camp of the Hebrews, the lion, the standard 
of Judah, was displayed at the North-eru,;t corner; 
and the man with the urn, or Aquarius, the 
standard of Reuhm, at th<' South-t•<t.'{t cor1wr. Now 
Edom may l•t• Pithl'l· from C,M, o man, or C,M, a 
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ruby, and a ruby was the stone consecrated to the 
tribe of Reuben ; and a. man was the emblem dis
played on his standard. Leo and Aqumius aro 
opposite signs. 

The 'wild.erness of Zin. 

I have already explained the meaning of .,.:l,C. 

Zin is not so easily interpreted. According to 
some it signifies a thorn, or palm-tree. But I 
observe, that i1~ in Chalda.ic signifies cold, and 
n:2J:2J signifies an u:rn. Can it bear this meaning 
from the colds brought hy the urn of Aquarius ? 1 

v. 2. 
I 

n?o C,, the salt sea. Josephus clearly shows, 
that the sea was one of the enigmatical types, by 
which the hemisphere was expressed, and that the 
brazen sea in the temple was thus intended. 

v. 3. 

'' And it went out to the south side to Maakh 
Acra.bbim." This does not appear to be the 
meaning of the original. I translate, " and it went 
out opposite from the south side to Maaleh Ac
m.bbim." Now Maaleh Acrabbim signifies "the 
ascent, or height of the Scorpions." In fact the em-

1 Zin is a1Bo a solar title, the same with Zoon, Zan, &c. 
This name is Egyptian, for the Egyptians, as may he !lCCil fruJU 
the remarks of no<'lutrt, fn·qncntl~· rhnnged the rrleph and jnd. 
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hlem of Dan, which was taken from the sign of 
&01pius was placed to the north in the quadrilateral 
camp of the Hebrews. 

Adar, read Adarah, already explained. 
Ka.rkaa, I know not the meaning;· but the floor 

of the temple (which was a type of the universe) 
was called ·Karkaa. 

v. 4. 

" From thence it passed towards Aznwn." Rume~ 
linus makes Azmon signify 1.•a.Zidus. I know not 

the meaning. 

v. 6. 

Bith H oglo.. There is no such word as n;.lM, 
II ogla, in Hebrew. I derive it from the S}Tiac 
'-.~· and translate Bith-1/ogla, "the house of the 
circle, or the temple of the circle," which seems to 
have been personified and deified by the Tsabaists! 

Bith-Ambah. This Aral.xt.lt appears to have been 
another Deity of the Tsabaists. 2 

Bohan, lM.l· This word, according to the lexico
graphers, may signify either " a thumb, or a great 
toe." This is a very odd name for the son of Reuben 
to have taken. I know not the meaning. 

-------------· --------
t But see also Hutchinson, vol. 4. 

2 If I recollect rightly, Cnurt (;dll·lin snyr~ that Arba, or 
AraiHut, or UrlH1ll, was the andt•nt oril•ntal mune of the phuwt 
Yt•nur~ ; hut n~ h!• tlnl't~ not. giw tlu• nrigiual t•lmmdt•l'S, I know 
not wlwtlll'r till' wot,l hr· t.lu• Nllllt' . 
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C'TJ,N, Adumim. " The red ones." Can these be 
the Hyades? Scaliger and Bayer say that Aldeba
ran was called C,N Admn by the Hebrews. 

En-Shemesh, " the fountain of the Sun." 
Without entering into the metaphysical specula

tions of Mr. Hutchinson, I shall agree to his physi
cal explanation of the word Shemesh, or Shemosh, 
which I understand to signify " the solar light, re
ceding from the fire at the orb of the Sun." It 
would seem, however, that the Tsabaists personified 
and deified Shemesh, and that they principally adored 
this irradiation, or solar effulgence, at the rising of 
the Sun. The fountain of Sh.emesh may, therefore, 
indicate the Orient ; and I understand this to be 
the meaning in the passage before us. Towa1Yls 
the wate·rs of En-Shernesh may be, therefore, taken 
either literally, or metaphorically ; but in the midst 
of so much allegory I am inclined to adopt the figura
tive sense. 

En-Rogel, "the fountain of the fuller," according 
to the Rabbins. Their manner of obtaining this 
sense is truly very ingenious. ~.:1, ·re.gel, signifies 
afoot. Now when a fuller washes clothes in a 
fountain, he treads on them with his feet, in order 
to clean them. V{hat is so clear then, as that the 
fountain of the foot is the fountain of thefuUer? 
But further, the LXX and Jerome write Pfu'}€A, and 
Rogel ; and the infallible Masorites authorise this 
reading hy tlwir punctuation. But I find that "l, 
never 8ignifit>s a Julin, except when question i~ 

nuule of thi:'l fount-llin: awl in Hpit~ of tlw authority 
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of R. Solomon, and R. Kimchi, I shall translate the 
word ~.l'"l, without the least regard to distinctions, 
which did not exist until near a thousand years 
after the Hebrew ceased to be spoken. In a word, 
I look upon the Masoretic punctuation to be the 
most impertinent imposition that ever was practised. 
For En-Rogel, I read Ain-Regel; and I observe 
that Regel is the n.:"lme still given to the brilliant 
star in the left foot of Orion. I must further ob
serve, that the word ain, which we find so often 
improperly written en in the English Bible, signifies 
originally an eye. Now eyes were certainly symbols, 
lly which the celestial orbs were frequently denoted. 
The story of Argus is a pretty clear illustration of 
this assertion. One of the symbols of Oi-!iri.~, or the 
Sun, was an eye. Sallm~t, the philosopher, called 
the Sun the eye of heaven, and his mythological 
knowledge can hardly he dispute<l-But I muHt 
return to my subject. 

\'. 8. 

llimwm "the son of 1/irmom," (i.e. of lamenta
tions,) possibly indicated the Sun, when the Tsahaists 
mourned hi_s fictitious death at the autumnal equinox, 
and wept for him undE'r the various names of O!iiriH, 
Adonis, Thammuz, n:sarah, &c. 

v. 9. 

MV'I!Il, Nephtoah, .l appellative, and MV'I!I. Now 
rTIJ'1!1, or nn!l, appears to me to have been precisely 
the Mme with the Phtha of the EgyptianR ; nor do 
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I doubt that the DaTauco•, mentioned by Herodotus, 
were any thing else than images of this Deity. 
Phtha was the Vulcan of the Egyptians ; and I 
have no hesitation in believing that the true name 
was written nnm Phthah ; But we find the guttural 
was often either dismissed, or softened, or changed 
into an aleph, or into a .. ~hin. Thus Herodotus 
ought to have written Da-ra,ACH, but he wrote with 
the single letter, and thus softened the sound. The 
JEolic Greeks and the Latins continually changed 
the aspirate into an s, as when they wrote sex for 
~~. &c. The Copts seem to have done the same 
thing ; and they appear to have writt.en ci-e~DJ 
Phthas for Phtlw.h, and I observe that the Greek 
sometimes write 41Ba, and sometimes 4184~. But I 
hasten to what it is most important form~ to ob
serve. The Phrenician nnm Phthah, and the 
Egyptian Phtha., Phthah, or Phtha.'J, were the same 
Deity with the •uq,aur-ro~ of the Greeks, and with the 
Vulcan of the Latins. Now by this God the Stoics 
typified their primordial fire ; and I am led to 
agree with La Croze in thinking, that the Egyptians 
also indicated by this Pthah the Tsabaoth, or" hosts 
of heaven." The name of Pthah seems clearly to 
be included in n,nm.1 ; but I cannot trace the allusion 
further ; nor point out more precisely what is meant. 

f',!)l', Ephron. Rumelin translates this name 
oppidum pult•erulentmn. I shall have occasion to 
speak again on this subject.. 

n;l'.:l, Baalah. This was a title of the Moon, as 
Baal was of the Sun. 
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&ir, " a goat "-Probably Capricorn . 
.Af01mt Jem·im. The mountain of woods was 

probably a type of the starry heavens, womhippecl 
by the idolators under the symbols of trees, groves, 
wood.~, &c. 

v. 10. 

Chesalon. Iu the Onomasticon this word is 
translated spes, .fiducia., &c. ; and a very pretty 
name for a place it is, whether we make it ]/ope, or 
Confidence. But I cannot help observing, that ,;o~, 
in spite of its intensitive, and in spite of the mr.uw'ralt, 

is not very unlike to ':o~. whence is ;,~, " the con
stellation of Orion." We shall have more of t.hi~o~ 

presently. 
mon, Ti·rnnah. This word is Chalclai<'. It 

signifies "an octant, or eighth part of the drde "-
it may also mean a portion. 

v. 11. 

,., ~. Shl'cron, (writkn i1l'l.,:lVI m the original) 
is clearly a derivative from .,:lVI. I have already 
shown that Cancer was the emblem of .,:l~ ISEiachar, 
(.,:lVI with the jod appellative.) I have now to oh
st•rve, that the Egyptians made Cancer the Ktation 
of 1/ennanubis,-or of Herme.~ with the head of a 
lwwk, or of an ibis ; and that the Kign was often 
designated by the head of a hawk, or ibiR, M may 
be seen in Kircher. But on turning to Buxtorfs 
Chaldaic Lexic·on, my reader will find that .,:lVI Rig-

:2 (' 
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nifies a hawk. 'Ve may write l,.,JlU Sh.icron, or 
,JlU' /ssachar, and we may follow the vicious pune
tuation of the Masorites, but to the Hebraist, .,Jt;n 

issachar (ishcar) is only distinguished from ,J~ by 
a joel appellative, as TI,JlU Shic·ron is still the same 
word with an intensitive Tl· By Shic1·on, then, I 
understand the hawk, or ibis, by which the sign of 
Ccuwer was anciently denoted by the Egyptian~. 
who likewise were accustomed to place there a 
beetle, which the Greeks seem to have mistaken for 
a crab. 

;~.l.l', Jabneel. The lexicographers make this 
name to signify mdificm·e faciet Deus. 

;~, El in the composition of these Canaanite 
names does not signify Deus, but Sol. I shall now 
leave the literal interpreter to make what he can of 
Jabneel. 

v. 14. 

P.l.V-A nak-" the collar, or necklaee, &c." But 
the Rabbins tell us· that Auak was a celehrated 
giant. What could induce this giant to call him
self anak, ct necklace ? Perhaps the literal interpn'
ters can inform us. In the text, however, we find 
j).ll'M, tlte ·necklace; so he was the necklace .:err' 

€~ox~v. 

I observe that Caleb, Sirius, ta.kes possession of 
the country of Anak. I suspect then, that A1ml.: 
has some reference to astronomy. The verb PlY sig
nifies "to bind, or to girt round ;" ~.nd the suh
stantive, thereforl', may lx.• translated " a belt, a 

-~-- -~-J 
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zone," with as much propriety as a necklace. . What 
then if Anak be an astronomical zone ?-the Eclip
tic for example. Now we know, that the Sothic 
year, or cycle, was determined by the heliacal rising 
of Sirius ; and by this canicular period as it wu.'i 
called, the true duration of the year was dctennined, 
and the conjunctions of the Sun and Moon wert~ 

fixed in the same points of the heavens. 

v. 14. 

And Caleb drove thence the three sonK of A11,a~· 
(the circle or zone) Sheslwi, and Ahiuum and 
Talmai. 

Rumelinus, and the lexicographers, make tlll'l'4' 

names bear very singular Aignificatiows. SJ/('x!tui 
means the decrepit of Uod-A!ti?llttll, the brotlwr iN 
lil·e-and Talmai, is a furrow. The explanatiouK 
of Bochart arc scarcely more to the purpoHe ; awl I 
mmst consign these mtmes to the ohHeurity in whid1 
I found them, only ohS«:rviug that A/timon, w~(:HI'

cling to Munster, was an idol of the TKahaistH. 

· Ki1jath-&pher. 
record "-by which 
calendar. 

v. 15. 

" The city of the hook, or 
was probahly meant tlw fa)K~• 

I shall paBS over the remaining namcH that (ll:t·ut· 
in this episode concerning Caleb, to none of whit·h I 
r.an give any meaning, for I cannot, in t•ontmtlie
tion to common KellSt~, and (•ven t() the true ..tymo-
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logy, translate Achsah, " the stocks," Othnie.l, " th~ 
gentleness of God," and Kenaz, " loss," 88 has been 
done by the lexicographers. It is. evident that 
these, like the rest, were allegorical names, the 
meaning of which can no longer be traced. I 
return to the inheritance of Judah, whose emblem 
wag Leo. 

V.21. 

Kabuel, ;N-3t:lp, literally the congregation of the 
Sun. Leo is the station of Sol . 

.,,.V, Eder, means a herd of any animals. This 
would be a strange name to give to a place. The 
animals of the Zodiac were probably understood. 

.,,J', Jagur, is composed of' formative, and 'nl, • 

a lion's 'Whelp. The Sun in the first decan of uo 
wag possibly represented under this form ; and this 
may have been named ~l!:l .,U Gur Baal.1 We 
also hear of Maalah-Gwr, " the aBCent of the lion's 
whelp." 

v. 22. 

Kinah. The lexicographers bring this word 
from l'P, and they render it larnentatio. I cannot 
consider the jod as a radical ; I read m\p for mp, a 
measuring rod, or, according to Rumclin, scapus iu 
staterd, unde bilances dependent. The allusion 
may then he to Libm. 

1 2nd l'hl'oU, 

j 
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Dinwnah. Te1·ra a jluxu. exc1·ementorum dicta. 
Rumel. I · cannot believe it. The tribe of Judah 
would have refused a possession so offensive to 
their olfactory nerves. It appears to me, that Di
nwnah was a title given to the Moon. Di is a 
radical of remote antiquity, to be found in many 
languages, signifying, day, light, &c., which was 
thence given t.o their Deities by the Tsabaists. 
Monah, or Manah, or Menah, is a name not less 
common to the Moon. Concerning both words my 
reader may consult M. Court Gebelin, vol. 4. 
Dirnonah then is Dea, Luna, or perhaps, lux Luna. 

Adadah. As this word is written i'Ml1"1.V, it is 
difficult to determine the meaning. We know, 
however, that Adad was a solar title, and though 
the orthography does not authorise the inference, the 
sound may lead us to conclude, that Adadah was a 
title of the Moon. The word Adcu.l, the solar title 
mentioned hy Macrobius, must have come from "VTN. 

v. 23. 

P/1', lthnan, is compounded of ' formative, and 
1ll'l ct. se1'Pent, or dragon. The allusion seems to be 
to the great constellation Hydra, under the feet of 
Leo. 

v. 24. 

~'t, Ziph. This word is not Hebrew. Rumclinus 
makes it signify a pledge ; but this is a forced 
meamng, if it ean he obtained at nll from the 
('haldair.. 
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c?to, Telem. There is no such word in Hebrew. 
In Chaldaic it signifies oppression ; but this would 
be a strange proper name. 

Bealoth-Lad·ies-but as these ladies were idols 
of the Moon, or lunar emblems, I must <.:oll8ider 
them as such. 

v. 25. 

nnm, Hadatt(th; this word IS Chaldaic, nncl 
signifies the new moon. 

v. 26. 

CCN, Anuun, " mother." Possibly the Moon, 
under her character of the rnagna mater, may bt.~ 

meant : But of this we shall speak presently . 
.vcw, Shema, " a.uditu.s." Onom. 1.,his would be 

a singular proper name. I suspect tho word to lx• 
wrongly written. 

I observe that the Arabians name the two brilli
ant stars in Vi1·go, which we call Spica and 
Protygeter (not Arcturus, as Golius has it) ell.-11 

J.r~l and f'JII!II-...11. Now whether the Arabians 
have changed the radical ain for the radic.:'ll kef, . I 
cannot venture to decide, but it is possible that the 
ancient name of Spica was .vcw, and that the 
Arabians have altered the sound to l!ll.... Kircher 
says that the station of the Moon in this part of the 
sign is called Zamach. 

m?,c, Moktdah, the offspring," from ,,,, We 
have seen that A11uon signifies a uwther. I haw• 

I 

"""'! 
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said that allu=-ion might he m.'lde to the Jlag1w 
.Mater. But the JJ.ayna Jlflter was no other than 
the Dea Jfultimammia, the Phrygian Cybele, the 
Eplwsian Diana, and the Egyptian Isis. Again, in 
the apparently whimsic:al spirit of mythology, these 
were all feigned to be virgins. Isis had the &'lme 
place in the Ebryptian Zodiac as Virgo in our's. 
But in the ancient Oriental Zoiliacs the nrgin wns 
represented as a Jfother. The two following 
pas.."!ages will not fail to strike the reader. /" p1·imd 
facie Virginis (translated from the Jewish astrolo~r 
Avenar) ascendit Virgo pult·hm, longz8 capillis, et 
duas in mww spicas continet, sedetque supra 
sedem, et nutrit puerum adhuc }Xtrt•ulum, et lactat 
et cibat eum. The next passage is from Albumazar, 
an Arabian astrologer. 01·itur in primo Virginis 

· decano puella, Ambice dicta, Adereno8t:t, id eiJf, 
1·irgo ?nunda., 1:irgo ·imnwculata, c01'j>OJ'e decmu, 
r1tltu l'enw~ta, habitu mode .. ~ta., crine prolizo, manu 
duas aristas tenens, supra solium aulaatum 
residens, puerum nutr£ens ac jure pa.-;cens, in loco, 
cui nomen Hebrma, puerum dico (t quibusdam 
1wtionibus nominatum IESVM, signifimntibus lssa 
(ncmpe l'W', vell70\ "salvatorem ") quem et Ura>d~ 

CIIJUSTV.J.ll dicunt.1 

If then any allu::~ion were intended to he madl' 
to the sign of Virgo, it could hardly he done in a 

1 In th<' J>Pl'!li:m 11phen•, Fir~/" i11 ('I!Unll.v n!pn•~~t•nt.t'tl a.~ nul'>l

i ng lwr ~<on . 
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clearer manner than by mentioning A mam, " the 
mother," and Moladah, "the progeny." 

v. 27. 

!lazar Gculda.h.-Both words have heen already 
explained. 

l,Cm, H eshmon. It is clear, that the letters in 
this name have been transposed, and probably for 
a mysterious purpose. In the 01wmastic.on, the 
word Heslmwn is brought from mJt) unxit, and 
even the English reader will easily see that this is 
only a transposition of the radicals in f)-Om. The 
Jews in fact pretend, that one Messiah, ( ~) was 
to be born of the tribe of Judah, and another of the 
tribe of Ephraim. This Ileshmon seems to indicate 
him, who was the mwinted of Judah, and who, 
indeed, is called ben-Jelwdah, "Judah's son." Let 
us inquire if there be any astronomical allusion here. 
Immediately on leaving the sign of Leo, the emblem 
of Judah, the Sun passes into the sign, where, as we 
have already seen, the ancient Persians, Arabians, 
and Syrians, depicted Virgo, with a male infant in 
her arms. Now I observe that the Arabians make 
J,:.!'-.. Mesa,iel, the protecting Genius in the sign of 
Virgo.1 This Mesaiel seems to manifest corruption 
from ;~-n~c Mesiah~El. It is . vain to talk of 
the shin being dageshed by the Masorites, of its 
being written with a U" instead of J. in the Arabic, 

I Sec Kircher's <F..dipus, Vol 3. p. 245. 
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or of the aspiratt• being suppressed. We ourselves 
suppf{'ss the sound of the aspirat~ in Eve, Messiah, 
and many other words. Besides, the Syrians 
C(•rtainly often softened the harsh aspirate ; and the 
Arabians may have caught the sound from them . 
.~..l[e:,'<ti-El, (J:.!L....) then appears to he a corruption 
for Jl-~, ;N-n'VtJ ~Iessiah-El-" the anointed of 
El," the male infant, who rises in the arms of Virgo, 
who was called Jesus by the Hebrews, that i.~ J.'~\ 

.. the Saviour," and was hailed the anointed King. 
or the 1\lt·ssiah. 

v. 27. 

TQ;g fl\:1, Bith-Pah't. Mr. Hutchinson properly 
rPft•rs the word Palet to ,;., and we are not to forget 
that we have just hml till' d(~rivatiYl~ m;,tJ .Jfolidah. 
The mansion, or temple of Palet, clearly relates to:\ 
station of the Moon, but of the Moon worshipped al'l 
the Goddess of Parturition, and known by various 
names, Ilythia, .Juno, Lucina., &c.1 I am inclined 
to think, that the Moon was particularly adon•d 
under the title of Palft, ''the d<>liverer," on the laRt 
night of the month. I rt-mark, at least, that tlw 
Arabians call tlw last night of tlw month AJi.2 

Y. 28. 

;l',V .,:)ln, 1/azw·-S/wal. Litt•rally, tlu• hall ({ 
the fv.:c. I ean only offpr conjt~cturrs on this singular 

t See tiehlt•n tie Dis Syris, anti Bochart, Yo!. 2. c. 291. 
' See Goliu11, in l!llt'i' ; anti eonsult PnrklmrRt, in t'rH't' ~;!3. 

~ J) 
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namt~. I observe that the constellation of Boute:;, 
in which is the remarkable star .rhcturu.s, so nearly 
placed to Vh·go, is sometimes called Lyca.ou by tht> 
Greeks, and Lycaon is e\ri.dPntly derived from ~v~tOf, 

a wolf, a.nd as the tr:mslators differ whether shu.al 
he afox, or a.jackal, the Greeks may have made it 
a wolf The Hebrews called this constellation 
n.:n:IN .::1;.::1 Caleb Auubach, "the barking dog," in 
evident allusion to latrator Anubis; and the 
Egyptian.~ (u.s appears from Kircher's planisphere) 
made Anuhis the slayer of the wolf, which constRlla
tion we now combine with that of Centaurw~. The 
Latins, 1 among other namc.s, called Bootes Cauis. 
Perhaps, then, the Fox in the text was no other than 
Bootes, or the most luminous star in this constella
tion, commonly called Arcturus. This star is 
rt·markable for its red and fiery appearance. Now 
I find that in Arabic J..:. shal, signifies to inflame, 
to set on fire . The radicals here are the same as in 
;y,~. Then I suspect, that A1·ctm·us may have been 
so denoted. This is not all. A ·rctm·us rises with 
Virgo, and with her ears of corn. The heat of the 
t!eason is excessive, and the lightnings frequently 
hurn and scorch the corn and the vines, while the 
Sun continues in the sign of Vil'go. It would seem 
that there may Lc something in the story of Samson 
and his foxes connected with the observations, which 
1 have been making. Samson, fi~CTD, literally 

• Ht•t• the ta hlt•s of Dupuis. 

I 

j 
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signifies the Sun. But I Mhall say more ou thiK 
subjeet in anotht•r place . 

.V.l17 ,N..l, Beer-Sheba. Thili iii tmu~Slatf!tl t/u~ 

u-ell of the ()(ti/t. Onom. That the wortlH may 
J~ar this meaning is true ; hut I aiik tlw litf!Tlll 
translator, whetlu•r it may not Mi1-,111ify the ,,.,,11 '!l 
.oreren ? 'Vhat if ,N.l beer, be a m•~taphoricul 

word ? In its primitive sen:ie1 it Mignifit·H, wlum 
used as a verb, to elucidate, to gi1·e ligltt, to rell(/1-!r 
dear. .V.l'IU slteba, certainly may Hi~mify o u out It, 
and as certainly it signifies saen. Bt't'r-slu~ha 

may then either bt• rendered t/1e ll'£'ll '!l tltP oath, 
or the lu.~_tre rif set•en. The :w\'t~n may ),.. tlw 

planets, or they may be the Plei{f(lrx, ''r tlwy rnay 
be the seven starM of the Wain, whieh tltt! ( >ri•·uta
lists, according to Hy•le, ~Still c:aU tlw .'tl~""" witltout. 
any other distinctive appellation. 

i1'n'\'t.l, Bizjothjah. The lc·xit·o~fJ·aplwr" wak~' tlti., 
word to signify couteutln.~ Domini. Thi-s il4 Ktlf'l•ly 
a strang•· name for a city. I fiutl, that tlw 1\mbiafl14 
call the constellation of Geutr.IIU'""• tit•! proxiwity uf 
which to l'irgo my r<·~uh·r mu,;t ah·•·wly ),~ uw:u·•· 
of, by a namt>, which, I thiuk, will J,ritt;.( u .. '" f lw 
one in the text. Thc·y call c~ult.ll/ ruN !i!· ill ( 'lutldu ;,. 
characters m.J.2 Xow i1'11'M.llJ;tj,,t/,_jolt, io~ •·l•·arl.r 
n compound word, of wltir·lt tlw fir~t Jt:trt IIlii··'- lw 
tra('(•d to m.l, the aut:it•llt Aral,i·· llltllll' ,,,. I lw ,.,, 

st ... Uation which we call CP.ulw' ~'''"· \\' ,. fiu•l tlw 

I ~ Stt~tkiu~. ;, ,-,,., .. t ,._:,.,. I -.,_,,, lit 

' 
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additional name of rt' Jah, whence the Iacckus and 
Bacchus of the Gentiles. This may, perhaps, explain, 
why Centmn·us (as in Bayer's forty-first table) is 
represented with a thyrsw~. and a flagon of wine. I 
rather think, that this name comes out pretty 
dearly, as that of the constellation indicated. I 
request of my readers to remember, that I am the 
first, who has attempted to give these elucidations 
to the proper names contained in the ancient, and 
very mystical, hook lwfore us. \Vherl~ they think I 
have failed, let them examine the subject with care, 
and new lights will appear, which can only hdp to 

guide them in the course which I have pointed out. 
If I meet with an opponent, who really understands 
the question, I think he will be puzzled with the 
mass of collective evidence, which I have brought 
together. No Orientalist will pretend to deny, that 
i'IT:l, the aneient Arabie name for Centcwrus, fonns 
the primmy part of the word before us; and that the 
name of the God lao, Iacclws, &c., came from Ial1, 
I believe, will be at least generally admitted.1 

v. 29. 

Baalah, " the Moon." 
0\'}', Jim. This word may bear seveml mean

ings, piles, heaps, strong ones, &c. I suspect a 
false orthography. 

----------- --- ---

1 See Plutarch. Sympos. L. 5. proh. 5_ :uul Tacitus, L. !l. 
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Ctl', Azem. See what I have said, in roce Gaza. 
[ understllnd Jfendes. 

Y. 30. 

~,n~M, ]•,,'ltolad. By CTl' Azem, I have Ullder-
stood .;.l/endes, or the Sun in the sign of Capricorn, 
for the final mem is servile and intcnsitive, and the 
root is t.V Az, " a goat." Now the goat was adored 
hy the T~ahaists as the symbol of Sol Geuerator. 
It woula l1e idle to waste time in proving this. I 
shall, tlll'rcforc, only add, that El-tolad signifi<>s tlw 
Sun, or the Uod of generation. 

~'O:l, Cltesil, is the Hebrew name for the constel
lation of Orion. 'Vill it !!till he said, that there are 
no a.'itronomical allusions in the text '? 

V.:H . 

.l;p~, Ziklag. " Tlw e.Oiu;ion <!/ tlte fonntaiu, 
OJ' stream." Onom. Does this mean the river of 
Aquarius ? In fact, .Aratus calls this riwr e.ffitsiv 
WJIUf. 

i1.l0,0, .Jladnwnoh. In tht' Ononut.~ticon this 
word i~:~ made to signify J,u,y. But why not render 
it " a dimension of tlw portion, a measure of the 
allotnwnt ?" Jlml-uwnalt, " a measure of tht> ~hare 
giwn to the trihe of Judah,'' dot•s not ::-;ound 
so strangl'ly to the ear, as a place callt•d Duuy, in 
which the inhahitants were yet <'Ollt<'nt to live. 
But I susp('<'t·, that. i1.l0 llttlltfllt, is that :-lillllc ancient 
wortl for tht' ~loon. of whi<·h I haw nlreatly :-;pok<•n : 
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and that the word expresses a proport£on m· di11um
sion of the Moon, or perhaps, of the nwnth.1 

i'T.lOJO, San.<~anah. "The branch of a palm-tree." 
Trees, in the most ancient dialects, appear to have 
received their names in allusion to the God, to whom 
they were sacred. Thus an oak seems to have been 
called mN in honor of i1C,N, or C,N, under which 
names the Tsabaists worshipped the Sun as their 
principal God. The palm-tree was a well-known 
solar symbol, and might have been named after that 
Deity so anciently, and in so many tongues, called 
Son, San, Sonne, Sun, Zan, Zen, Zoan, &c. 2 

Y. a2. 

n,N:lC,, Lebaoth. " The lions." In the Egyptian 
Calendar, which I believe is chiefly taken from 
Avenar, I observe that there m·e three different 
lions introduced into the symbols of the sign of 
Leo. 

an';ITU, Sit ilhi'lll,, may mean " messengers, swords, 
and branches, or shoots of trees." I suspcct the 
orthography. 

T'l', A in, has been already explained. 
ro,, Rimmon. " The exalted one." This was 

a Syrian Deity, and probably indicated the Sun in 
his highest exaltation, in the sign of Leo, in which 
the Summer solstice must have had place when this 
book'wa.•• written, according to the fixe<l zodiac. 

2 &e M. Court G1!belin, vol. 4. ~ Consult Bryant, vol. I. 

----· ·~ - - ------

' 
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, •. 33. 

The allusions set>m now to be directed to the 
constellations at the Autumnal Equinox, when the 
Sun deS<'ends to the lower hemisphere. The first 
place in the valley is named 'nNnlt'M Eshtaol. In 
the Onomasticon, and Rumelin's Lexicon, this word 
is said to lw compounded of "N,V nnvN, and to 

signify dispono me in .~epulc1·um. The first wor<l 
may be a noun with N formative pr<'fixed. '»m7 
answers in signification to Hades. The mythologixt 
has no need to be reminded of more. The d1~mt 
of the Sun to the lower hemisphere its cJ,~arJy 

typified. For the meaning of 'narD t:f,n.:rult l'~rk
hul'Kt. 

n..v~. Zoreah, "the leprosy." Thi;s Zf.lr~J.I, •ni.-, 
J>nrt of the portion of Dan, wh''"* ~~m},J,:rn wax 
&·o11>ius, the accursed sign. Herodl,tU.'f1 r1~m~r~, 

"that he who has the leprosy, or whit'~ ~S~:al,, ~ifl'l'"~ 

the citizens, neither enters the city, ''''r rni••gl'~~ "it}, 
the other Persians; for tlu~y ~;ay, J.1~ I.a."! it, f•,r 
having committed an offen1:l! a~aiu~t t },~: ~IJII." 

Zoreah may also ~;ignify a t~1xp, or ('- llf,rt"~'- : ar,•J 
J>erhaps it may have alril, tl1:n1Jt':d (.J lf~'~H7';'H•. 

nl'IDN, Aslt~tah, siguifies d(J.rl:rtP-86.2 

m.lr. Zanoah, seems to F-ih~J•i(\·, ",..,Jt,•~tJ,;I,!! tf,at 
repels," or perhaps it is Zau-r,dt-tf,,~ JJJdl''~ 1,{ t J,,~ 

Sun combined with thf:! titJ,~ f.ll·lc, (t,r • },;,.J. ~~~ 

Rrynnt.3 

•L.I. : .:-;. ... ( ·a.·tl·lli . l \',,1 I 

• 
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n,gn, Tapuah--in the Onomasticon is properly 
rendered an apple. This, however, would be a 
strange name for a plaee, if there were no mystery. 
But Tapuah, or" the apple,'' was a symbol of one of 
the Deities of the Tsabaists, who had a t.emple 
erected to Tapuah, called Bith Tapuah. Thi~ 

Tapuah then was an astronomica.l symbol ; for the 
Tsabaists had no other Gods than the Hosts of 
Heaven. Now observe, that Coluber, the adder, 
placed on the back of Scorpius, and the emblem of 
Dan, was called Eve by the ancient Persians, as 
Chardin attests ; and let it be remembered, that a 
dragon guarded the apples in the gardens of tht> 
Hesperides, in the astronomical fable of Hercules. 
Tapuah was then probably the symbol of Eve's 
apple ; and when it is considered that this fruit 
ripens about the time, when the Sun enters Scorpi,ts, 
and verges on the serpent, as he descends to the 
lower hemisphere, the region of Typhon, or of 
Ahriman, the principle of evil, we may, perhaps, 
combine enough of circumstances to understand, why 
Tapuah has been connected with the religion of the 
Tsabaists. 

I passed over the preceding word, En-ga n n i m. 
because I thought this would be a more propt.•r 
place for its explanation. The 12th labor of 
Hercules, or the fiction concerning the gardens of 
the Hesperides, relates to the passage of the Sun 
into the sign of Cance1·. But this same story is 
not UilConnectt•d with that of Ilercules iugeniculus, 
or &rpentarius, which constellation, according to 

J 
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Theon, sets as Cancer rises. Now in the same 
position, where we find Tapuah, the Apple, we 
also meet with En-gannim, " the fountain of the 
gardens." It will be remembered that Hercules 
passed the river E-t:enus, or Et•en, after he had 
obtained the golden apples, and it was there that 
he slew the Centaur Nessus. This Even, as Court 
Gebelin observes, is literally " the water of the 
Sun." Now it appears, that He1·cules ingeniculus 
and Centaurus set about the time, when the river, or 
fountain, of Aquarius rises. The next word Eoom 
means likewise " a fountain." 

v. 35. 

n"~'"t', Jarmuth, "altitude." . 0n0'1n. 
c'nv, Adullam. Even Rumelinus authorises me 

to find ·the sense of this word in the Arabic J.u:l, 
which signifies the Equinox. 

n:nv, Socoh. In its general sense this word 
seems to signify a thorn, or pointed branch. It 
occurs under this form but twice in Hebrew, as far 
as I know ; and consequently I think it may have 
occasionally been used in senses, which are now lost. 
'Ve must remember, that genuine Hebrew has 
never been spoken since the captivity, and that all 
our knowledge of the language is derived from a 
single volume. Many senses of words have conse
quently been lost; and it is only occasionally, that 
they can be recovered by a reference to the cognate 
dialects. A thorn would be a strange name of a 
place. Rut if I have succeeded in Rhowing, that 

~ E 
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the names from verse 33, relate to the constellations 
connected with the descent of the Sun to the lower 
hemisphere, at the Autumnal Equinox, we shall 
easily find a solution of the word before us. ...-_,.:. 
in Arabic signifies a scm·pion's sting. The star iu 
Sc01·pius so called is of about the fourth magnitu<le. 
By consulting Castdli and Golius, the reader will 
find that, in spite of the diacritical points, which 
are placed over the ., and which give it the sound 
of a tau, the Hebrew and Arabic words arc the 
same. 

n;n.v, Azekah. This word seems to mean " any 
thing that su1·rounds, fences, or hedges in." Could 
this name have been given to the circle of stars. 
which we call Corona, Alt.~trali.~? 

v. 36. 

c~.,.vv, Sltaraim. These were idols in the fonn 
of satyrs worshipped by the Tsabaists.1 Bochart:! 
has brought together much eurious learning on the 
subject. It would appear, that these 8/wmim. 
were considered as Demons, and since they were 
made objects of worship at all, it is not surprising, 
that honors should be rendererl to them when the 
Sun desecnded to the lower hemisphere. C~tt 

may alsl) signify gate.-;, hut I scaredy think that 
this is thP meaning here. 

• s,.,. l'arkhur"t, iu ,.,,., .. t Jl it> I~ lZ . p. ti-ll. 
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0'1'1"1).', Adithai111, literally signifies oruaments.1 

But tht•re probahly is ~me latent meaning, which 
is now lost to us ; and from the Arabic f.!J.s: I am 
led to think, that Adithaim may haw meant st•pul
chral stones, nor would this be incongruous, if we 
were to drop thejod, and read 0'1'1-,y, the testimo
nie.'(, or moJHt11U'nls. 

m,.l, Oederah, and C'J'I,,.l, Uederothaim. Thf'se 
words are expres.-,ive of inclo&.•(l places. Can 
tlwre be any alluf-lion here to the place of inter
mt•nt of Apis, which took place always at the sPason 
of the year, whE>n the Sun descended to the lower 
hemisphere ? This fll•pulchral spot was in a temple 
Dt>ar to l\Iemphis, and none might pass the &lcrecl 
preeinets, but at the time when the symhol of th<• 
dt'parted Sun wa:-; there interred. \Y ere there not 
sn many astronomieal and mythologieal allusions 
ulready so clearly maclc out, I shouhl not haw 
offered these merely conje(·tural suggestions on tht· 
words hcforc Ul'l. Perhaps, the constellation whi('h 
we eall the Altw·. and whi"h is do:'le to ScoJ')'i'ts, 
may haw bet>n iiHli1·ah•tl. 

Y. :37. 

pJ, Zenan, may signify either a shield, or a 
.~ting.2 Is thC' alhtf-lion ht•rc to the Rting of Scm·

J'in.~ ? 

I Xt•t• Runwliuus. ~ XPt' Bu:o.torf, ;, I"IH"• . 
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It is possible, that Zenan may be no other than 
Zan, or Zoan, with an intensitive. 

n~nn, Hadasha. This word signifies the new 
Moon. 

,.l 'n.:~o, Migdal-Gad, " the tower of Gad." The 
asterism of Gad has been already mentioned. Ten 
stars in the sign of Capricorn are known by this 
name to the Orientalists. 

v. 38. 

ll'",, Dilean. I find that this word signifies a 
gourd, or a cucumber, in Chaldaic. It would be 
an odd name to give to a city ; but I observe, that 
the urn of Aquarius is variously called Deli, Dalu, 
Delo, Delu, in Hebrew, Syriac, and Arabjc; and 
I suspect, that the word was originally written 
Delu, which with the intensitive would be Delun. 
It is to be ob!>erved that the Syriac wa-w and the 
Phrenician oin had nearly the same open sound. 
A stranger, therefore, who wrote from his ear, might 
easily convert ~;, into t.v'n. This might the more 
readily happen, that the great urn, which in the other 
dialeGts would have been called delun, would have 
been 1\'n delin in Hebrew. 

Mizpeh. " The place of observation." I rather 
think, that allusion is made to the time of a solstice, 
when this word is introduced. The place of obser
vation, or observatory, is placed by Joktheel, the 
aggregate of El, or of the Sun. By this, I suppose, 
was meant the aggregate time of his passing from 
one solstice to another. 
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v. 39 

Lachish. I have already observed that this 
word is not to be easily explained. Rumelinus 
makes it signify musk; but I must still render it 
flame, though this may not be the sense. 

l\i'lO, Bozkath. This word seems to signify fer
mentation. But I bt•licve. it chiefly refers to fari
naceous fermentation. The produce of the harvt•sts 
seems to be indicatt•d, and consequently the scil.SOn 
of the year : for after the mention of this word, wt• 

find several relating to agriculture and its effects. 
Eglon may mean a circle, as we have already 

seen; but it also signifies a waggou, and an ox. 
Kabbon and Kitlish are two words to which I 

will not venture to affix a sense ; because the first 
seems capable of bearing various meanings ; and 
because I am unable to trace the second to its root. 
Lahmarn signifies bread. But Lalunmn, or Lehem, 
was a Deity of the Tsabaists, whose temple is 
mentioned several ·times in scripture. Lehem was 
probably the same with Ceres. I know not why 
Gederoth is introduced, unless it indicates sheep
folds, a sense which, I believe, it will bear. Bith
Dagon, in this plnct•, deserves particular notice. A 
Deity o~ the name of Dagon was worshipped under 
the form of a monster, which had the head and arms 
of a man, and the tail of a fish. This appears to 
have bct•n the symbol of the Sun in PiS<.•es; and 
was considered as the principle of feeundity. Hence 
dagon seems to have ht·en employed to signify " tht• 
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corn and fruitA of the earth." It is perhaps in this 
sense that we ought to understand the word here. 
Naarnah means "the amenity of the country." 
But this was also a Deity of the Tsabaists. Buxtorf, 
in his Chaldaic lexicon, states her to have been the 
Aame with Cybele, or Rhea, the Mater Df3m·uni. 
J.lfakkedah has been already explained. Libn(t/t is 
the 1·ising Jfoon. Ether means abundance, fer
tility, &:c. Aslwn is a Chaldaic word signifying 
fruit. Jiphtah ; this is the word nns, which we 
have had before with a joel appellative, and it 
apparently signifies ''the universal principle of fire, 
or heat," of which Phtlm was the symbol. Aslwah 
signifies mutation; and Nezib, on the contrary, 
" what is stationary." ' 

Of the remaining words in this chapter, which 
serve as proper names, I have already explained all 
to which I can affix any meaning. 

My reader ought not to forget, that Judah, or the 
Sun in Leo, was the leader in the camp. This was 

aeeording to the Egyptian Calendar. In the abow 
account we are to consider, not only the deeanM iu 
the sign of Leo, but its pamnatcllons, and likewiSt• 
the course of the Sun through the Zodiac, as com
mencing at the Summer solstice. With very littlt• 
trouble, the reader will find, hy the help of the 
celestial globe, how well, as far as we can tra.ce them, 
the symhols here given answer to the movements 
of the celestial bodies, to the revolutions of the 
~<'ltsons, and to tht' agricultural pun:~uit!-1 conm•ct<•d 
with them. 

I 

J 
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We arc now to look at the allotments of Ephraim, 
whose emblem was the Bull, and of the half tribe of 
ManasHeh that took the share of Levi, partly apper
taining to P1:~ce...:, and partly to Arie.'J. 

c. 16. 

The first name, which has not been already ex

l•laincd, is nn~ Luz. This meang obliquif.'l : and 
the equinoctial point being then in A 1·ies, the obli
quity of the ecliptic is the first thing which 1s 

properly notict'd. 
':l,N, Archi, "the longitudeH "-the degrees of 

longitudt•. The lot passeth along unto the boun
tlaries of the dt•grces of longitude unto Ataroth. 
Now Ata1·oth, the Crou·w~, I conceive to be the stars 
of Atamlt, the Orou'll, by which name Corona 
Burealis is still known to the Hebrews. \Vhen 
Twu·w~ risl'H, the Crou•n sets. It is, therefore, true, 
that the dl'bTfl'l'S of longitude render it necessary, 
that the Crown and Taurus are always opposite, 
aud that when the one rist'S in the e3.8t, the other 
seb; in the weRt. Can any thing be clearer, than 
that this is an astronomical allotmt•nt ? Lt>t not 
my readt•r, tht•n, he oce3.8ionally diseournged, hec·ause 
I emmot alwap so dearly t>xplain the meaning of 
~o~ymbols, in use three or four thousand years ago, 
in a langung<', whit·h has rea.'led to he a living one 
for mor<' than half of that 1wriod, and in whieh only 
one hook has ht•t•Jl writtt>ll . 

• 
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'iO~!l', J aphleti. Strike off the two servile }ods, 
and you will get Palet, a title of the Moon of which 
I have already spoken. 

v. 3. 

Bith-Horon, "the nether, the lower station of 
II or, or of the Sun in Taurus." 

,t.l, Gezer. " The segment of the circle." 

v. 5. 

Ataroth Adar. This seems to signify "the 
crowns of splendour." But I take Adat· to have 
been a Deity of the Tsabaists. Ataroth can be 
nothing else than the constellation Co,rona Borealis; 
and if my reader will turn to Dupuis,1 he will 
scarcely fail to see the propriety of the name here 
given. In fact, the Arabians still call Virgo by the 
name of Ad,ra, or Adara, as Hyde attests. The 
crown is the crown of the Virgin ; and seems to 
have obtained this appellation from its rising im
mediately after Virgo. 

v. 6. 

nno::lon. Our translators make this word sound 
Michnwthah. This is of little consequence; but 
when the lexicographers translate desiderium, I 
find myself obliged to seck for the root in i1C:::I-

1 Yol. 5. 
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Now I find t.hiR to he the same word with i1C'~ 

cllimah, for tht.• jod is surely no radical; andfirst, 
im;tt,ad of de:~iJerimn, I would tra.uslat(' "genial 
ht>at ;" mid Rt'<'Ondly, I would ohserV(', that i10\~ 
ChinHt is thP name given to the Pleiade.~ in the 
Book of .Job. I suspect then, that our word must 
hPar Rome relntion to thoRt> starR ; but ll't my rt>ad<'r 
judg(' for himself. 

mwn:ntn, Tcuuwth-8hilolt. The lexicographers 
Sl'Pm puzzled with tht• word nJNn. It is clearly 
<ll'rived from mN. Shiloh I must still consider a.'\ 

the star in Scm·pius Ro often mentioned. I trans
late near to Shiluh., and as Taanath is translated 
prope in the ( )nomasti<'on, I am not quite without 
authority. Now it is true thnt Scorpius and Tau
ru.~ are so placed, that wht>n thl' latter tlt>scen(L~ to 
tlw \V estt>rn horizon, the fonurr rist>A in the East. 
Thus the boundary of Ephmim, whose emhlem was 
Ta 11 1·us, went. Ea~twanl to the twighhourhootl of 
Slliloh. 

"And passed by it on the t'ast to Ja nohalt." 
i1m.l', Jcuwllah. The serviles hl·ing thrown away, 

this word resolws itself into m.l noch, q~tie:~. This 
was the namt' of the Patriar(·h, whom we improperly 
call Noah., instead of .Ni.Jch, or ... Yurh. I agrPP 

with Court Geht•liu, in thinking, that the wordR 
.. ~~. nox, nuit, night, &c., eamt> originally from this 
Hehrew word. In fact, it will he found, that the 
nentilrH confouiHh•<l .~..Yoah with Diuuys1t.~. Sat"ru, 
.Jwot.<?, and ot~t>r typt>~ of th(' Run in tlw lower 
hC'miRpher<'. .. Voch indieatt>R l'I'}IOI'It', c•onHt'l'tNl with 

:2 F 
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night and darkness ; and the lower hemisphere is 
feigned hy the mythologists to be the region of 
silence and night,-of darkness and rest. By the 
word Janohah then, I understand the symbol of thf' 
lower hemisph<>re. 

v. 7. 

Ataroth, " Corona Borealis." 
;,n,.V.l, Naarath. "Puella." I conclude that 

Virgo is here indicated. 
'l'he remaining names have been already ex

plained. 

c. 17. 

The first proper name, which has not been ex
plained, is Abiezer ; but as it is compounded of Abi, 
" a father," a common title of the Sun, and ,tv ezer 
already explained, it can occasion no difficulty. 

v. 2. 

p?n, Helek, may he translated " an astronomical 
portion." This seems, at least, to be a common sense 
in which the word is understood in Chaldaic. 

?N\,VN, Asriel. This word seems capable of 
admitting several meanings-" the blessings of El 
(the Sun) ;-the step~. or progress, of El ;-the 
groves of El." But consult Buxtorf! 

I /u rur'''• .,tt'~. 
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O:JV, Shechem signifies the dawn. 
,!)M, Ilepher. Rumelinus makes this name 

signify op]J?'obriwm; but who would take such a 
name, or what parent would give it to his child ? 
,!IM in Chaldaic signifies to redden, and meta
phorically to blu.'l_h; hence, it would seem, the word 
came to import shame, &c. I understand the word 
hefore us to allude to the redness of the evening sky, 
opposed to shechem, " the dawn." 
~cv, Shem-ida. I cannot conceive on what 

principle this name is translated agnol•it Deus in 
the Onomasticon. It means literally tlte name of 
Science. I admit, that this seems a very strange 
name; but it had a Cahbalistical meaning, which 
I am unable to explain.1 Manasseh had allotted 
to half his tribe a portion of the A morite, that is, 
of Aries ; and as the astronomers by their seienee 
had been enabled to reform the yenr, and to fix itH 
opening at the true time of the vernal equinox, 
which had passed from Taurus to Aries, there may 
he some allusion to this in the name bcfor<' us. 

v. :J. 

'm!)~:lr, Zelophelwd-literally the shadou• of fea·r. 
I imagine some allusion is made to the night. This 
Zelophehad has sevPral daughters, all of whom we 
tthall find to have been symbols of the Moon, or of 
her wanderings. 

----------------------
I St'<' Buxtort"~ { 'halclaic· Lc•xic·on, p. !l:li. 
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n1mc, },f ahla,h. This was one of the four names, 
given to the four mothers of the devils by the J ews.1 

It comes from n1m, and signifies disease. This name 
is aRSociatcd with that of Lil-ith, Ilytltia, the same 
with the Juno Luc£na of the Latins.2 There can 
be no doubt, therefore, that Mahlalt, or ;.l/alhat, as 
the Rabbins writt• it, was a lunar Mymhol, but of bad 
omen. 

i1.V.l, Noah. I translate this word motus with 
Rumelinus. Rut there were .V.li1 'i1)M, " Gods of tht• 
motion." 3 In fact, the sistrum, in the rites of Cybele 
and Isis was called .Jfena na .V.l.V.lC, evidently from 
this word Nah, or Nort.h. But I observe that the 
three words Nah, Iloglah, J-Iilchah, which are 
divided aM three proper names in the translations, 
seem connected with each other in the original, the 
particle t•au not heing employed to separate them. It 
would appear, however, that the first word uah means 
the motion of the sistrum, which we know was a 
symbol of the Goddess of the Night. ~ly reader 
cannot have any need of explaining to him the form 
of the sistrum, or the nature of the rites practised in 
honor of the Moon by the Priests of Isis, .~istrataque 
tud)(f. 

The next word n).ln Hoglah, ha..'! direct allusion 
to those rites. i1~.ln is composed, as Mr. Hutchin
son observes, of i1~.l-i1.lM. Now this is literally a 

I See Elias Levita, 
2 Ht•<> Kirc-her-.; (}:Clipns, voL I. p, 321. :1 2n'l King!', 1~, 3-t. 
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description of the circular dance of the worshippers 
of the :Moon when they celebrated her orgies with 
sistrum.~, drums, cymbals, &c. It signifies ·'tripping 
the circle, or the circular dance." 

MJ~C, the Queen. That J/ilcah, "the Queen,'' 
was a title of the .Moon, mu:;t be known to every on•.! 
who has read the BiLle. It i~ evident, then, that 
the three words lx-furt.• Ul5 signify ·• the motion of the 
eii·cular dance of Jfih·rtlt,'' under which name the 
Moon was adored hy the Tsabai.-.;~. The alltLo;ion in 
the text, to her t•rratic course, iii a.-; dear a.o; it waJo~ in 
the practice of the mysterif's, which were cdchmted 
in her honor. 

rnnn, Tirzah. Aft<.-r the mt·ntion of Jlallwlt and 
J.lfikah, two lunar titles, or l-'ymlJOls, we c:an sc:arc:dy 
suppose that Ti I"Utlt was a real penionage. ThiK 
name indicates desire, or concupisc:encc ; and waK 
probably a name given to the idol of the :Moon. 
Solomon says to his hdove<l,t " thou art beautiful as 
Tirzah ;" and shortly aft(.'r he addo;, " thou art fair 
as the Moon." W c have seen, that the name of 
.Tentsalem servecl for a 14olar type, and Tirzah, I 
believe to have heen a. lunar symhol. For a. list of 
names given to the )loon, as Venus, Juno, &c., 
consult Apuleius.2 

v. 4. 

Eleazer. This word is compoundt•d of El, "the 
Sun," and ,tl', which last word st'emR to signify thP 

1 ('1\nt. 6. -l. ~ J/ef•tu,.,.,,,. L. :!. 
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same thing with mT.V, " the court of the temple." 
Now the temple (I must still repeat it) was a type 
of the universe. 

v. 8. 

Tapptuth-already explained. 

v. 9. 

mp, Kanah. I believe I have neglected to explain 
this word, where it occurs before. It means a reed, 
a cane, a measuring rod. In the ancient Zodiacs, 
the sign of Libra was represented by a man holding 
a measuring rod.1 Libra, the emblem of Asher, is 
the opposite sign to Aries, a part of which was 
portioned unto the half trib~ of Manasseh. But 
mention is here made of the river Kanah. The 
nahal, translated sometimes " a river," sometimes "a 
valley," as caprice directs, is the ancient name of the 
Nile; and the celestial rivv, or constellation, which 
we call Eridanus, is termed nahal in the astro
nomical tables of the Egyptians, who, lest there should 
be a mistake, term it Nahal Mizraim. Now Nahal, 
the Eridamus, is sufficiently near to Taun~s and 
Aries ; and it is called the river of the measuring 
rod, for a reason which appears obvious. The 
measuring rod was placed in the hand of &mpis 
Niloticus,2 and this symbol was properly referred to 

I See Kircher's planisphere ; Rumelinus in. t'Ore, M::lj} ; anti 

Castdli in !Iori', ~. 2 S(>t' Kirclwr nnfl .Jahlon!lki. 

J 
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the balance, because it was when the Sun was in 
this sign, that the river began to decrease. Con· 
sequently, it was when the balance came to the 
Meridian at midnight in the Spring, that the river 
commenced its annual augmentation. This seems to 
be the reason, why it is called nahal kanah, "the 
river of the mea..•mring rod." 

v. 10 . 

.l.<;.o;achar and A.~her. Their emblems were Calwer 
and Libra. 

Y. 11. 

Bith·shean and her town.~. Shean is the same 
with Shan, already explained The lexicographers, 
however, will have it to be different, and translatt•, 
" the house of tranquillity." 

lbleam iR derived from 31';1:::1, already explained. 
Dor, already explained. 
Taanach., already explained. 
Jfegiddo, already explained. The remammg 

proper nrunes in this chapter have bet•n likewi&· 
explained. 

c. 18. 

Shiloh-n star in Sco11Jius. 

v. 11. 

Bt•nJamin. His t•mhlt'tn was tht• Tll'iu.~. 
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The proper names have all heen explained down t() 
verse 21. 

rlrP, Keziz. This is the same in signification 
with rntp, by which the Chaldeans understood either 
tropic. I rather suppose, that of Cancer is here 
meant. 

v. 22. 

Bith-A rabah-already explained. 
C'.,CJ, Zemaraim. " The highest branches of a 

tree." 

v. 23. 

C,V, A vim. This word seems to signify cu rt·es, 
obliquities, &c. I observe that in Arabic ~ is the 
name of a station of the Moon in Vi'rgo.1 

n-,g, Parah, " a heifer." This wa.s possibly an 
emblem of Isis, or the Moon. 

m!l.V, Ophrah. Rumelin pretends that thi~ 

signifies dust. This would be a strange name to 

give to a city. In Micah 2 we find the following 
words-" in the house of Aphrah (or Ophrah) roll 
thyself in the dust." It is clear then, that there 
was an idol named Ophrah ; but who was this 
dusty Divinity 1 I confess myself unable to solve 
the q twstion ; but I am inclined to think that the 
worship of this Deity wa~:~ connected with that of 
Tlwmmuz. 

v. 24. 

~.m~.VM -,:,~, Chephar-haamonai. ''The villacre of 
0 

~('.1. Y. W. 
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tlw Ammonitt•s." The Eg)1)tian~ worshipped the Sun 
in Aries under the name of Ammon. Is .,g;:, 
·• Capar" (for so it may be expres&.'<l in Roman 
letters,) connected with the Arahic Cabar, a title 
given to Yen us or the :Moon ? 

Ophni. I cannot trace this word to the Hebl'('w, 
unles.~, by a transposition of the letters, we bring it 
from "UV, a branch. Is any allusion made to the 
hranch of the palm-tree in the sign of Virgo? 1 

.V.:U, Gaba, the concm.te-alroady explained. 

v. 25. 

Gibeon is the same word with an intcnsitive. 
Ramah, rnJ.,n. The high place-the sky. 
Beeroth, literally the Well.~. This word has 

o<"curred several times ; but I had not remarked 
before, that the Ambinns rail certain stars in Erida
nus, the Wells.' 

v. 26. 

Mizpeh, nlready explained. 
~;:,, Chephimh-" a lion." 
i'T.:irO, Mozah. I know not the meaning. 

v. 27. 

Cj:).,, Rekem-signifies emb-roidery in Hebrew. 
This could hardly have been the name of a place. 
I cannot explain it. 

I See the Zodiacs of Dendcrn. 
2 Se(' Hycle'A Commentarie11 on Ulug Th>i~. p. 4~ and 49. 

2G 
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'NB,', Irpeel. Rumelin translates this name 
·remittat Deus. This is an odd name for a place. 
I would rather translate rem·ittat Sol, not only 
because El, when found in heathen names, generally 
signifies the Sun, but because I think an astro
nomical allusion suits with the rest. 

n,N,.n, Tam,lah. Rumelin makes this word 
signify maledictio dirissim.a. But who would call 
a city by such a name ? I imagine, that this is a 
corruption from the Chaldaic mN--,'\1\-Taurus Dei. 
or Tau1·us Solis. 

v. 28. 

Y,~, Zelah. This word signifies (t rib, or it 
signifies limping. Either of the.sc would be a 
singular appellation of a city. But the Sun was 
represented under the form of a limping boy by the 
Egyptians. This singular symbol was named by 
them EP-tsWJ>-P~T 1 

ct,N, Eleph signifies dux, also bos,' also dux 
arnumti. The Bull in ancient times had been the 
leader of the zodiacal animals. His place was after
wards occupied hy Aries, called hy the Latins du.r 
gregUJ. 

c. 19. 

The lot of Simeon was part of Pisces. \V e must 
always recollect the constellations, which rise or set 

1 See .JahlonRki, in Harpor.rafP. 2 &e Ruxtorf, in r•OI'~. 
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~vhile the Sun is in any of the signs, in order to 
follow the author. In describing the lot of Judah, 
the annual circuit of the Sun seemed to be pointed 
out. In the other lots, the description is chiefly 
confined to the paranatellons of the sign, which is the 
emblem of the tribe. I shall pass over the names 
already explained. 

v. 4. 

'ruu. Bethul, for M'nn.:l, Beth-ulah, the name 
which the Hebrews gave to the sign of Virgo. 
When the Sun is in Pisces, the sign Bethulah comes 
to the meridian at midnight. 

v. 5. 

Bith-Marcaboth-'' the house or temple of the 
Chariot.CJ, or Charioteers." It seems that the con
stellation Auriga is still called Marcab, " the Chari
oteer," by the Arabians.1 

ntm, -m1, /lazar SztJi!th, "the hall of the cavalry:" 
apparently the constellations Pegasus and Equi
e ul us are indicated. 

nut.:lr, 11'.::1, Bitlt-Lebaoth. "The house of tht• 
Lions." Simeon had a share of the portion of Judah. 
In fact, Leo pU.'!Scs the meridian aLout twelve at 
night, when the Sun enters Pisces. 

v. 10. 

W c a.re now to considt•r the lot of Zebulon, 

------ ------ ---
I &-t• t'l\lltdli. 
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whose emblem waa the ship Argo, and whose stgn 
waa Capricorn . 

.,-,TU, & .rid. In Hebrew signifies superstes. But 
I am inclined to think, that it m~ have meant a 
sardonyx here.1 The Sardonyx was one of the 
twelve stones in the breastplate of the priests ; and 
these twelve stones represented, according to Clemens 
Alex~ndrinus, the twelve signs of the Zodiac.! 
Kircher has shown that the Sardonyx was the 
precious stone on which was engraved the name of 
Rueben, whose emblem was Aquarius.3 The pos
session of Zebulon, (Capricorn) was therefore con
tiguous to that of Rueben, (Aquarius) denoted by 
Sarid, a. ~v..rdonyx. 

v. 11. 

The sea ; employed as a symbol ; this word has 
been already explained. 
my,~, Ma.ralah. Rumelin translates this name 

quce tremere facit. Thic:~ seems to be a strange name 
to give a place. 

nTU~,, Dabo~heth, "the lump on a camel's back." 
Onom. 

r::::::u.tli'\ Jol-neam. Rumelin translates, compara
bitur popttbts, vel nidulans factus est populus. I 
think it better to avow, that I am ignorant of the 
mean mg. 

1 Consult Castelli. 2 Strom. L. 5. s ffidip. vol. 2. 
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v. 12. 

Some of the preceding words I have been unable 
to explain, and have, therefore, resigned them to the 
lexicographers, who have been plea8ed to think, that 
there were really cities called-She who 'makes 
t?·emble,-The lump on a cmnel's back,-Nidulans 
factus est populus, &c. The name of Chislothtabor 
reeals us so dearly to astronomy, that I have no 
doubt, that the former nam(•s related to it, though 
we are now ignorant of their signification. Chisloth
Tabor is clearly an exotic name ; and I cannot 
question, that .,:11'1 l'I,~O:J has the same senRC with 
.,:ln ,;,;:,. The allusion must then be to the month 
Cisleu, and to the stam of Orion. But .,:ln Tabor 
is a proper name, to which I can affix no Aensc. 
( ~ould it have heen originally written .,.lJi1 ? 
(\•rtainly .,.lJi1 ~~:J is a name by which we should 
immediately recognise the constellation of Orion. I 
observe that the LXX omit Tabo-r. 

1'1.,:1,, Daberafh. Dabar, or Dobar, was an 
ancient oriental name for the Planet Mercury.1 In 
fact J~ Debar is the Arabic for" Wednesday," dies 
Mercurii. But I rather imagine that Daberath, or 
Debarath, must have been an ancient name for the 
1/yades, of which the brilliant is called Al-Debaran. 

Japht:a, "splendor "-already explained. 

v. 1:3. 

Uittah, or Uath-hepher has been explained. 

t St•t• Pococke on AhttlfL"4.ln, anti Uolius till Alfrag:\11. 
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f'!P i1J'W, lttah-Kaz·in in Chaldaic signifies "tile 
curve of the tropics." 1 

,MCi1 110,, Remmon-methoar. Remmon signi
fies the high place, or, aa I understand it, the starry 
hecwenR. Remmon-methoar is translated by Rume
lin civitas circulo defim:ta. I, therefore, translate 
"the high place, or the heavens, encompaased by a 
drcle." The Zodiac waa probably meant. 

To Neah. I rather think it should be of Neall. 
This word implies " motion." Remmop-methoar
neah, seems to mean " the moving sphere of the 
heavens." 

v. 14. 

'll1YT, llanathon, "the camp "-probably the camp 
of the celestial army, or hosts of heaven. 

Jiphtah-El-alrcady explained, "the fire of the 
Sun." 

v. 15 . 

.ntop, Katath. Rumelin makes this word signify 
]Xtr'l:a, hum£lis, &c. but he is certainly mist<tken, 
since ntop cannot come from ttop. I imagine this 
word has a similar signification with fO\P in CiJ!aldaic, 

and with ~ in Arabic ; and by which word the 
season of the year, from the rising of the Pleia<les 
to the rising of Canopus, was denoted.' 

1 &•c Castelli. 2 Sec Castelli and Golius. 
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~;m, Nahallal. Rumelinus translates ductus, and 
brings the name from ;m. I pretend, that the second 
" ig radical, and that the l is servile and appellative. 
Now I observe that the Arabians call the Moon J).a, 
and the ancient Hebrews denominated 'the Morning 

star "''" 11 ilel. The root then being ;;,.,, I am led 
to think, that ""m has the same meaning with ""'"· 
In the first, the prefixed l is appellative, and in the 
second the inserted ' is merely formative. I translate 
naltalal, " Lucifer, the morning star." 

Shimron has been already explained. 
m.'l,', ldalah. Rumelin makes this word signify 

a place of exec1·ation. But why should men be 
supposed to give such names to their places of abode ; 
and surely the name does not authorise this transla
tion. As the word is written I can give no meaning 
to it ; but the readers of Bochart will allow me to 

say, that in the cognate dialects the jod and aleph 
often changed places. Indeed this happens very 
frequently in the Hebrew itself. Now I find that 
mN,N comes very ncar to the Syrian ll!l Adal, or 
lll~l Adnla, which is the name of the nrain, or Grea,t 
Bear.1 

Bith-lehem, already explained. 
We now come to the lot of IRSachar, whose emblem 

was Cancer, or llermanubis. 

V. IR. 

t::mtV, Shunem, or Sune m. This scem8 to have 
hecn a solar title.2 It is strange to find the lcxico-

1 Ree Cash•lli. 2 See llryant, vol. 1. 
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graphers perverting the meaning of words, which 
either are not Hebrew, or can only now be found 
among the proper names. Sunem is probably the 
same in sense with San, Son, Sun, Zan, Zoan, &c., 
and then comes a lexicographer, who tells us, that 
Sunem was·the name of a city, signifying pinguedQ. 

Chesulloth-" Constellation of Orion," already 
explained. 

v. 19. 

Haphraim-from .,gn, already explained. 
nN'tU Shihon. Why is the a.leph aspirated ? 

This word is composed of 'tl1, a gift, and l'N, a solar 
title, of which I have frequently spoken. It would 
then signify Munus Solis; but it is very probable, 
that the word was originally of the same class with 
San, Son, &c. mentioned above. Rumelin makes 
Shihon signify va._~tatio. This would be a strange 
name to give to a city. 

n.,mN, A naharath. The lexicographers make 
this word signify groaning, or snoring. The latter 
is in fact the sense, if the word come from .,Ml, 
according to their derivation. But who ever heard 
of a city named snoring ? The meaning of A rwha
mth seems to me extremely obvious. It is composetl 
of lN, the solar title, and n.,n, from mn, arsit. 

v. 20. 

n'.l.,, Rabbith. "Magna, nwlta." Onom. But 
I rather imagine, that the word implies augmentation 
here. I translate increment ; and I believe the name 
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was formed in allusion to the season of the year, 
when the Nile augments. This takes place when 
the Sun is in Cance'r, the emblem of Issachar. 

'n'Wp, Kishion. Rumelin translates durities. Of 
course he derives the word from i'Wp. I cannot 
help suspecting, that there is some error of ortho
graphy here. In all events I would rather refer the 
word to i1'UP, a kind of vessel in the form of a patero, 
which seems to have been employed as a measure 
for liquids. Whether, or not, the word before us, 
which I understand to signify a great measuring 
t'essel, could indicate the Nilometer, I must leave 
others to detennine. I find the following passage in 
Suidas at the word Sarapis. ToiiTov 8~ oi '"" JtJta 
ltfxwtw elM.u, oi ~e TO"' NE'i'Mv, ~u! To p.08w"' lx,ew l11 T6 
KE~>..y, ~ TO"' 7f7jxuJI, 7;yow To Toii UGT~ phpo11. 
"Some say that he (Sarapis) is Jupiter, others the 
Nile, on account of the modius on his head, and 
the cubit, or measure of the water." But I am apt 
to suspect, that Serapis was also represented with 
a measuring vessel, or patera, similar to that which 
I take to be meant by Kishion. Certainly in the 
procession of Egyptian priests, one is thus described 
by Clemens--" EwE&Ta o trra~ Toi~ '"fJOf'P'Iphcu~ 
breTcu, lxow To"' TE ~ 8UUUOfTu~ 'Jr"7ixw, ~ To 
<Mrov&&ov. " Then the CTTO~ follows the above
mentioned, holding the cubit of justice, and the cup 
of libation." 1 Apuleius describes a priest in the 
pomp, who carried indicium mquitatis in one hand, 
and a golden vase in the other, whence he poured 

1 Strom. L. vi. p. 456 in my edition. 
2H 
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forth libations. Abenephius, quoted by Kircher, says 
that the Egyptians adored the idol of Canobus under 
the form of a vase; and Canobus was a type of the 
Nile. 

It seems extremely probable, that fi'VIP is here 
written for Tll'"P. This was actually the name of a 
river, and may have been also one of the many 
appellations given to the Nile. 

Y.lM, Abez may signify either incre1nent, or the 
reverse.1 I cannot help thinking, that all these 
names allude to the state of the Nile, when the Sun 
was in Cancer, the emblem of IBBacha.r. 

v. 21. 

nD,, Re1neth, " altitude." Onom. Does this 
allude to the Nile's coming to its height 1 

En-gannim. " The fountain of Gardens." 
En-haildah. "The fountain of joy." Orwm. 
YJ9 n'.l, BithrPazzez. I know not the meaning. 

Rumelin translates domus d1".spergentis; but this 
does not appear authorised. 

v. 22. 

Tabor, already explained. 
T'fT.l,Jrw, Sluihazimah. Leontopolis. Onom. This 

was tpe boundary of Issacha.r, and in fact Leo is 
contiguous with Cancer. 

BithrShemesh. " The house of the Sun." Leo 
is the domicile of Sol. 

1 See Rumelin, in f10U. 

J 
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Y. 2.&. 

The next lot is that of Asher. whose emblem was 
Libra. 

Y. 25. 

r¢n, Halhlth. See H~W. already explained. 
~. Hali. Rumelin translares decu& But this 

ornament was a necklace.1 Now it seems strange 
to call a town, a necklace. There must be a meaning 
which is now lost. R. S. larchi says that ,a, hali is 
originally an Arabie word. This of course is ~· 
and I think it may have anciently signified some 
kind of fruit-perhaps dates.' The season of the 
year, and the labors incident to it, namely the 
gathering of fruits, may be indicated by the names 
before us. 

110:1, Beten, has two significations-a belly, and 
a nut. We have seen that the belly of Aries re
ceived this name ; but I rather think here, that the 
nut is indicated. In fact nuts are generally ga
thered, when the Sun is in Libra, as well as other 
fruits. 

~:lM, Achskaph. In Hebrew this word signifies 
a necromancer, or an a8trologer ; but in Chaldaic 
it also signifies a prune.• 

v. 25. 
Tn,l?at, A lamelech. This is so evidently a solar 

title, that it is not requisite to say more of it. 
A mad and Misheal are two names about which I 

I See Buxtorf. t See Caatelli, p. 12-i9 
1 See Buxtorrs Chaldaie Lexicon, in vou 'll':l· 
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might say much ; but as their meaning is not 
obvious, I pass them over, only observing, that 
Rumelin does not, as far as I can find, explain the 
first, and that his etymology of the latter is to me 
unintelligible. He explains Carmel as a country fit 
for sowing and planting ; but C,c,~ is plainly a con
traction for C,N-c,~, " the vine of El, or of the Sun." 
.nu,; ,,,..tt Shilwr-Libnath-Libnath is only an
other feminine form of Libnah. The name must. 
therefore, mean the dark part of the Moon, or per
haps the crepusculum, which precedes her rising. 

v. 27. 

Ptl.VM .n'::l, Bith-Emelc is the first proper name in 
this verse, which has not been explained. It is evi
dent that the con.stellations seen, while the Sun is in 
Libra, are now pointed out. Emelc is generally 
rendered a valley ; but the house of the valley seems 
to indicate the lower hemisphere. 

;N~l, Ne1'el. Rumelin translates germinarefaciet 
Deu8. I must always repeat, that El in heathen 
names signifies the Sun. I understand Neiel to 
signify the germinating Sun. 

;,::1~, Cah'lll. Buxtorf translates this compes; 
and R. Solomon says that the country was so called 
because the soil was argillaceous, and peopl~'s feet 
are apt to stick in clay. This is absolute trifling. 
Rumelin makes Cabul signify sicut id quod e~'anuit 
tanquam nihil. A most .singular name is this ; but 
the explanation is not authorised by the word. 
Crr.bul must mean ''a shackle, or ligament of some 
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sort." Michaelis says the region was so called, be
cause it was to have boon ceded to Hiram in order 
to discharge the debt due to him by Solomon. But 
it was not ceded to him. Michaelis gets rid of this 
difficulty by saying, that it was named Cabul sar

castically by Hiram. I cannot believe that the Jews 
would consent to call a district of their country by a 
nickname given to it by a stranger. I think we 
must find a better reason for the name than has yet 
been assigned. I have shown that the Provinces 
and Cities of Egypt were divided and named with 
reference to astronomy, and I have been endeavour
ing to prove that the same thing happened with re
spect to Judea. Now it has been remarked a little 
above, that the constellations (seen while the sun is 
in Libra, the emblem of Asher, whose lot we are now 
considering), appear to be indicated. When the 
Sun enters Libra, Pisces declines from the Meridian 
at midnight. In PiJJCes is the link or ligament, 
called ~rv.-J<~aJA~, by the Greeks, and still repre
sented in our celestial globes. I think that Cabul 
expresses this part of the constellation, after which 
the country Wa8 namecL 

The remaining names have been explained already 
down to V. 32. Among them we find, llebron, 
"conjunction ;"-Relwb, "space, or latitude;"
llunmwn, the sign of Aries ;--Zidon, the great 
hunter, and possibly the hunter Orion ;-Achzib, 
the name of a star, for which consult Castelli in ~t.:l. 

The next lot wn.q that of Naphtlw.li, whose em
hlf'm wu.~ Vh·go. 
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v. 33. 
Heleph has been already noticed, but I ought to 

have remarked, that it seems to have been an ~ 
nomieal term among the Chaldeans. They had a 
kind of clock, which was called M,1D rtm "the 
mutation, or transition of the series, or order "-I 
suppose, the order of time. 

l'?M, Allon-" a tree, an oak tree." It will be 
remembered, that Avenar placed a tree among the 
emblems of the sign of Virgo. 

Q\m'3, Zoo:nannim. The word ln Zan is origi
nally Egyptian, and the same with &an, or Zoan, a 
solar title.1 

Adami, already explained. But Adami Nelreb 
seem to signify "the red ones of the hollow or con
cave place." I must leave my reader to find out the 
sense, as it does not appear quite obvious to me. 

J ahneel-already explained. 
Lakum-This word, brought by Rumelin from 

~0, seems to express exsiccation. 
Hukkok. See what I have said concerning 

Cepheus in another dissertation. 
l'N,\ Iron is the next name which occurs, and 

which has not been explained. This name is pro
bably another form for rnt,, " an idol of the 
Tsabaists."2 

Migdal-El-Horem. I understand this to signify 
" the tower, or station of the Sun of great hea~r 

1 See Castelli; Kircher, vol 1, p. 21, and Bryant vol 1, p. 42. 
1 See Buxtorf's Chaldaic Lexicon. 
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the station of the burning Sun.H Perhaps the station 
of H or in Taurus was meant. 

Bith-aneth. The . lexicographers translate the 
house of aJ!liction. But Aneth appears to ·have 
been a Deity of the Tsabaists. I suspect it to have 
been a lunar title. 

Bith-Shern.eshr-" the house of the Sun." 
The names in the lot of Dan have been for the 

most part already explained. 
Ir-Shemesh. "The city of the Sun." 
r:l"nt, Shaalbin-" The dwelling of the foxes." 

This may easily be a false orthography, and the ain 
may have been written for an aleph. The word 
would then signify the lower dwelling, the in-
ferior abode-in short, it would answer to Hades, 
which in the astronomical fables denoted the lower 
hemisphere. Perhaps allusion may be made to the 
stars in Scorpius, called n_,:. by the Arabians. 
The open sound of the ain may have often misled the 
ear, in writing proper names, and it may have been 
here inserted for a vau, or for a jod. But I think 
the first explanation the more probable of the two. 

rbn", Jethlah. Rumelin translates this name
he shall suspend. A strange sense for a proper 
name. I observe that ryn is the Chaldaic name for 
&rpens Ophiuchi, the constellation which is conti
guous with &orpius. 
~' Leshem. The name of certain stars in 

&orpius.t 

t See my former Di88ertationa. 
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I shall now close my commentary on the Book of 
Joshua. I have said enough either to prove or to 
disprove my theory concerning it; and I must leave 
the decision to the judgment of my reader. 



-- --- - -------- -------------------

SKETCH OF A COMMENTARY. 

oa 

DISSERTATION, 

ON THE 

BOOK OF JUDGES. 

c. 1. 

HAVING extended the last Dissertation to so great a. 
length, I shall endeavour to be very concise in this; 
and shall only notice some parts of the Book of 
Judges, which seem to me to bear an immediate and 
distinct reference to astronomy. For the proper 
names explained in the preceding Dissertation, my 
reader will of course consult it. 

v. 5. 

pr.::J. ~l.,N, Adoni-Bezek. The solar title Adoni, or 
Adonis, is known aa such to every schoolboy. Bezek 
may signify either lightning, or a _lamb. The Lord 
of lightning, or the Lord of the Lamb, or Ram, (by 
both of which names the sign of Aries waa known,) 
evidently indicates the Sun, the principal Deity of 
the Tsabaists. 

v. 7. 

Thre~core and ten Kings. The numbers 70 and 
7'2 recur very frequently in the Ac'\cred text. It is to 

2 1 
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be observed, that the Orientalists divided eooh 
Zodiacal sign into three parts. The twelve signs of 
the zodiac were then divided in thirty-six parts. 
These parts were again variously subdivided. Con
sidered with respect to the circle, they were divided 
by 10, and being multiplied by 12, amounted to 
360, the number of days contained in the civil year. 
Considered with respect to the twelve signs of the 
Zodiac, they were divided and multiplied by 12. For 
want of better words, I shall call these 36 divisions 
of the Zodiac either Decans, or Dodecans. The 
three decans of each sign contained 10 degrees each, 
amounting to 30 for each sign, and 30 x 12 = 360. 
The three · dodecans contained 12 degrees each, 
amounting to 36 for each sign, and 36 x 12 = 432. 

The excess of 432 above 360 is 72. But the 36 
decans and dodecans into which the whole Zodiac 
was divided, being multiplied by 2, amount to 72 ; 
and this number seems consequently to have become 
a favourite one among the Cabalists. Now I observe 
that the Cabalists and calculators reckoned all periods 
as circles. They, therefore, considered the first and 
last terms of a period as unit. Thus they reckoned 
the first dodecan or decan of Aries, as the same with 
the last dodecan, or decan of Pisces; and conse
quently instead of counting 36 decans and dodecans 
in the Zodiacal circle, they reduced them to 35. 
Again, they counted the first term, or degree, of the 
first dodecan in the sign, as one and the same with 
the last term, or degree, of the last dodecan. Thus 
the number of degrees in the three dodecans amounted, 
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aecorJing to this mode of calculation, to 35, instead 
of 36. Hence it happens, that when the degrees of 
the three dodecans are multiplied by 2, we find 
sometimes, 35 x 2 = 70, and sometimes 36 x 2 = 72. 
Perhaps the hieroglyphic, by which the revolutions 
of time were denoted, will help to explain how the 
first term and the last were consirlered as unit. 

Here we see the tail of the serpent in his mouth ; 
and the first and last terms of the circle united. 

I have little doubt that this explanation of the 
numbers .70, and 72, so often recurring, will elucidate 
many passages in the sacred text. 

v. 34. 35. 36. 

The A morite&. The word .,OM, amor, agnus, 
was the Chaldaic appellation of the sign of Aries. 
But &oryiw~, the opposite sign to Taurus, is 
prt>ceded in its descent hy the rising of Aries on 
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the opposite side of the hemisphere. &orpiu.s 
was the emblem of Dan. 

The A1Mrites would dwell in Mount Heres in 
A ijalon. Heres signifies " the Sun." A ijalon 
" the great Ram." The allusion to the sign of 
Aries can hardly be questioned. Akrabbim, "the 
Scorpions, the stars of Scorpius." 

c. 4. 

Sisera. Hiller translates this name " the exalta
tion of the Moon." 

Harosheth of the Gentiles. But in the original 
the words are C.,Ji'T n~n. H arosheth of the Goim. 
The ancient Persian and Chaldaic word for a bull, 
was Go, or Gao, and by this name they indicated 
the sign of Taurus. Harosheth will bear many 
meanings, but I find, that the lexicographers trans
late the words before us, " the woods of the Gentiles." 
The dwelling of Sisera was then a pretty spacious 
one. But the stars of heaven were continually 

, indicated by trees, groves, woods, &c. I under
stand, therefore, by these woods of the Goim, th~ 
stars of Tau'rus, where was the dwelling of Sisera, 
the exaltation of the Moon. The 20 years may 
be reckoned 20 days. 

Deborah. I take this prophetess to have 
belonged to those stars in Taurus, which we call 
the Hyades. See what I have already said con
cerning Al-debaran. But Rumelin makes Deborah 
signify a bee, and the meaning is really so uncertain 
that I shall not pretend to fix it. If, however, we 
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abide by the lexicographers, I would rather translate, 
orckr, march, series ; the march of the celestial 
hosts being typified. 

1'\.,.,!1~, Lapidoth, "lights, torches, &c." Whether 
the stars were indicated by this word, I know not. 

Barak, " the lightning." 
Abinoam, " the father of amenity." Perhaps it is 

meant that the father of the pleasant season is the 
father of the lightning, as Abi1wam was the father 
of Barak. 

The signs of Virgo, Capricorn, and Tauru-s, are 
indicated by Naphthali, Zebulon, and Ephraim. I 
have already confessed my embarrassment with 
respect to the word Tabor. I think the teth and 
the tau may have been exchanged. Tabor may 
then signify " the middle or central part." 

Th{!, river Kishon Sisera. My reader will observe 
what I have before said of Kishon; and the word 
hE-re translated a river is ~m-Certainly the original 
name of the Nile, which answered in astronomy to 
the river called by us the Eridanus, and which in 
the Egyptian planispheres reached from E.n-Regel, 
the fountain of the foot of Orion, to the urn of 
Aqua·rius, which was its source. 

Jabin and Hazor are two words that relate to 
parts of the temple, the type of the Universe. 

''Heber the Kenite, the child of Hobab," signi
fies conjunction, the balancer, the son of the 
belot•ed. 

Jael signifies a kind of goat. I know not 
whether the allusion be to Capric&ru. It seems to 
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me that the whole of this story relates to a reform 
in the Calendar, concerning the Moon's revolutions. 
In fact, the words of Deborah confirm this conjec
ture. The 20th verse of C. 5th, should be trans

lated, "the stars fought from heaven, from their own 
exaltations they fought against Sisera-i.e.-the 
exaltation of the Moon." 

c. 6. 

'fhe next allegory relates to the defeat of the 
Midianites by Gideon. I am of opinion, that this 
story refers to the harvest season, which by the use 
of the rural year had been miscalculated. 

Midian, '' the measure," seems to imply the 
measurement of the heavens, and consequently of 
time. The Midianites · were probably those, who · 
having made false measurements, or false calcula
tions, concerning the rising of those constellations 
when the people were to sow and to reap, had 
occasioned a dearth in the country. 

A malekites. I have explained this word in a 
former Dissertation. It signifies "the people of 
the be~tles, or locusts, or caterpillars." These 
animals so destructive of the harvests are brought 
in innumerable quantities by the South-East winds, 
which blow so frequently in Syria during the Sum
mer and Autumn. 

Ophrah signifies dust. It has been alrea4y men
tioned ; but it seems here to imply the clouds of dust 
brought by the same winds. 

Joash signifies Despai1·. 
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Abi-Ezer seems here to signify the father of 
help-Despair begot the remedy. 

Gideon signifies cutting down. The cutting 
down of the corn seems to be implied. But he who 
did this was compelled to go to war with the Mea
surers, or false calculators, ~nd to destroy Baal, and 
the Gr~e, the emblems which these idolatrous and 
ignorant astrologers had set up as typeR of the Sun 
and the hosts of heaven. 

n,!l, Phurah may signify either a fruitful branch, 
or a heifer. • 

Bith-Shittah. "The house, or mansion of decli
nation "-an astronomical term already explained. 

Zererath. " The narrow place, or angle ;" proba
bly that formed by the ecliptic and equator at the 
autumnal equinox. 

Abel-Jfelwlah. The lamentation of },feholah, 
otherwise called Mahlah, "an idol of the Moon." 
This 1.llahlah was feigned to have heen one of the 
four mothers that brought forth evil spirits. 

roro, Tablxtth. "The month of December, or the 
tenth .Moon." 

.l.,.V, Oreb. " The evening." 

.lNr, Zeeb. This word signifies a wolf-but I 
have shown that it was a symbol of Mercury, or 
Anubis, and that it particularly indicated the crt..'
puscular light! 

J Oil'S. on tht• .&9th chap. of Hene~~is. 
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c. 8. 

There seemed to be two objects yet to remain for 
Gideon, or the reformer who introduced the reaping 
of the harvests at the proper season. The first was 
to fix the sacrifices at the proper periods of the year ; 
and the second might liave been to determine the 
true time by the help of the gnomon, or dial. It 
would appear that the Midianites, or Measurers had 
miscalculated the times for offering up sacrifices, and 
had also failed to place the dials in their just po
sitions with respect to the Cardinal pointa. 

v. 5. 

n,~o. Succoth. This name appears to come in 
this place from the Chaldaic word i1~0, to speculate, 
to observe. The reformer applied for assistance to 

the men of speculations, or in other words to those 
employed in the observatories ; but his request was 
refused by them. 

M.lf, Zebah. This word signifies a sacrifice. The 
re~ormer probably meant, either to regulate the 
seasons when sacrifices should be offered ; or, perhaps, 
to abolish the celebration of sacrifices offered to 

idols. ' 
l'l~;J, Zalmunah. I find in the Onomasticon that. 

this word signifies the disturbed shadow. I conclude, 
then, that allusion is made to the gnomons not 
being properly placed. It waa of course necessary 
for the reformer of the Calendar to destroy this dis
turbed shadow. 
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Pe It uel. This word seems to me to signify the 
aspects of El, or of the Sun. The two roots are 
dearly i1.l9 and ~N· 

Karkor, is translated destructissim.us, by Rumelin, 
&c. I rather imagine that it means the cold, or 
Winter season,-from .,i', frigus. 

n.:l.l, Nobach. "Latrator." 1 The latmtor Anubis 
was the Egyptian symbol for the planet Mercury. 

J ogbehah, IS translated exultabitur in the 
Onomasticon. It is certainly from M.:l.l ; but as a 
proper name it probably implied some of the 
Pelestial host. 

Ephod. This made part of the dress of the 
Priests.i Gideon bad 70 legitimate sons. This 
type has been already explained. The first and last 
terms in the three dodecans, taken as unit, amount 
to 35 ; and 35 x 2 = 70. But the first and last 
terms are taken as unit to express the continuity of 
the circular rotation ; and the tail of the serpent is 
placed in his mouth to show, that time is still 
resolved into time. When, therefore, the revolution 
of time divided by 36 is represented, the first and 
last terms are united, and the cycle, or circle is 
reckoned qua-si 35. Hut upon the same principle, 
if the cycle or circle be 72 and the first and last 
t.enns be united, in order to express the circular 
continuity, the number will be 71. We find that 
Gi<leon had 70 legitimate sons, and one bastard. 

I S1•e Bochart's cl11rivation of Anuhi" from thill root. 
2 ( 'on!utlt tlw E'XtnwtR whil~h 1 luwe mn•ll' from Cl<'mens. 

:! K 
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Abi-.ilfeleck-This is a solar title composed. of 
Abi, " a father," and Melech, "a king." 

c. 9. 10. 11. 12. 

My reader will easily follow the allegories 
contained in these chapters, even by the help of a 
common lexicon. I proceed to consider the history 
of Samson. 

c. 13. 

Zorah-This word, denoting the sign of &or
pius, the emblem of Dan, ha.s been already ex
plained. 

Manoah, is derived from m.l, which I have already 
shown to be the ancient word for night . 

.,,t.l, a Nazarite. Some of the lexicographers 
translate sepa'rated, but I understand the Naw.rite 
to be one who is crowned. 

TITUCtU, Samson. " The Sun."-Now if my 
readers be not aware that Hercules was a type of 
the Sun, they may turn to the works of Gebelin and 
Dupuis ; and in those of the former they will find a 
curious parallel drawn between Samson and Her
cules. Some things, however, have escaped the 
notice of Gebelin, which I shall briefly mention. 

Eshta,ol, "1/ades. or the lower hemisphere"
already explain<'d. 

c. 1 t. 

Timnath. I have already observed that this is 
an astronomi('al term in Chaldai('-it SE'ems to 
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signify an octant ; but in its original sense it was 
probably used to denote a portion or segment of 
the circle. That the term was employed astronomi
cally, even in Hebrew, appears from the. words D"V'T 

n)Cn, which signify · the &gment, or portion cif the 
Sun. 

The Philistines,.-" the revolvers, the wanderers, 
&c." Were these the planets ? 

Behold a young lion roared against him. The 
defeat of this lion by Samson reminds us of the 
combat of Hercules with the Nemean lion. In 
both examples it is the first of the labors. The 
Summer solstice being in Leo will account for this 
similarity. 

Thirty companions were given to Sant.<~on, or the 
Sun. These were clearly the days of the civil 

month. 
Ashkelon. "Ignis torrefaciens." Onom. 

c. 15. 

The story of Samson and the foxes is curiously 
illustrated by Gebelin. I shall, therefore, refer my 
reader to him. But though a similar fable may have 
been told of Hercules, I am inclined to think, that 
the whole has originated in a mistake occasioned by 
the resemblance in sound of two words, one of which 
signifies a fox, and the other .flame. See what I 
have already said on the subject. 

C'tO.V, Etam, "an eagle." Rumelin. Ewry 
l'lrhoolhoy knowR th<> eagle to lw a wlar Aymhol. 
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,.,;, Lehi, "a jaw-bone." It will be remembere<L 
that in the first decan of Leo, an ass's head was re
presented by the Orientalists.1 

•m no.,, Ramath Lehi. " 'fhe high place of the 
. b , JaW- one. 

En-hakkore. "The fountain of the palm-tree
pulp." M"'',P signifies that pulpy substance of the 
palm-tree, which the Orientalists consider as a deli
cious nutriment. But how came SamMon to give 
the name of En-hakkm·e to the place ? I know not, 
unles.<J it were, that the palm-tree is sacred to the 
Sun; and particularly in the sign of Leo. 

c. 16. 

Gaza. I have already observed, that Gaza signi
fies a, goat, and was the type of the Sun in Capri
corn. It will be remembered, that the Gates of tlw 
Sun were feigned by the ancient astronomers to be 
in Capricorn and in Cancer, from which sign the 
trop~cs are named. · Samson carried away the gates 
from Gaza to Hebron, the city of conjunction. 
Now Court Gebelin tells us, that at Cadiz, where 
Hercules was anciently worshipped, there was a 
representation of him, with a gate on his shoulders. 
This fact helps not a little to identify Hercules with 
Samson. # 

Sorec, signifies a vine. 
Delilah. I derive this name from .,,, to exhaust, 

(tttenuate, &c. The story of Samson and Delilah 
may remind us of Hercules and Omphale. 

1 See my Dissertation on the 49th chapter of Genesis. 
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As I write for scholars, hints are sufficient ; and, 
therefore, I leave them to fill up t~e canvas, where 
my sketches are unfinished. 

Thus it will be remembered, that the yellow hair 
of Apollo was the symbol of the solar rays ; and 
Samson with his shaven head may typify the Sun 
when "shorn of his beams." 

Samson had seven lockR, and these anRwer, in 
number at least, to the seven planets. 

But it is time to reeollect, that my business ·is 
rather to encourage others•to examine and explain 
these allegories, than to attempt. to elucidate the 
whole myself. 

• 



A SHORT DISSERTATION 

CONCERNING 

THE PASCAL LAMB. 

WE have already seen, that about 4,300 years ago, 
the Sun, at the vernal equinox, passed from the sign 

• of Taurus into that of Aries. It was apparently 
while the equinoctial Sun continued in Taurtts, a 
period of above 2,000 years, that astronomy was 
first cultivated in the East, and that the Tsa.baists 
established their idolatrous worship of the Sun, the 
Moon, and the Hosts of Heaven. But the Oriental
ists, in general, seem to have dated the commence
ment of the astronomical year, if I be allowed the 
expression, from the vernal equinox ; and while the 
Bull was the symbol of the Sun in the first of the 
signs, it was considered as an object of the highest 
veneration. The monuments of aU the ancient 
Oriental nations bear testimony to the respect, which 
was entertained for this symbol of the great God of 
the Tsabaists. Apia, Mnevis, the bull of Mithras, 
&c., were only so many types of the celestial Bull, 
or rather of the Sun in that sign. It was conse
quently supposed, that bulls, calves, and oxen, were 
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most acceptable victims, when sacrificed at the shrines 
of the Sun, known in different regions by the various 
names of Osiris, Mithraa, Moloch, Adonis, and lao. 

At the remote period of which I am speaking, the 
solstices had place, when the Sun waa in Leo and 
Aquarius, and the equinoxes, when the same lumi
nary waa in Tatt·rus and &orpius. As the year 
then commenced at the vernal equinox, and as 
Taurus was the first of the signs, the Tsabaists 
founded their idolatrous worship on this order ·of 
things. In progress of time, however, the retrograde 
motion of the fixed stars must have made it evident 
to astronomers, that the solstices and equinoxes had 
pas.~ed into other signs, and that, consequently, the 
veneration of the vulgar for certain symbols became 
misplaced. Thus the Sun at the vernal equinox 
passed from the sign of Taurus to that of Aries, 
which became in its turn the first of the zodiacal 
constellations. But though astronomers might per
ceive this, it was probably not quite so easy to make 
the ignorant and superstitious people comprehend, 
why the principal symbol of their principal God 
should be changed from a bull, or calf, to a ram, or 
lamb. 

It is to this source, that I am inclined to attribute 
the adoration, which was peculiarly offered up to 

bulls and calves, as principal symbols of the Sun, 
long after Taurus had cea~d to be the first of the 
signs. The astronomers of Thebes in Egypt seem 
to haw been the first, who obtained from the multi
tudt> that wnt'ration for shf't>p, which is so rt>marka-
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bly noticed by Herodotus. In other regions, the 
Bull continued, through the lapse of ages, to main
tain an unjust pre-eminence over the Ram, or Lamb, 
which had become the first of the signs. It is curious 
indeed, to observe, that the Bull is still so much 
venerated in India, 4,300 years after the celestial 
bull ceded his place in the heavens to the Ram, or 
Lamb; nor is it less extraordinary, that there have 
been, perhaps, more adorers of the Sun in A-ries, 
since that constellation ceased to be the first of the 
signs, than there were before. 

It is evident from the idolatrous worship offered 
by the Israelites to the golden calf, that they were 
not so well instructed in astronomy as the Thebans. 
Moses, who was learned in all the wisdom of the 
Egyptians, must have known, that Taurus was no 
longer the leader of the celestial hosts ; and in 
appointing the feast of the passover, he seems to 
have desired to amend both the religion and the 
astronomy of the Hebrews. 

The word which we translate passover (Heb. MD9) 

properly signifies t·rauJ)it, and is sometinles taken 
for that which makes a transit. Hence the Paschal 
lamb was frequently called MOEI pesach, as making 
the t-ransit. I pretend that the feast of the tra11sit 
was instituted as a memorial of the transit of the 
equinoctial Sun from the sign of the Bull to that of 
the Ram, or Lamb. 

Before I proceed further, however, it will be 
necessary to Ray Romething of the annual periods of 
thP Egyptians. 
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It apJX'aril, that the Egyptians, besides their 
lunar year, of which I do not intend to take notice 
at present, had four different years. These I shall 
term the astronomical, the canicular, the civil, and 
the sacred. 

The astronomicaf year ( f the Egyptians com
mencrd with the. vernal equinox. Aratus, having 
confounded it with the canicular year, has made 
Cancer the first of the signs, for which he has been 
reproved by J'heon. 

lVlteref01'e, (s~ys the latter) 1 has he taken the 
commencement fi·01n Cancer, ·u•hen the Egyptians 
date the beginning from, A1·ies? 

The Rabbins acknowledge, that the Egyptians 
preceded the Hebrews in fixing the commencement 
of the year at the vernal equinox, when the Sun was 
in Aries. Incipiebant aute1n L'Egyptii, says R: A 
Seba, numerare menses ab eo tempore, quo Sol in
gressus est in initium sideris Arietis, &c.3 

The Egyptians dated the canicular year from the 
rifling of Sirius. The commencement of the year, 
says Porphyry, is not da.ted from Aquariu,s by the 
Egyptian.~. as it i.<; by the Romctn.~, but from Can
cer; for Sothis, which the Greeks call the dog-... tar, 
is 11em· to Cancer, and the .first day of the month, 

I p. 69. 

~ I am led to think that this n.-.t.runomit·al y•~u wns that e•m

"isting of 360 ilap•, to which the l'ri••><t>~ ammally addo·ol fh o: 
days ami a 'lnartn. Ilut :-o•t• I lj,_,.}ornl! Sio:ulu><, L, 1. 

2 K a 
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according to the in, is fixed by tlw rising qf Sothi.~, · 
&c.1 Censorinus, speaking of this canicular year, 
says, Grmci ,w,,"o", Latini "caniculm·em" t•ocamus, 
propterea quod initium illius S'ltmitm·, ctlm prinw 
die ejus mensis, quem 'l.'ocant .Jlgyptii Tlwth, cani
culm sidus oritur.1 This last expression of Censo
rious does not appear quite clear to me. The 
month Tlwth, as we shall presently see, answered 
nearly to our month of September. 

The civil year of the Egyptians commenced with 
the month Tlwth. Alpherganius, in speaking of the 
Persian anu Egyptian months, thus expresses him
self. At menses ..Egyptii lwdie aliter procedunt 
intercalando q'uarto anno: quare eorum nwnse.~ 

jam Pe1·sicis dissimiles, at cum Grmcis atque Syriis 
congruunt. Primus apud'eos dies est 29us Augusti. 
The 29th of August was, indeed, the day when the 
month Thoth commenced; but this establishment of 
the civil year, commencing with the month Tlwth., 
is generally supposed not to have taken place until 
the time of Augustus Cresar. I am, however, in
clined to think, that the Egyptians had from the 
most remote antiquity a fixed year commencing 
with this month. The calendar of the Egyptians 
appears to have been reformed in the time of Au
gustus; but it seems strange to affirm that the 
Egyptians had no fixed year before that period. 
JosC'ph Scaliger severely reprehends Plutarch, for 

1 De aufro li!JIIIjilmrum. 2 De die uaf. C. 11:1. 
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speaking of certain months as fixed in the ancient 
times of the Egyptians. It is true, that the sacred 
year was a vague year, as we shall presently see ; 
but it does not therefore follow, that the Egyptians 
had no year that wps fixed. The puzzle seems to 

arise from this : The word Thoth, according to 
Jablonski, signifies the beginning. Hence it was 
applied to the beginning of the year, whether vague, 
or fixed ; and thus the tlwth might be any month of 
the solar year, as denoting the first month of the 
vague year ; or it might be the first month of an 
established year. 

The sacred year of the Egyptians WM vague. Its 
thoth, or commencement, must have been originally 
at the rising of Sirius. It was composed of 365 
days ; and consequently a day was lost at the end of 
every fourth year. This day the Priests tlid not 
intercalate for the sacred year, which thus became 
vague ; and hence they obtained one of their cycles. 
One thousand four hundred ruHl sixty ono years, L'<>n
sisting of 365 days each, are equal to 1460 solar 
years. This was ca1led the Sothic poriod, which 
shows, that the sacred yoar originally conmienccd 
with the canicular. 

Having thus briefly spoken of the Egyptian 
annual periods, I shall only add, that if I have named 
them wrongly, I trust it is of the less consequence, 
ns I have pointed out their comme-ncement. But 
I cannot agree with those authors, who make the 
l'anicular year a vague year. The sacred year, which 
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originally commenced with the rising of Sirius, was 
certainly vague ; but it seems impossible to suppose, 
that the year, to which Porphyry alludes, was like
wise vague. In fact, if this year had contained only 
365 days, without intercalation, the rising of Siriu.s 
would, in the lap8e of a few centuries, have been 
fixed nearer to the winter than to the summer 
solstice. Now when we consider how much im
portance was attached to the rising of Siriu.~ by 
the Egyptians, we can hardly imagine that they 
looked for it at any other time, than what 
their annual experience proved to them to be the 
true time. I have no objection, however, to state 
the matter thus. Let us call the canicular rural year 
fixed, and the canicular sacred year vague ; for I 
admit, that the vague year originally commenced 
with the rising o! Sirius. · But the Priesta appear to 

have intercalated a day every fourth year for the 
former, and to have omitted it for the latter. That 
the canicular rural year could not be vague is 
evident, I think, from the statement of Hor-Apollo. 
From the retrograde motion 6f the ,fixed stars, the 
Egyptians were obliged to add a day every fourth 
year, upon the same plan as we do in our bisscxtile 
years. It would be soon obvious, that the rising of 
Sirius, without having recourse to this expedient, 
would be retarded a day every fourth year. At the 
beginning of the fifth canicular rural year, this day 
was accordingly introduced. 'l'he emblem of this 
astronomical process was represented by an acre 

divid!><l into four part.<> :-hut. HPe Hor-Apollo.1 

1 L I. < •• !I , 
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Now for the vague year, this quarter of a day was 
omitted ; and, therefore, after the expiration of the 
fourth canicular sacred year, it would require 1460 
years to make the canicular sacred and vague year 
commence again precisely with the canicular rural 
and fixed year. The Egyptian Kings, according to 
an ancient writer cited by Jablonski, were obliged to 
swear, that they would not allow any intercalation 
in the year of 365 days, by which a day fixed for a 
festival should be changed ; and it is chiefly upon 
this authority, that I have marked the vague and 
sacred year of the Egyptians to have been the same. 
But it is time that I return to the Hebrews. 

Before the departure of the Hebrews from Egypt, 
their civil year commenced with the month Tisri. 
The month Tisri is called mrm WM'"I, " the beginning 
of the yt.•ar" in the Talmud; hut the author of the 
Chaldaic Paraphrase1 observes of Tisri, also called 
Etlwnim, that it was the month which the ancients 
called the first, but wlticlt 1·s. now the se1•enth. It 
follows, then, that Tisri answered to the Egyptian 
month Tlwth, which was the first month of the civil 
year of the Egn>tians, and which nearly answered to 
St'ptcmber. I cannot help thinking, that the Israe
lites .took the usc of this year from the example of 
the Egyptians. 

\Vhen the Hebrews left Egypt, their legislator gave 
th<•m another year. It commenced with the month 
Nisan, also called Abib. On the tenth day of thli! 

I 1 King:;, viii. 2. 
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month the Paschal Lamb was separated ; and on the 
fourteenth the feast of the transit was held. 

Now if this ceremony had nothing to do with the 
astronomical ram, or lamb, we shall find some curious 
circumstances, for which I shall leave others to 
account. 

We learn from the author of the Oriental Chronicle-, 
that the day, when the Paschal festival commenced, 
was that in which the Sun entered into the sign of 
the ram, or the sign of the lamb, as it was ca1lcd by 
the Persians and Syrians. E1·at dies ·iste quo Sol 
ingressus est primum signum Arieti.~, &c. R. 
Bcchai, in commenting on the 12th chapter of Ex~ 
dus, speaks to the following purpose. &ripsit Ma.i
nwnides, in ratione hujus pl'(ecepti, quod propte·rea 
quOd sidus Aries in ·mense Nisan maxime tuleret, 
et lwc sidus j1·uctus germinare faceret, ·ideo jussit 
Deus nuwtare arietem, &:c. Here is a pretty clear 
avowal on the part of l\rlaimonides, the most learned 
of the Rabbins, that the Paschal lamb was a type of 
the astronomical lamb. · 

But the Rabbins tell us, that the lamb was slain, 
in order to wean the Israelites from the idolatrou~; 
worship which the Egyptians offered to the Sun 
under the form of a ram. There can be no question, 
that Ammon, the type of the Sun in Aries, was wor
shipped by the Egyptians. Herodotus says,1 that 
the statues of Jupiter Ammon had the head of a 
ram. We are told by Eusebius2 that the idol of 

1 L. 2. C. 42. 2 Prreparat. EYang. L. 3. C. 12. 
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Ammon had a ram's head with the horns of a goat. 
Proclus (on the Timreus of Plato1) observes, that the 
Egyptians venerated the ram. in an extraordinary 
manner, inasmuch as they affixed a ram's head to 
Ammon. Now, say the Rabbins, our forefathers 
were ordered to slay a lamb, in order to mark their 
abomination of Ammon ; because the lamb was held 
sacred by the Egyptians, who never killed a sheep, 
it ht:>ing the type of their God. 

There is an objection to be made to this statement. 
It is not exactly founded upon fact. Herodotus2 tells 
UR, that in the temple of .Mendes, and in the Men
tlt-sian nome, they preserved goats, and sacrificed 

·sht:>ep. Stralxi1 S<'lJ"R, that in his time the Egyptians 
nowht're sncrificed sheep but in the Nitriotic nome. 
It. is not quite accurate, th('n, to say that the Eg)lr 
tians never killt•d sheep, and that for that reason the 
Israelites were commanded to slay the Paschal lamb. 

\Ve have S('en by the avowal of the Rabbins them
~lvcs, that the Paschal lamb was a type of the 
astronomical lnmh. \Vhat, if we W('re to find, that 
the fcnst of the transit W<'l8 copied from a festival 
instituh•d by the Eg)1ltians ? 

R. A. Seba., whom I have already quoted, admits, 
that at the time when the feast of the transit wns 
first rl-ltahlish<'d among the lsraelit<'s, the Egyptians 
alr<'ady had l)('gun to count their months from the 
('Utrancc of the sun into Aries; and tllt'n he nddfl, · 

- ------------
I L. 1. 2 L. 2. c. 42. 3 L. 17 
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atque is mensis (Phame.noth) totusfestd solennitate 
celebrabatur, &c. In the Oriental Chronicle it is 
said, that the day, when the SU:n entered into A·rie.~ 
was solennis ac celeber·rimus apud Algyptios. But 
this JEgyptian festival commenced on the very day. 
when the Paschal lamb was separated. Insuper 
die mensis decimo, says R. A. Seba, ipso illo die quo 
Algyptii incipiebant celebrare cultum arietis, &c. 
placuit Deo ut sumerent agnum, &c. -

But, continue the Rabbins, the Egyptians adored 
· the ram, or lamb, at this festival, whereas the Hebrews 
-slew the lamb. This, therefore, only proves the 
more, that the Paschal lamb was slain in order to 
wean the Israelites from the id?latry of the Egyp
tians. I must observe, that this reasoning d0€'s not 
seem to be founded upon fact. Herodotus tells us, 
that once a year, on a certain day, at the festival of 
Jupiter Ammon, the people of Thebes in Egypt slew 
a ram. But Jupiter Ammon was no other than the 
Sun in Aries. This annual festival then must have 
been that, which the Rabbins acknowledge to have 
been celebrated at the same time with the feast of the 
transit. The Sun came into Aries on the tenth of 
Nisan, ·which month answers to the Egyptian Pha
menoth. At the annual festival of Ammon, or of 
the Sun in Aries, a ram was slain by the Theban!:l. 
Atthe annual feast of the Jews, when the Sun was in 
Aries, a male lamh was slain. How will the Rabbins 
prove, that their ancestors did not copy this em'ltom 
from the Egyptians, whose festival on this oecasion 
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they admit to have been instituted before their 
own 1 

But, say the Rabbins, there was nothing in the 
E6YPtian festival, similar to the custom of the 
Israelites, in marking the doors, &c., with blood. My 
opinion is t~at ther~ was something very like it. St. 
Epiphanius says, that about the vernal equinox, the 
Egyptians had been accustomed, from the most re
mote antiquity, to celebrate the festival of the ram, 
or lamb. At this festival, he adds, they used to 
mark everything about them with red. I have not 
a copy of Epiphanius before me ; but I am pretty 
certain that I have rend a passage in him to this 
purpose. 

It may be remarked, that MOB pesach, the transit 
is sometimes employed to signify the lamb. It con
sequently follows, that the lamb was understood as 
at least the type of th<Lt which made the transit. 
But this becomes very intelligible, if the lamb were 
the type of the Sun making his transit into the sign 
of Aries at the vernal equinox. 

'Vhen, indeed, we find that this feast of the pass
over, or transit, was instituted at the time when the 
Jewish lawgiver altered the Calendar, and when he 
made the first month of the yea: that very month, 
in which the equinoctial Sun passed into Aries, it 
seems difficult to imagine that the Paschal lamb had 
nothing to do with the astronomical ram. But this 
opinion, which ,I submit to the judgment of my 
r<'adet:', hccom<'A strongly confirnwd hy the customs 

2 L 
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~d practices of the Egyptians, from whom the Jews 
copied many of their ceremonies, and obtained the 
greater part of their knowledge. 

19 
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